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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN 
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, DOES 1-5, 
Defendants. 




WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Counterdefendants. 
Case Nos.: CV 09-5395C & CV 09-11396 
PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED MEMORANDUM 
IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT BIG 
BITE EXCAVATION, INC.'S, MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT 





















BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation, and TIM AND JULIE 
SCHELHORN, Husband and Wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and 
ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 
PLLC, an Idaho Professional limited liability 
company, 
Defendants. 
COME NOW the Plaintiffs, Wandering Trails, LLC, ("WTLLC") and Liquid 
Realty, Inc., ("LRI") by and through their counsel of record, Angstman, Johnson & 
Associates PLLC, and hereby submit this Amended Memorandum in Opposition to Big 
Bite Excavation, Inc's, Motion for Summary Judgment. This Amended Memorandum 
replaces the Plaintiffs initial Response (filed on or about September 23, 2009) and the 
Plaintiffs' Supplemental Memorandum in Opposition to the Motion (filed on or about 











affidavits: the Affidavit of TJ Angstman in Response to Big Bite Excavation, Inc.'s, 
Motion for Summary Judgment (the "Angstman Affidavit") (filed on or about September 
23, 2009); the Affidavit of Matthew T. Christensen in Response to Big Bite Excavation, 
Inc.'s, Motion for Summary Judgment (the "First Christensen Affidavit") (filed on or 
about February 25, 2010); the Second Affidavit of Matthew T. Christensen in Opposition 
to Big Bite Excavation, Inc.'s, Motion for Summary Judgment (the "Second Christensen 
Affidavit") (filed contemporaneously herewith); and the Affidavit of Mick Bernier (the 
PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT 




"Bernier Affidavit") and Affidavit of Debra Bernier ("Debra's Affidavit") (both filed 





In early 2008, Tim and Julie Schelhom were involved in real estate development 
6 projects. Angstman Affidavit, ~ 3. At that time WTLLC was in the process of developing 
7 the Wandering Trails project, for which it needed excavation work performed. !d. 
8 
WTLLC had previously obtained a development loan which would pay for the excavation 
9 
10 
work. !d.,~ 4. Tim and Julie Schelhom had previously performed such excavation work 
11 for LRI on another project, through their company Big Bite Excavation, Inc. ("Big Bite"). 
12 !d., ~ 3; Deposition of Julie Schelhorn (attached to the Second Christensen Affidavit as 
13 
Exhibit A), 33:10 - 19 (hereinafter "Schelhom Depo"). 
14 
15 At that time, TJ Angstman, the president of LRI (which, in tum, is the managing 
16 member of WTLLC), spoke with Tim and Julie Schelhom about partnering on the 
17 
Wandering Trails project. Angstman Affidavit, ~ 2 & 4. The three discussed the 
18 
excavation and paving bid which Mr. Angstman had previously received from a separate 
19 
20 paving company. !d.,~ 4. Mr. Schelhom stated at that meeting that he could do the work 
21 through Big Bite in exchange for a share of the profits from the Wandering Trails project. 
22 
!d. Ultimately, the parties agreed that Mr. and Mrs. Schelhom would receive a 25% 
23 
share of the profits from the project. Id., ~ 5. The agreement was consummated in the 
24 
25 "Assignment of Limited Liability Company Interest" (hereinafter referred to as the 
26 "Assignment Agreement"). Id., ~ 5 and Exhibit A. 
27 
28 
29 PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT 




At the time, Mr. Angstman knew that the Schelhoms were the sole shareholders 
2 
and officers of Big Bite, as well as Piper Ranch, LLC ("Piper Ranch"). Id., ~ 6. Mr. 
3 
Schelhom indicated that Big Bite would perform the excavation and paving work 
4 
5 
required by and contemplated in the Assignment Agreement. !d.,~ 7; Bernier Affidavit,~ 
6 9; Debra's Affidavit, ~ 2. The Schelhom's both stated that the purpose of Big Bite 
7 performing the work was to satisfy the obligations to WTLLC and LRI pursuant to the 
8 
Assignment Agreement. !d. Based on the Schelhom's representations as the principals 
9 
10 
of Big Bite that it would perform the work required for Piper Ranch's capital contribution 
11 to WTLLC, the Assignment Agreement was signed, which transferred 25% of the 
12 WTLLC ownership to Piper Ranch. !d., ~ 8. 
13 
14 
Notwithstanding the Assignment Agreement terms, as well as the agreement for 
15 Big Bite to perform Piper Ranch's obligations under the Agreement, the required 
16 excavation and paving work was never performed. WTLLC and LRI instituted the 
17 
current litigation, seeking damages for failing to perform under those agreements. The 
18 
19 
Complaint in this matter alleges that WTLLC was a third party beneficiary to the 
20 agreement between Big Bite and Piper Ranch. Big Bite now seeks summary judgment, 
21 based on the alleged lack of contractual privity between itself and WTLLC or LRI, and 
22 
on the alternate basis that Angstman violated certain Rules of Professional Responsibility 
23 
related to the Assignment Agreement. 
24 
25 LEGAL STANDARDS 
26 
The applicable standard for summary judgment requires judgment "be rendered 
27 
forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the 
28 
29 PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT 




affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the 
2 moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." IR.C.P. 56(c). The initial 
3 
burden of establishing the absence of a genuine issue of material fact rests with Big Bite. 
4 
5 
See Thomson v. Idaho Ins. Agency, Inc., 126 Idaho 527, 531, 887 P.2d 1034, 1038 
























construe facts in the record in favor of WTLLC and LRI, and to draw all reasonable 
inferences from the record in favor of WTLLC and LRI. See Loomis v. City of Hailey, 
119 Idaho 434, 807 P.2d 1272 (1991). If the record contains conflicting inferences or 
reasonable minds might reach different conclusions, summary judgment must be denied. 
!d. 
ARGUMENT 
1. As third-party beneficiaries of the contract between Piper Ranch and Big 
Bite, WTLLC and LRI are entitled to enforce the contract. 
Idaho Code allows that a "contract, made expressly for the benefit of a third 
person, may be enforced by him at any time before the parties thereto rescind it." I C. § 
29-102. "If a party can demonstrate that a contract was made expressly for his benefit, he 
may enforce that contract, at any time prior to rescission, as a third party beneficiary." 
Baldwin v. Leach, 115 Idaho 713, 715, 769 P.2d 590, 592 (Ct. App., 1989); Idaho Power 
Co. v. Hulet, 140 Idaho 110, 90 P.3d 335 (2004). Here, an agreement was made between 
Big Bite and Piper Ranch for Big Bite to perform the work required of Piper Ranch under 
the Assignment Agreement. WTLLC was an express beneficiary of the Big Bite/Piper 
Ranch agreement - the work performed was owed to WTLLC by Piper Ranch under the 
Agreement. 
PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT 
































Citing Nelson v. Anderson Lumber Co., 140 Idaho 702, 99 P.3d 1092 (Ct. App., 
2004), Big Bite argues that WTLLC and LRI were merely "incidental beneficiaries" of 
the contract between Big Bite and Piper Ranch. See Supplemental Memorandum in 
Support of Defendant Big Bite Excavation, Inc. 's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 6-9. 
In Nelson, however, there was no written agreement between any of the parties -
everything was done orally. 140 Idaho at 708. Additionally, in Nelson (and Big Bite's 
Supplemental Memo), the analogy was made to a homeowner, general contractor and 
subcontractor. However, that analogy does not fit the situation at hand here. Piper Ranch 
was more than a simple general contractor for WTLLC. Piper Ranch received a 25% 
membership interest in the company based on its obligation to perform certain work. 
Accordingly, it does not fit the analogy imposed by Nelson and urged by Big Bite. 
Additionally, there was a written contract between WTLLC and Piper Ranch, 
which described the work that was to be perfonned in return for the membership interest. 
As the members of Piper Ranch are also the corporate officers of Big Bite, Big Bite was 
aware of the terms of Piper Ranch's contract. See New England Nat'! Bank v. Hubbell, 
41 Idaho 129, 238 P.308 (1925); Stivers v. Signey Mining Co., 69 Idaho 403, 208 P.2d 
795 (1949) (knowledge of corporate officer is imputed to corporation). With full 
knowledge of those terms, Big Bite agreed to perform the work required of Piper Ranch. 
This work was performed expressly for WTLLC's benefit. WTLLC was not merely an 
incidental beneficiary of Big Bite's work - but was the direct and express beneficiary. 
Accordingly, WTLLC is allowed to pursue Big Bite for a breach of the contract. 
Further, "after a contract for the benefit of a third person has been accepted or 
acted upon by that person, it cannot be rescinded without his consent." Baldwin v. Leach, 
PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT 
































115 Idaho at 715-16. Here, WTLLC and LRI acted upon the Big Bite/Piper Ranch 
agreement by consenting to the Assignment Agreement, and transferring ownership 
interest in WTLLC to Piper Ranch. Accordingly, the Big Bite/Piper Ranch agreement 
could not be rescinded absent WTLLC's consent, which was never given. See Angstman 
Affidavit,~ 9. 
Consequently, as a third-party beneficiary to the Big Bite/Piper Ranch agreement, 
WTLLC is entitled to enforce that agreement by seeking damages for its breach. 
Accordingly, Big Bite's motion for summary judgment as to the breach of contract and 
breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing claims should be denied. 
2. WTLLC and LRI are not pursuing an unjust enrichment claim against Big 
Bite. 
Big Bite also seeks summary judgment on WTLLC and LRI's third claim for 
relief based on unjust enrichment. However, a close look at the third claim for relief 
shows that this claim is directed solely at Piper Ranch, not at Big Bite. Accordingly, no 
summary judgment is necessary in favor of Big Bite as this claim is not directed at Big 
Bite. 
3. No professional responsibility obligations were violated related to the 
Assignment Agreement 
a. No transaction exists between WTLLC or LRI and Big Bite. 
WTLLC and LRI do not argue that they entered into a transaction with Big Bite. 
Rather, WTLLC and LRI entered into a transaction with Piper Ranch. Piper Ranch, in 
turn, created an agreement with Big Bite to perform some of its obligations under its 
agreement with WTLLC and LRL Big Bite was not required to do the work under Piper 
Ranch's agreement. Piper Ranch could have contracted with some other excavator/paver 
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to perform its obligations. See Schelhorn Depo, p. 115:21 - 116:16. However, Piper 





Rule 1.8(a) of the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct regulates a lawyer's 
6 business transactions with their clients. In order to be applicable, three things must be 
7 present: (a) a lawyer; (b) a business transaction; and (c) a client. See IRPC 1.8(a). In this 
8 
case, we have a business transaction between WTLLC and LRI (neither of which are 
9 
10 
lawyers) and Piper Ranch (which is not a lawyer). Even if WTLLC and/or LRI can be 
11 considered to be lawyers by virtue of Angstman's involvement (a fact which is not 
12 conceded), the business transaction was with an entity that was not a client (i.e., Piper 
13 
Ranch). There was no business transaction between WTLLC or LRI and Big Bite. 
14 
15 
Accordingly, the requirements of Rule 1.8 simply do not apply to Big Bite. 
16 Big Bite apparently attempts to impose the disclosure and consent requirements of 
17 Rule 1.8(a) on Angstman based on the fact that WTLLC and LRI were third-party 
18 
beneficiaries of the Piper Ranch/Big Bite agreement. However, this argument ignores 
19 
two things: first, the rule applies to direct transactions with clients and second, Big Bite 
20 
21 
was not obligated to perform Piper Ranch's work. Piper Ranch was free to hire an 
22 entirely different company to do the excavation and paving work. 
23 Simply put, absent an attorney, a business transaction, and a client, no duties 
24 
under Rule 1.8(a) exist. Here, there was no attorney and no business transaction with Big 
25 
26 
Bite. The transaction was between Piper Ranch, WTLLC and LRI. Accordingly, no 
27 duties exist to Big Bite under Rule 1.8(a). 
28 
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b. Even if a valid business transaction existed between WTLLC/LRl and 
Big Bite, no duties arise under Rule 1.8(a). 
The duties which arise under IRPC 1.8(a) are explained by the comments to the 
Rule and the Preamble to the Rules themselves. Thus, even if the court finds that 
Angstman owed a duty to Big Bite to inform it of its potential third-party beneficiary 
liability, that duty may be negated by the Rules themselves. 
The Preamble to the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct makes clear that the 
Rules are not to be used as litigation or procedural tools: 
. . . [The Rules] are not designed to be a basis for civil liability. 
Furthermore, the purpose of the Rules can be subverted when they are 
invoked by opposing parties as procedural weapons. The fact that a Rule 
is a just basis for a lawyer's self-assessment, or for sanctioning a lawyer 
under the administration of a disciplinary authority, does not imply that 
the antagonist in a collateral proceeding or transaction has standing to seek 
enforcement of the Rule. 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, Preamble Paragraph 20. 
Consequently, attempting to use an inapplicable Rule of Professional Conduct to 
negate an agreement to perform services, or otherwise try and avoid consequences of 
failing to perform, is an improper use of the Rules and should not be condoned by the 
court. 
Additionally, Comment 1 to Rule 1.8 reads, in pertinent part, as follows: 
. . . In addition, the Rule does not apply to standard commercial 
transactions between the lawyer and the client for products or services 
that the client generally markets to others, for example, banking or 
brokerage services, medical services, products manufactured or distributed 
by the client, and utilities' services. In such transactions, the lawyer has 
no advantage in dealing with the client, and the restrictions in paragraph 
(a) are unnecessary and impracticable. 
IRPC 1.8, Comment 1 (emphasis added). 
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As is clear from this comment, if the transaction at issue is a "standard 
commercial transaction" for "services that the client generally markets to others", then 
the disclosure and consent requirements of Rule 1.8(a) are unnecessary, impracticable, 
and not required. Julie Schelhorn testified that excavating was Big Bite's specialty, and 
that it had performed grading work on various other projects in the past. See Schelhorn 
Depo, p. 167:14 - 171:2. These were the two big elements that Piper Ranch agreed to 
have Big Bite perform on the Wandering Trails project, and clearly are things that Big 
Bite markets and performs for others. Id. Accordingly, even if the court finds that some 
contractual relationship existed between Big Bite and WTLLC or LRI, because of the 
nature of that relationship the requirements of Rule 1.8(a) do not apply. 
4. Big Bite is liable for Piper Ranch's obligations under an alter ego theory. 
In addition to WTLLC being a third-party beneficiary of the Big Bite/Piper Ranch 
contract, Piper Ranch is simply an alter ego of Big Bite. The Plaintiffs are seeking to 
amend the Complaint in this matter to include an alter ego claim against Big Bite, based 
on the testimony provided in the Schelhom deposition. See Amended Motion to Amend 
Complaint, filed contemporaneously herewith. Consequently, even if Big Bite prevails 
on the Plaintiffs third-party beneficiary claim, Big Bite is still a party to this case under 
the alter ego theory, and summary judgment dismissing them from the matter should not 
be granted. 
CONCLUSION 
As third-party beneficiaries to the Big Bite/Piper Ranch agreement, WTLLC and 
LRI are entitled to enforce that agreement, as well as the covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing inherent in that agreement. As no agreement was entered between WTLLC or 
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LRI and Big Bite, no professional responsibility rules were violated by Angstman's 
2 involvement in the transaction with Piper Ranch. No duties were owed to Big Bite 
3 
relating to its performance of Piper Ranch's obligations. Lastly, Big Bite remains liable 
4 
5 
under the alter ego theory. Accordingly, WTLLC and LRI respectfully request the court 
6 deny Big Bite's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
7 
8 
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BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
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Matthew T. Christensen, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and 
says as follows: 
1. 
2. 
I am of sufficient age and competency to testify before this court, and 
make the following statements based on my own personal knowledge. 
Attached hereto as Exhibit A are true and correct copies of excerpts from 
the deposition testimony of Julie Schelhom, taken on Jan 27, 2010. 
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Page 33 
:43:29 1 interest in that :46:30 1 ' Correct. ~. 
:43:35 2 A. Not that I'm aware of. :46:32 2 Q. And was it Piper Ranch who determined 
: 43:39 3 Q. What did Piper Ranch do to gain its :46:35 3 what work it was going to do to get their 
:43:50 4 interest in Circle Z? :46:38 4 membership interest, or did Circle Z determine 
:43:52 5 A. Can you be more specific? :46:44 5 what work Piper Ranch needed to do to get its 
:43:56 6 Q. Did Piper Ranch contribute money to :46:44 6 membership interest? 
; 43:59 7 Circle Z Development Group in return for a :46:57 7 A. Circle Z would determine that. 
:44:00 8 membership interest? :47:03 8 Q. Did Circle Z approach Piper Ranch about 
; 44:00 9 A. No. :47:07 9 becoming a member and doing work, or did Piper 
:44; 05 10 Q. Did Piper Ranch do work for Circle Z :47:10 10 Ranch approach Circle Z about being involved? 
: 4 4:08 11 Development Group in return for membership :47:14 11 A. Piper Ranch would have approached Circle 
:44:09 12 interest? :47:14 12 z. 
: 44:12 13 A. Yes. :47:18 13 Q. Okay. So Piper Ranch goes to Circle Z, 
: 4 4; 14 14 Q. What sort of work was done? :47:21 14 or I assume, it was either you or Tim, that went 
:44:19 15 A. Piper Ranch contracted Big Bite. :47:24 15 to either Richard or Larry, and said, hey, we 
0 :44:20 16 Q. To do what? :47:27 16 want to get involved in the Circle Z project. 
0 :4 4:22 17 A. To do the utilities. :47:30 17 And then how did discussions go from there? 
0 :44:26 18 Q. What do you mean by "do the utilities"? :47:32 18 A. I wasn't a part of those discussions. 
0 :44:35 19 A. Would be the sewer, the water, the :47:34 19 Q. Was that Tim that did that? 
:44:42 20 pressure irrigation. :47:42 20 A. Yes. 
:44:45 21 Q. To what-- I'm just trying to get a ; 4 7:46 21 Q. And at some point, the Circle Z folks 
:44:49 22 picture of what Big Bite did. I assume the :47:49 22 said, we'll give you 33 percent of the membership 
:44:49 23 excavation work for the sewer, the water, and the :47:52 23 interest in the company in return for you doing 
:44:52 24 irrigation? :47:59 24 sewer, the water, the irrigation work; correct? 
25 A. Correct. 25 MR. DINIUS: Object to the form. 
Page 34 Page 36 
:44:55 1 Q. Did they lay the pipe for those things 9:48:03 1 THE WITNESS: Can you rephrase that for 
:44:55 2 as well? 9:48:05 2 me? I'm sorry. 
:44:57 3 A. Yes. 9:48:06 3 Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) At some point, the 
:44:59 4 Q. Excuse my lack of knowledge. But I 9:48:10 4 Circle Z people, either Richard, or Larry, or 
:45:01 5 guess, what else is involved with installing 9:48:13 5 someone else from that company, came to Piper 
:45:03 6 sewer, water, and irrigation, besides the :48:16 6 Ranch, and said, in return for the 33 percent 
:45:08 7 excavation, the laying of the pipe? What else 7 interest in the company, we want you to do sewer, 
:45:09 8 would they have done? 8 water, and irrigation work on the project; 
:45:11 9 A. That would be a better question for Tim. :48:24 9 correct? 
:45:12 10 Q. Okay. :48:25 10 A. I don't think it was just sewer and 
:45:29 11 A. For the details on the actual scopes. 11 water. That question would probably best be 
:45:31 12 Q. And did Piper Ranch pay Big Bite for 12 directed to Tim. 
:45:34 13 those services? 13 Q. Okay. So I mean, the scope of the work 
:45:48 14 A. No. :48:35 14 that Piper Ranch had to do is Tim's question? 
:45:50 15 Q. Who determined the scope of the work 9:48:35 15 A. Correct. 
:45:56 16 that Piper Ranch needed to have done in order to 9:48:38 16 Q. Whatever the scope of the work was, 
:46:00 17 gain its ownership in Circle Z? 9:48:42 17 Circle Z said, we want this work done. And in 
:46:02 18 A. Can you repeat that question? I'm 9:48:45 18 return for that work being done, you will get a 
:46:02 19 sorry. 9:48:48 19 33 percent-- or a one-third interest in the 
:46:06 20 Q. Yeah. I'll probably reword it, too. 9:48:58 20 company; correct? 
:46:14 21 Summarizing what you have said. Piper 9:49:00 21 A. I don't know. 
:46:19 22 Ranch gained an interest in Circle Z by having 9:49:03 22 Q. Was there anything that Piper Ranch 
:46:21 23 excavation, and pipe work, and whatever else Tim 9:49:07 23 needed to do to gain its one-third interest, 
:46:28 24 may have done presumably on the Willow Glen 9:49:09 24 other than the work that Tim will explain the 
25 Subdivision, Phase III project; is that correct? 25 scope of? 
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Q. Okay. And it's true that you didn't 
ever tell T.J. that you didn't have the money to 
perfonn the obligations quickly? 
A. Pardon me? 
Q. You never told T.J., Piper Ranch does 
not have the funds to perform its obligations 
under the agreement quickly? 











Q. Okay. How did Piper Ranch plan on 12 : 0 3 : 3 4 1 0 
fulfilling its obligations under that agreement? 12 : 0 3 : 4 0 11 
A. It would be capital calls from us 12 : 0 3 : 4 3 12 
personally to Piper Ranch. 12 : 0 3 : 5 11 3 
Q. So Piper Ranch was going to do a capital 12 : 0 3 : 53 14 
call for 160,000 from the two individuals? 12 : 0 3 : 55 15 
A. Co!1'ect. 12 : 0 3 : 55 1 6 
Q. And that 160,000 would be used for what? 12: 0 4 : 2 4 17 
A. For whatever it was needed for. 
Q. Okay. There was some scope of work that 
Piper Ranch was obligated to do under the 
agreement; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. The exact scope of that we'll ask Tim 
later. But as I understand it, your testimony 
is, Piper Ranch planned on doing a capital call 
Page 115 
to its members to get funds to pay someone else 
to do that work? 
A. As needed. 













A. Well, I think isn't that nonnally how it 
works? A portion of work is done as money is 
12 : 0 2 : 1 7 7 needed to cover whatever that is. It would be 
























thing, when taxes are due, and notes are due, and 
the funds aren't in Wandering Trails --
Q. Okay. 
A. -- he makes a personal capital call to 
cover it. 
Q. Okay. So what I understand you saying 
is, you weren't planning on doing a capital call 
for 160,000 right at the beginning? 
A. No. 
Q. The capital call would happen as work 
was done, or needed to be done? 
A. Correct. Correct. 
Q. Okay. Who did Piper Ranch plan on using 
to do the work that was required? 
A. Piper Ranch had not solidified who would 
be doing the actual work. 



















doing the excavation and paving work? 
A. Most likely, we would contract Big Bite 
for the excavation. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And the grade-- and possibly, the 
grading. Big Bite does not do any asphalt 
paving. So that, in general, would have to be 
subbed out to someone else. 
Q. Big Bite had never done paving before? 
A. No, we never have. 
Q. But it was most likely that Big Bite 
would do the excavation and the grading? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And at this point, none of the work has 
actually been done; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Let's go back to that Exhibit 4, which 
was the meeting minutes from the February 
2008 -- excuse me -- March 2008 meeting. 
A. (Witness complying.) 
Q. Those meeting minutes towards the 
bottom, discuss Wandering Trails project: Sub 
Point A, discuss being approached by T.J. on the 
project. Sub Point B, signed assignment ofLLC 
on February 28, 2008. 
Page 117 
I assume the meeting minutes are just 
confirming the actions that have been done in 
signing the assignment agreement by Piper Ranch; 
is that con-ect, at least in part? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. Well, was there any other 
discussion at that meeting about that project, 




(Exhibit 12 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Give you what's 
marked as Exhibit No. 12. Do you recognize this 
exhibit? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. It appears to be a string of 
emails, the original ones between T.J. and a 
representative from Alpha Lending. Did you 
understand, Alpha Lending was one of the lenders 
for the Wandering Trails project? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Ultimately, there is an email 
from you to T.J., it's about a third of the way 
down on the first That email is dated 
30 (Pages 114 to 117) 
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name as Timothy Schelhorn, with him owning 100 
percent of the stock of the company. 
And so I'm wondering if he owns 100 
percent of the stock, or if he really only owns 
50 percent of the stock? 
A. I would have to look back at the 
corporate papers. 
Q. But as far as your tax return goes 
your-- Big Bite is reporting that Tim owns 100 
percent of the company? 
A. It would appear so. 
Q. Okay. But your testimony is that it is 
split, 50150? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And has been that way since '97? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And the two of you, Tim and 
Julie, are the officers in the company as well? 
A. Yes. 
Q. With Tim as the president, and you are 
the secretary/treasurer? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Are there any other officers? 
A. No. 
Q. Any other directors? 
A. No. 
Q. Any other shareholders? 
A. No. 
Page 167 
Q. Does -- the tax return listed some of 
the assets. Does Big Bite as a company own any 
real estate, like the building that it's in, or 
anything like that? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. Does Big Bite have any ownership 
in any development entities? 
A. No. 
Q. Or ownership in any developments? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. What sort of things does Big Bite 
do on a day-to-day basis? 
A. On a day-to-day basis? 
Q. What sort of projects does it work on, 
and that sort of thing? 
A. We do-- we are a utility contractor, 
like I said before. That is our specialty. We 
have the ability to do some grading, but that's 
not what we, you know, do most of the time. Like 
I said, it's the utilities. And that's normally 
what we-- what we bid. And if there is a job 




















































Q. Okay. It doesn't do any vertical-type 
construction; correct? 
A. What do you mean by "vertical"? 
Q. Like building the actual homes or 
anything like that? 
A. No. 
Q. It's essentially the-- just the utility 
stuff? 
A. The infrastructure. 
Q. Yeah. Okay. 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And it will typically do that as 
a contractor for a project or a subcontractor? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Not as an owner ofthe project? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Okay. And as far as marketing what Big 
Bite does, I assume they submit bids on different 
projects; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Are there other sorts of marketing-type 
activities that Big Bite will do? 
A. No. We bid anything that we normally 
have repeat business with the customers that 
we've had in the past. We've not solicited work. 
Page 169 
You know, work is-- we are asked to bid-- we're 
given bid invitations for things, so ... · 
Q. Okay. The work that Big Bite did on the 
Willow Glen project is work that is --that it 
typically does? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And on the Wandering Trails 
project, the work that Piper Ranch was 
contemplating Big Bite doing was work that Big 
Bite typically does? 
A. I guess I need you to clarifY whether or 
not Big Bite actually does the work? I mean --
Q. Well--
A. Big Bite -- go ahead. 
Q. rii back up a little bit. As I 
remember you testifying before, there was kind of 
three different things that Piper Ranch was going 
to do on the Wandering Trails project: One was 
excavating, grading, and paving; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And I think you testified that Piper 
Ranch was most likely going to use Big Bite for 
the excavating and the grading portion of that, 
but not the paving? 
A. That's correct. 
43 (Pages 166 to 169) 
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Q. So the excavating and grading portion, 
those are things that Big Bite typically does,_ 
that's what it, as a company is set up to do? 
A. Big Bite can do. 
Q. Okay. 
A. But that's not our specialty. 
Q. The excavating? 
A. Excavation is. Grading is not our 
specialty. 
Q. Okay. But it has done grading on other 
projects? 
A. Ithas. 
Q. Okay. Has it ever done paving on any 
other projects? 
A. No, we do not have any paving equipment. 
Q. Okay. Do you !mow what percentage of 
the work on the Wandering Trails project was 
going to be the actual paving as opposed to the 
excavating or the grading? 
A. I do not. 
Q. Okay. Would Tim know. 
A. It's a possibility. 
Q. Okay. But in any case, excavation is 
what Big Bite does? . 
A. That's correct. 
Page 171 
Q. And grading sometimes? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Does it ever bid on jobs just for 
grading? 
A. We haven't in a very long time. I don't 
believe so. No, I would have to say, no. 
Q. Okay. But excavation it bids on all the 
time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How many bids, average per year, does it 
make? 
A. That's hard to say. I-- I couldn't 
tell you. I guess it would depend on the 
economy. 
Q. Okay. 
A. A couple years ago, a lot. 
Q. Okay. Yeah. So in 2007? 
A. I couldn't tell you how many we bid. 
Q. Okay. More than 20? 
A. I can't tell you. I hate to guess, 
because I don't know. 
Q. Okay. But it's slowed down some since 
2007? 
A. It's slowed down immensely. 
Q. Okay. Other than the Willow Glen 




















































project that we talked about before, has Big Bite 
done any sort of excavation, or grading, or 
utility work on projects that you had some sort 
of ownership interest in? 
A. Other than? I'm sorry--




Q. Okay. And in the Willow Glen project, 
Big Bite was doing work that was Piper Ranch's 
obligation to do in order to get its ownership 
interest in that entity; correct? 
A. Big Bite was subbed to Piper Ranch, 
correct. 
Q. Okay. But there wasn't any written 
contract or payments to Big Bite yet? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. Would Big Bite ever have occasion 
to purchase asphalt? I would assume that goes 
with the paving? 
A. That does go with the paving. And, no, 
we would never just purchase asphalt. 
Q. Would asphalt be involved in the grading 




A. Well, I can clarify that. We would be 
possibly removing existing asphalt. But we would 
not--
Q. Okay. 
A. -- purchase and put new asphalt down. 
Q. Okay. That makes sense. 
Has Big Bite ever-- well, let me do it 
this way. 
(Exhibit 32 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Handing you 
Exhibit 32. Take a look at that, and tell me if 
you recognize it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is it? 
A. It's Defendant Big Bite Excavation, 
Inc.'s Responses to Plaintiffs' First Set of 
Interrogatories and Requests For Production of 
Documents. 
Q. And I'm looking at page 9. 
Specifically, Request for Production No.7, which 
reads, "Please produce true and correct copies of 
all corporate resolutions (or other authorization 
for action taken by the company) for Big Bite 
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3649 Lakeharbor La..11e 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117 
Christensen ISB: 7213 
~ Ffl: !+t c •. k E D P.M. 
MAY 2 8 2010 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
K CANNON, DEPUTY 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, DOES 1-5, 
Defendants. 




WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEBRA BERNIER- PAGE 1 
Matter: 5407-014 
212 
Case Nos.: CV 09-5395C & CV 09-11396 






6 BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
7 Corporation, and TIM AND JULIE 






11 THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and 
ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 





STATE OF IDAHO 
16 
) 
17 COUNTY OF ADA ) 













1. I am of sufficient age and competency to testify before this court, and 
make the following statements based on my own personal knowledge. 
2. I am married to Mick Bernier, one of the members of Wandering Trails, 
LLC. I was present for a meeting in which Tim and Julie Schelhom stated 
that they would perform excavation and paving work for the Wandering 
Trails project themselves, through their own excavating company- rather 
than hire a different company to do that work. I understand that their 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEBRA BERNIER - PAGE 2 
Matter: 5407-014 
213 
excavating company is Big Bite Excavation, Inc. At that same meeting, 
2 
the Schelhoms indicated they would begin the excavation and paving work 
3 





























Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEBRA BERNIER - PAGE 3 
Matter: 5407-014 
214 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 
3 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this d day of May, 2010, I caused to be served a 
4 true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF DEBRA BERNIER by the method indicated 





























Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael Hanby 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0101 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEBRA BERNIER- PAGE 4 
Matter: 5407-014 
215 
Means of Service 
D U.S. Mail, Postage Paid. 
D Hand Delivered to Office or 









Matthew T. Christensen 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON 
3649 Lakeharbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117 
Christensen ISB: 7213 
- ~\:4., A.k __ E_f_D _ ·P.M. 
MAY 2 8 2010 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
0 RIG INA L KCANNON, DEPUTY 





















IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
W ANDERJNG TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, DOES 1-5, 
Defendants. 




W ANDERJNG TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
AFFIDA VII OF MICK BERNIER- PAGE 1 
Matter: 5407-014 
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BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation, and TIM AND JULIE 
SCHELHORN, Husband and Wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and 
ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 
PLLC, an Idaho Professional limited liability 
company, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
Mick Bernier, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says as 
follows: 
1. I am of sufficient age and competency to testify before this court, and 
make the following statements based on my own personal knowledge. 
2. I am one of the members of Wandering Trails, LLC. I originally owned 
the real property on Goodson Road which was purchased by Wandering 
Trails, LLC. I received my ownership interest in that company as part of 
the purchase price for the property. 































3. Additionally, Wandering Trails, LLC, agreed to pay me the purchase price 
for the property as the land was sold, through installment payments. The 
total purchase price of the property was $8,000 per acre. When 
Wandering Trails, LLC, initially closed on the property, I was paid a sum 
which was credited towards the total purchase price. 
4. After the initial closing of the sale from me to Wandering Trails, LLC, I 
was still owed approximately $860,000.00 of the original purchase price. 
In addition, as a 25% member of the company, I was and am entitled to 
25% of the profits or distributions from the company. 
5. When the Schelhoms gained their ownership in Wandering Trails, LLC, 
(through their entity, Piper Ranch, LLC), I agreed to waive $400,000.00 of 
the remaining amount owed to me. This left approximately $460,000.00 
owed to me for the purchase of the property, plus 25% of the profits or 
distributions. 
6. To date, I have not received any payment toward the $460,000.00 owed. 
Additionally, I have not received any percentage of profits or distributions 
from the company. 
7. It is my understanding that the sale of the property is dependent on the 
excavation and paving of the roadwork being performed. Absent that 
work, the property will not sell for a reasonable price. Further, it is my 
understanding that the excavation and paving for the initial lots was to be 
completed in early 2008, in order for those first lots to sell in 2008. 































8. It is my understanding that the Schelhorns agreed to perform the 
excavation and paving work in return for their membership interest in the 
company. As I understand it, they received their membership interest 
through their entity, Piper Ranch, LLC. 
9. While I do not remember a specific date, I was present for a meeting in 
which the Schelhorns said they would perfonn the excavation and paving 
work themselves, through their own excavating company- rather than hire 
a different company to do that work. I understand that their excavating 
company is Big Bite Excavation, Inc. At that same meeting, the 
Schelhorns indicated they would begin the excavation and paving work in 
March 2008. 
10. I never agreed to postpone excavating or pavmg the roads on the 
Wandering Trails project. 




SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this f 0 day of 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICK BERNIER- PAGE 4 
Matter: 5407-014 
219 
Notary Public I 
Residing in 1/""-t,-r" b ,'"' .J , X 6 A~ o 





























CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~day of May, 2010, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MICK BERNIER by the method indicated 




Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael Hanby 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0101 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICK BERNIER - PAGE 5 
Matter: 5407-0 14 
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Means ofService 
0 U.S. Mail, Postage Paid. 
0 Hand Delivered to Office or 






























Matthew T. Christensen 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON 
3649 Lakeharbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83 703 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117 
Christensen ISB: 7213 
Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
ORIGINAl 
..__. 
F,l·cl fi lv E D 
- I~· ':ll .i'\.IVI •. ___ P.iVJ. 
MAY 2 8 2010 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
K CANNON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, DOES 1-5, 
Defendants. 




WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Counterdefendants. 
Case Nos.: CV 09-5395C & CV 09-11396 
AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT 


























BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation, and TIM AND JULIE 
SCHELHORN, Husband and Wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and 
ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 
PLLC, an Idaho Professional limited liability 
company, 
Defendants. 
COME NOW the Plaintiffs, by and through their counsel of record, ANGSTMAN 
JOHNSON, and pursuant to IRCP 15(a) and 15(d) file this Amended Motion to Amend 
Complaint, and move the court for an order granting the Plaintiffs leave to file an 
Amended Complaint, to include a new veil-piercing claim against Tim and Julie 
Schelhom, the principal owners of the current defendants Big Bite Excavation, Inc., and 
Piper Ranch, LLC, as well as a veil-piercing claim against Big Bite Excavation, Inc. 
This motion is based on the record herein, and is supported by the Memorandum 
in Support of Amended Motion to Amend Complaint and the Affidavit of Matthew T. 
Christensen in Support of Amended Motion to Amend Complaint, both filed 
contemporaneously herewith. A copy of the proposed Amended Complaint is attached to 
the Affidavit of Matthew T. Christensen in Support of Amended Motion to Amend 
Complaint as Exhibit A. 
The Plaintiffs request oral argument on this motion. 





Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT- PAGE 2 
Matter: 5407-014 
222 






























CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this :z.k_ day of May, 2010, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT by the 
method indicated below, and addressed to those parties marked served below: 
Served Party Counsei 
rr Defendants Kevin E. Dinius 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0101 
Means of Service 
0 U.S. Mail, Postage Paid. 
0 Hand Delivered to Office or 
Court House Drop Box. 
o;:x Transmittal 
Matthew 
AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT- PAGE 3 









Matthew T. Christensen 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON 
3649 Lak:eharbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117 
Christensen ISB: 7213 
F ~ L E D fJ~YJ,. A.M. P.M. 
MAY 2 8 2010 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
K CANNON, DEPUTY 
ORIGINAL 





















IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
VS. 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, DOES 1-5, 
Defendants. 




WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Counterdefendants. 
Case Nos.: CV 09-5395C & CV 09-11396 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND 































BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation, and TIM AND JULIE 
SCHELHORN, Husband and Wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and 
ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 
PLLC, an Idaho Professional limited liability 
company, 
Defendants. 
COME NOW the Plaintiffs, by and through their counsel of record, ANGSTMAN 
JOHNSON, and hereby file this Memorandum in Support of Amended Motion to Amend 
Complaint, as follows: 
INTRODUCTION AND LEGAL STANDARDS 
Wandering Trails, LLC, ("WTLLC") and Liquid Realty, Inc. ("LRI") originally 
filed a complaint against Piper Ranch, LLC, ("Piper Ranch") and Big Bite Excavation, 
Inc. ("Big Bite"), for breach of contract (including as a third party beneficiary of an 
agreement between Piper Ranch and Big Bite). In the original Complaint, WTLLC and 
LRI named Does 1-5, which were described as "the principal owners or members of Big 
Bite and/or Piper Ranch" who were believed to be liable for the claims set forth in the 
Complaint under alter ego/instrumentality theories. See Complaint and Demand for Jury 
Trial,~ 5. WTLLC and LRI had previously reserved the right to substitute the correctly 
named parties after the discovery process revealed the identities of those parties. 
Since the original complaint was filed, and through the discovery process in this 
matter, it has become apparent that the Complaint in this matter should be amended to 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF, AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND 































provide for full and equitable relief to the Plaintiffs. Particularly, by way of this Motion, 
WTLLC and LRI seek relief pursuant to Rule 15( a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
to amend their Complaint to assert additional causes of action against Tim and Julie 
Schelhom, the sole owners, members and/or shareholders of Piper Ranch and Big Bite 
and against Big Bite. 
Rule 15(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides that leave to amend a 
complaint shall be freely given when justice so requires. Whether to grant or deny a 
motion to amend is a matter of discretion left to the trial court. Maroun v. Wyreless 
Systems, Inc., 141 Idaho 604, 114 P.3d 974 (2005). In the interest of justice, the court 
should favor a liberal grant of leave to amend. See Wickstrom v. North Idaho College, 
101 Idaho 450,725 P.2d 155 (1986). 
Here, the Amended Complaint seeks to assert additional claims against Tim and 
Julie Schelhom and Big Bite. Up to this point, the Schelhoms have not been parties, per 
se, to the Complaint. They are, however, the sole shareholders and members of Piper 
Ranch and Big Bite, and therefore have had full knowledge of this litigation, and have 
directed it on behalf of those two companies. Additionally, since the original Complaint 
was filed with the Doe Defendants (described as the principal owners of Big Bite and 
Piper Ranch), Tim and Julie Schelhom were on notice that they potentially could be 
liable under alter ego theories. Further, in the consolidated matter, Tim and Julie 
Schelhom are named Plaintiffs. Big Bite, on the other hand, has consistently been a fully 
participating party to this action since the Complaint was filed. 
The trial in this matter is over a year away, set to take place in September 2011. 
There remains sufficient additional time in the discovery process for the Schelhoms and 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND 



























Big Bite to pursue additional discovery if required. Accordingly, there is no prejudice in 
allowing these additional claims against them. 
ARGUMENT 
Piercing the corporate veil is the judicial act of imposing personal liability 
on otherwise immune corporate officers, directors, and shareholders for 
the corporation's wrongful acts. The theory allows the fact finder to 
disregard the corporate form, thereby making individuals liable for 
corporate debts. 
EEOC. v. Burrito Shoppe, LLC, 2008 WL 2397678 (Dist. Idaho, 2008) (citing VFP VC v. 
Dakota Co., 141 Idaho 326, 335, 109 P.3d 714, 723 (2005)). 
In order to pierce the corporate veil, two basic elements must be shown: (1) a 
unity of interest and ownership such that the separate personalities of the corporation and 
the individual no longer exist and (2) ifthe acts are treated as those of the corporation an 
inequitable result will follow. 1 See Surety Life Ins. Co. v. Rose Chapel Mortuary, Inc., 95 
Idaho 599, 514 P.2d 594 (1974); Baker v. Kulczyk, 112 Idaho 417, 732 P.2d 386 (Ct. 
App., 1987); Hutchison v. Anderson, 130 Idaho 936, 950 P.2d 1275 (Ct. App., 1997). 
Proof of the first element can be any ofthe following: 
1. The sole company owners (shareholders or members) are also the sole company 
officers; 
1 No Idaho state case appears to have dealt with piercing the veil of a limited liability company (as opposed 
26 to a corporation). However, two federal cases in Idaho have dealt with the issue. See In re: Weddle, 353 
B.R. 892 (Bankr. D. Id., 2006) ("While Idaho cases addressing veil piercing deal with corporations, this 
27 Court concludes Idaho courts would equally apply such an equitable principle to the misuse or abuse of a 
limited liability company."); EEOC v. Burrito Shoppe, LLC, 2008 WL 2397678 (D. Idaho, 2008) (allowing 
28 the piercing of a limited liability company veil to proceed to jury trial). See also 45 Am. Jur. Proof of Facts 
3d I "Grounds for Disregarding the Corporate Entity and Piercing the Corporate VeiL" (2009) (citing 
29 cases). 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND 































2. The company lacks the formalities required of corporations (annual meetings with 
meeting minutes, proper corporate fonnation documents, separate bank accounts 
and tax returns, etc.); 
3. The company engages in business transactions without the formal approval of the 
directors, officers or managers; 
4. Personal expenses (or expenses of other entities) are paid for from company 
accounts; 
5. The owner exercises complete and absolute control over the business; 
See Hutchison v. Anderson, 130 Idaho 936, 950 P.2d 1275 (1997); EEOC v. Burrito 
Shoppe, LLC, 2008 WL 2397678 (D. Idaho, 2008); 1 Fletcher Cyc. Corp. §41.30 
"Piercing the Corporate Veil; Determinative Factors" (2009). 
Here, nearly all of these elements are present: 
1. The Schelhorns are the sole members of Piper Ranch, LLC. See Piper Ranch 's 
Response to Request for Admission No. 4, (attached to the Affidavit of Matthew 
T. Christensen in Support of Amended Motion to Amend Complaint as Exhibit 
B); 
2. The Schelhorns exert 100% control over Piper Ranch, LLC. See Piper Ranch's 
Response to Request for Admission No. 9, (attached to the Affidavit of Matthew 
T. Christensen in Support of Amended Motion to Amend Complaint as Exhibit 
B); 
3. Piper Ranch, LLC, does not file separate tax returns, but is included on the 
Schelhorns personal tax returns. See Deposition of Julie Schelhorn (attached to 
the Affidavit of Matthew T. Christensen in Support of Amended Motion to 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND 































Amend Complaint as Exhibit C), 124:24 - 125:16 (hereinafter "Schelhorn 
Depo"); 
4. Piper Ranch, LLC, does not have a separate bank account, but rather is listed as 
"Tim and Julie Schelhom, dba Piper Ranch, LLC." This was apparently done 
because the Schelhoms chose a bank that does not handle business accounts. See 
Schelhorn Depo, 140:10- 141:8; 
5. Piper Ranch has engaged in business transactions with other entities for which no 
company resolutions authorizing the transaction exist. For instance, no company 
resolution exists authorizing Piper Ranch's contracting to receive a membership 
interest in Wandering Trails, LLC. See Id., 164:2 - 16. Additionally, no 
company resolution exists for Piper Ranch's agreement with Big Bite to perform 
various services for Piper Ranch on various projects. See Id., 37:5-10. 
6. Piper Ranch used Big Bite to perform services and work on a separate project, for 
which no written contract exists. Id., 48:13-25. In addition, Piper Ranch has not 
paid Big Bite anything for the work it performed on that project. !d., 48:23 -
50:14. 
7. Piper Ranch invoices and bills have been paid by Big Bite, a separate entity 
owned by the Schelhoms. See Id., 123:12- 124:20 and Exhibit 14. 
The above facts tend to show that the separate legal personalities of Piper Ranch, 
the Schelhoms and Big Bite no longer exist (if they ever did to begin with), and that the 
first prong of the veil piercing test is easily met. Piper Ranch is an alter ego of the 
Schelhorns and Big Bite. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND 
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Regarding the second element of the veil piercing test, WTLLC and LRI must 
simply show that if the acts are treated as those of Piper Ranch, rather than the 
Schelhoms or Big Bite, an inequitable result will follow or that it would sanction a fraud 
or promote injustice. An under-capitalized company, which contains no or very little 
capital, thus making collection of any judgment against the company substantially futile, 
is enough to show an inequitable result would follow from holding just the company 
liable. See Hutchison v. Anderson, 130 Idaho at 941; EEOC v. Burrito Shoppe, LLC, at * 
4; L.S. Tellier, Annotation, Inadequate capitalization as factor in disregard of corporate 
entity, 63 A.L.R. 2d 1051 (1959). Here, despite obligating itself to perform (or pay for 
performance) of $160,000 worth of construction work on the Wandering Trails project, 
the Schelhoms have only contributed $2950.00 to Piper Ranch. See Schelhorn Depo, 
139:7-17. Much of that $2950 has been paid out for various expenses, leaving only a 
negligible amount in the account. Id., 136:19- 139:17. Clearly any collection of a 
judgment against Piper Ranch would be futile and inequitable to WTLLC and LRI. 
Accordingly, WTLLC and LRI meet both the first and second elements of the veil 
piercing test. 
CONCLUSION 
The Schelhoms and Big Bite have been using Piper Ranch, LLC, as an alter ego 
of themselves, such that the separate legal identities of them and the company should be 
disregarded. Not doing so would lead to the inequitable result of the Schelhoms and Big 
Bite being allowed to hide behind Piper Ranch's shield, thus preventing any recovery by 
WTLLC and LRI for the Schelhoms actions. For the foregoing reasons, WTLLC and 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT - PAGE 7 






























LRI request the court grant them leave to file an Amended Complaint to include a veil 
piercing claim against the Schelhoms and Big Bite. 
DATED this 1JL day of May, 2010. 
Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisib_ day of May, 2010, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED MOTION 
TO AMEND COMPLAINT by the method indicated below, and addressed to those 




Kevin E. Dinius 
Dinius Law 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 
130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0101 
Means of Service 
0 U.S. Mail, Postage Paid. 
0 Hand Delivered to Office or 
Court House Drop Box. 
~x Transmittal 
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Matthew T. Christensen 
L E D A.M. ___ P.M. 
MAY 2 8 2010 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
K CANNON, DEPUTY 

























3649 Lakeharbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83 703 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117 
Christensen ISB: 7213 
Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, DOES 1-5, 
Defendants. 




WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Counterdefendants. 
Case Nos.: CV 09-5395C & CV 09-11396 
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW T. 
CHRISTENSEN IN SUPPORT OF 
AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT 
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED 































BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation, and TIM AND JULIE 
SCHELHORN, Husband and Wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and 
ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 
PLLC, an Idaho Professional limited liability 
company, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
Matthew T. Christensen, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and 
says as follows: 
1. I am of sufficient age and competency to testify before this court, and 
make the following statements based on my own personal knowledge. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a copy of the Plaintiffs' proposed 
Amended Complaint. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of Piper Ranch, 
LLC's, responses to the Plaintiffs Requests for Admission. 
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED 































4. Attached hereto as Exhibit C are true and correct copies of the relevant 
portions of the Deposition of Julie Schelhom. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUG 
N, tary Public · 
Residing in \};,.l\ .. ·i\ ~~,'A_ ;-J l-:t: 6~ ~\.C; 
Commission Expires:::S\J\ V ]01't_o l L/ 
DATED this .A day of May, 2010. 
Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED 































CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this zJo day of May, 2010, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN IN 
SUPPORT OF AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT by the method 




Kevin E. Dinius 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0101 
Means of Service 
0 U.S. Mail, Postage Paid. 
0 Hand Delivered to Office or 
Court House Drop Box. 
~x Transmittal 
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Matthew T. Christensen 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON 
3649 Lakeharbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83 703 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117 
Christensen ISB: 7213 





















IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, DOES 1-5, 
Defendants. 




WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Counterdefendants. 
Case Nos.: CV 09-5395C & CV 09-11396 
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND 
FOR JURY TRIAL 































BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation, and TIM AND JULIE 
SCHELHORN, Husband and Wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and 
ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 
PLLC, an Idaho Professional limited liability 
company, 
Defendants. 
COME NOW the Plaintiffs, by and through their counsel of record, Angstman 
Johnson, and hereby complain against the Defendants as follows: 
PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 
1. Plaintiff Wandering Trails, LLC ("WTLLC"), is an Idaho limited liability 
company, with its principal place of business located in Boise, Ada County, 
Idaho. 
2. Plaintiff Liquid Realty, Inc ("LRI") is an Idaho corporation, with its principal 
place of business located in Boise, Ada County, Idaho. 
3. Defendant Big Bite Excavation, Inc. ("Big Bite"), is an Idaho corporation, with 
its principal place of business located in Nampa, Canyon County, Idaho. 
4. Defendant Piper Ranch, LLC ("Piper Ranch"), is an Idaho limited liability 
company, with its principal place of business located in Nampa, Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
5. Defendants Tim and Julie Schelhorn are the principal owners or members of Big 
Bite and/or Piper Ranch, and, upon information and belief, are liable for all 































claims set forth herein under the alter ego/instrumentality theories set forth 
herein. 
6. Jurisdiction and venue in this court is proper pursuant to I.C. § 5-404 and 5-401 
as the Defendants are residents of Canyon County, Idaho, and the property in 
question is located in Canyon County, Idaho. 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
7. On or around February 26, 2008, LRI was a member of WTLLC with a 75% 
ownership interest in WTLLC. 
8. On or about February 26, 2008, LRI agreed to assign 25% of the membership of 
WTLLC to Piper Ranch. 
9. An "Assignment of Limited Liability Company Interest" agreement was signed 
by LRI, WTLLC and Piper Ranch on or about February 28,2008. 
10. By signing the "Assignment of Limited Liability Company Interest" agreement, 
Piper Ranch consented to be bound by the terms of the WTLLC Operating 
Agreement. 
11. In return for the assignment, Piper Ranch was to pay or complete approximately 
$160,000.00 of construction and/or development work on the property owned by 
WTLLC. 
12. Piper Ranch represented that the required work would be performed by Big Bite, 
which is wholly owned by the principal owners of Piper Ranch. 
13. Big Bite and Piper Ranch agreed that Big Bite would perform or arrange for all 
of the work required ofPiper Ranch. 































14. No written contract existed between Big Bite and Piper Ranch for Big Bite to 
perform the work. 
15. Big Bite did not expect to be paid for the work performed on the Wandering 
Trails project. 
16. Piper Ranch did not execute a corporate resolution authorizing employment of 
Big Bite. 
17. As payment for the work performed by Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite, Piper Ranch 
was to receive a $100,000.00 capital account in WTLLC, and approximately 
$60,000.00 would be transferred from WTLLC to LRI as payment for the LLC 
interest acquired by Piper Ranch. 
18. LRI is a third-party beneficiary of the assignment agreement whereby Piper 
Ranch and/or Big Bite agreed to perform work on the Wandering Trails property. 
19. WTLLC and LRI are third-party beneficiaries of the agreement between Piper 
Ranch and Big Bite to perform the work on the Wandering Trails project. 
20. Based on the assignment agreement, and the promises made by Piper Ranch and 
Big Bite to complete and/or pay for the work to be performed, LRI transferred 
25% of its ownership in WTLLC to Piper Ranch. 
21. To date, neither Piper Ranch nor Big Bite have completed any work on the 
Wandering Trails property. 
22. To date, Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite have refused to pay for the work to be 
completed, or otherwise pay for Piper Ranch's membership interest in WTLLC. 
23. Tim and Julie Schelhom are the sole shareholders of Big Bite and the sole 
members of Piper Ranch. 































24. Tim and Julie Schelhom have disregarded the corporate distinctions and 
formalities of Piper Ranch and Big Bite. 
25. Tim and Julie Schelhom have used Piper Ranch and Big Bite merely as conduits 
to carry out their own individual business dealings. 
26. Big Bite and Piper Ranch have not maintained proper corporate boundaries, with 
Big Bite essentially treating Piper Ranch as an alter ego of itself. 
27. Big Bite has performed work for Piper Ranch for which is has never been paid, 
and for which it has never invoiced Piper Ranch. 
28. Big Bite has paid certain obligations of Piper Ranch. 
CLAIM ONE- BREACH OF CONTRACT 
29. WTLLC and LRI restate and incorporate all of the foregoing paragraphs as if 
fully set forth herein. 
30. Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite had a valid agreement with LRI whereby Piper 
Ranch and/or Big Bite would perform services, or pay for services in return for a 
membership interest in WTLLC. 
31. WTLLC was a third-party beneficiary of the agreement between Piper Ranch 
and/or Big Bite, and LRI. 
32. WTLLC and LRI were third-party beneficiaries of the agreement between Piper 
Ranch and Big Bite to perform the work required from Piper Ranch. 
33. LRI fully performed all requirements under the agreement by transferring the 
25% company interest to Piper Ranch. 































34. Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite have failed to fully pay the agreed upon amount, or 
complete the agreed upon work, for the 25% ownership interest. 
35. As a result of Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite's breach, WTLLC has been damaged 
in the amount of $100,745.20, plus interest accruing daily and consequential 
damages. 
36. As a result of Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite's breach, LRI has been damaged in 
the amount of $60,000.00, plus interest accruing daily and consequential 
damages. 
CLAIM TWO- BREACH OF THE COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH 
AND FAIR DEALING 
3 7. WTLLC and LRI restate and incorporate all of the foregoing paragraphs as if 
fully set forth herein. 
38. Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite, under the implied covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing, had a duty not to violate, qualify or significantly impair any benefit or 
right ofWTLLC or LRI under the agreement. 
39. By refusing to honor their agreement, Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite breached the 
implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 
40. As a direct and proximate result of Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite's breach of the 
implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, WTLLC and LRI have been 
injured in an amount exceeding the jurisdictional limit ofthis court. 
CLAIM THREE- UNJUST ENRICHMENT 
41. WTLLC and LRI restate and incorporate all of the foregoing paragraphs as if 
fully set forth herein. 































42. As a result of the conduct described above Piper Ranch has been and will be 
unjustly enriched at the expense of WTLLC and LRI. Specifically, Piper 
Ranch's unfair and illegal actions as described above have enable it to get the 
benefit of a 25% ownership interest in WTLLC without full payment for such, 
unjustly enriching Piper Ranch in the amount of $160,000.00, plus accruing 
interest. 
43. Piper Ranch should be required to disgorge this unjust enrichment. 
CLAIM FOUR- PROMISSORY ESTOPPEL 
44. WTLLC and LRI restate and incorporate all of the foregoing paragraphs as if 
fully set forth herein. 
45. WTLLC and LRI relied on the promise of Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite that it 
would pay for, or perform, services on the Wandering Trails property. 
46. WTLLC and LRI sustained economic loss as a result of such reliance because of 
Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite's refusal to honor their previous agreement. 
47. This loss to WTLLC and/or LRI was or should have been foreseeable to Piper 
Ranch and/or Big Bite. 
48. WTLLC's and LRI's reliance on Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite's promise to pay 
for or perform services on the Wandering Trails property was reasonable. 
49. As a direct and proximate result of Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite's conduct, 
WTLLC has been damaged in the amount of $100,745.20, plus accruing interest 
and consequential damages. 
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50. As a direct and proximate result of Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite's conduct, LRI 
has been damaged in the amount of $60,000.00, plus accruing interest and 
consequential damages. 
CLAIM FIVE- ALTER EGO/PIERCING THE VEIL (Schelhorns) 
51. WTLLC and LRI restate and incorporate all of the foregoing paragraphs as if 
fully set forth herein. 
52. Tim Schelhom and Julie Schelhom, the sole members/officers of Piper Ranch 
and sole shareholders/officers of Big Bite, were and remain in complete control 
of Piper Ranch and Big Bite. 
53. Tim and Julie Schelhom did not recognize or follow correct corporate 
distinctions in operating Piper Ranch, such as failing to separate Piper Ranch's 
bank accounts, paying Piper Ranch bills with Big Bite funds and failing to obtain 
formal company approval for contracts entered into by Piper Ranch. 
54. Tim and Julie Schelhom have treated Piper Ranch merely as a conduit to carry 
out their own personal business ventures. 
55. Piper Ranch is drastically undercapitalized, and any attempts to collect any 
amount due from Piper Ranch would be futile. 
56. An inequitable result would follow if only Piper Ranch were held liable to 
WTLLC and LRI. 
CLAIM FIVE- ALTER EGO/PIERCING THE VEIL (Big Bite) 
57. WTLLC and LRI restate and incorporate all of the foregoing paragraphs as if 
fully set forth herein. 































58. Big Bite did not follow correct corporate distinctions in dealing with Piper 
Ranch, such as failing to invoice Piper Ranch for work performed, failing to seek 
payment from Piper Ranch for work performed, failing to obtain formal company 
approval from Piper Ranch prior to entering into contracts with it, and paying 
Piper Ranch bills with Big Bite funds. 
59. Big Bite has treated Piper Ranch merely as a conduit to carry out its own 
business ventures. 
60. Piper Ranch is drastically undercapitalized, and any attempts to collect any 
amount due from Piper Ranch would be futile. 
61. An inequitable result would follow if only Piper Ranch were held liable to 
WTLLC and LRI. 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
62. As a consequence of the Defendants' conduct, as alleged above, WTLLC and 
LRI have been forced to retain the services of Angstman Johnson to prosecute 
their claims. As a result, WTLLC and LRI are entitled to recovery of attorney 
fees pursuant to the WTLLC Operating Agreement, and law, including, but not 
limited to, Idaho Code § 12-120, §12-121, Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure, and such other laws as may apply. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
WTLLC and LRI hereby demand a trial by jury. 































PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, AND LIQUID REALTY, INC. 
PRAY for judgment against Piper Ranch, Big Bite and the Schelhorns as follows: 
1. For an award of damages to Wandering Trails, LLC, in the amount of 
$100,745.20, plus interest; 
2. For an award of damages to Liquid Realty, Inc., in the amount of $60,000.00, 
plus interest; 
3. For an award of incidental and consequential damages suffered by Wandering 
Trails, LLC, and Liquid Realty, Inc., as a result of Piper Ranch, Big Bite and the 
Schelhorns conduct, as described above, in an amount to be proven at trial; 
4. For an order and award from the court that Piper Ranch, Tim and Julie Schelhorn 
and Big Bite are jointly and severally liable for the damages awarded to 
Wandering Trails, LLC and Liquid Realty, Inc. 
5. For reasonable attorney's fees pursuant to the Wandering Trails Operating 
Agreement, Idaho Code § 12-120(3 ), § 12-121, and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
54; 
6. For costs incurred in bringing this suit; 
7. In the event of entry of default judgment, the amount of $25,000.00 for attorney's 
fees; and 
8. For such other and further relief as this Court deems just and equitable. 
DATED this __ day of ____ , 2010. 
MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN 
Attorney for the Plaintiffs 































CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of , 2010, I caused to be 
served a true copy of the foregoing AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR 





Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael Hanby 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130 
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(208) 475-0101 
Means of Service 
0 U.S. Mail, Postage Paid. 
0 Hand Delivered to Office or 
Court House Drop Box. 
0 Fax Transmittal 
Matthew T. Christensen 
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Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos. · 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw. com 
mhanby@diniuslaw. com 
Attorneys for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, and LIQUID ) 






BIG BITE EXCA VATION,INC., an Idaho ) 
CASE NO. CV09-5395C 
DEFENDANT PIPER RANCH, 
LLC'S RESPONSES TO 
PLAINTIFF W ANDERJNG 
TRAILS, LLC;s-.S:ECo:ND SET OF 
DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho ) 
limited liability company, DOES 1-5, ) 
) 
OAfGINAL 
Defendants. ) ____________________________ ) 
COMES NOW,pefendant PIPER RANCH, LLC, by and through its counsel of record, 
the law firm of DlNIUS LAW, to respond to Plaintiffs' Second Set of Interrogatories and 
Requests for Production of Documents and First Set of Requests for Admission as follows: 
DEFENDANT P!PER RANCH, LLC'S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF WANDERING TRAlL, LLC'S SE< ~ 




RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 23: See explanations provided with 
each Response below. 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: Please produce all documents identified in your 
Answers to No. 11-19 and 22. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: Counterclaimant is not in 
possession of documents responsive to tins request. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: If yout response to any Request for Admission is 
anything but an unqualified "Admit," please identify any and all documents which support your 
denial or qualified response. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: Counterclaimant is not in 
possession of documents responsive to this request. 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1: Please admit that Piper Ranch, LLC, lacked sufficient 
capital from its creation through the filing of the Complaint in tlus matter to meet its obligations 
under the Assignment Agreement. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. l: Objection. This request is overly 
broad. Further, the phrase "lacked sufficient capital" is ambiguous .. Without waiving these 
objections, deny. Piper Ranch LLC was adequately capitalized according to Idaho law. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Please admit that Piper Ranch did not file tax returns for 
2007 or 2008. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Deny. Piper Ranch LLC was not 
formed until 2008. The 2008 tax returns have been filed and that production will be forthconling. 
DEFENDANT PIPER RANCH, LLC'S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF WANDERING TRAIL, LLC'S SECOND 
SET OF DISCOVERY- 8 . 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.3: Please admit that Big Bite Excavation, Inc., agreed to 
perform the excavation and development work required under the Assignment Agreement signed 
by Piper Ranch; LLC. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.3: Deny. There was no agreement 
between Piper Ranch, LLC and Big Bite Excavation, Inc. with respect to the Wandering Trails 
Development. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 4: Please admit that Timothy and Julie Schelhorn are the 
sole members of Piper Ranch, LLC. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.4: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 5: Please admit that Piper Ranch, LLC, did not have a bank 
account in its name. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 5: Deny. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 6: Please admit that Timothy and Julie Schelhorn were the 
sole officers of Piper Ranch, LLC. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 6: Deny. Piper Ranch LLC is an LLC 
and as such does not have "officers." 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 7: Please admit that Piper Ranch, LLC, entered into business 
contracts and/or transactions withqut formal approval by company resolution. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 7: Deny. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8: Please admit that Timothy and Julie Schell10m do not 
take a salary from Piper Ranch, LLC. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.9: P1ease admit that Timothy and Julie Schelhorn exercise 
absolute control over the management and operation of Piper Ranch, LLC. 
DEFENDANT PIPER RANCH, LLC'S RESPONSES TO PLAlNTlFF WANDERJNG TRAlL, LLC'S SECOND 
SET OF DISCOVERY- 9 
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.9: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Please admit that, as of the date of these requests, Piper 
Ranch, LLC, has only very minimal capital. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Objection. This Request is vague as 
to the term "very minimal capital." Without waiving this objection, deny. As stated above, Piper 
Ranch, LLC is capitalized in accordance with the laws of Idaho. 





Micha J. Hanby II 
Attorneys for Defendants 
DEFENDANT PIPER RANCH, LLC'S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF WANDERrNG TRAIL, LLC'S SECOND 
SET OF DISCOVERY -10 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Canyon ) 
I, Julie Schelhorn, a Member of Defendant Piper Ranch, LLC in the foregoing 
action, being first duly sworn, do hereby declare to the undersigned authority that I have read and 
examined the foregoing document and, to the best of my knowledge and belief, it is true, correct 
and complete. 
~Ott-
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this l-·1-}t---day of November, 
2009. 
cm/T:\Clicnts\S\Schelhom, Tim and Julie 24334\Discovery\Piper Ranch's responses to 2nd set of discovery.docx 
DEFENDANT PIPER RANCH, LLC'S RESPONSES TO PLAINTJFF WANDERING TRAJL, LLC'S SECOND 
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Page 37 Page 39 
· 1 A. No. one-third interest? 
2 Q. Okay. So the only thing it had to do to 2 A. Yes. 
3 get its one-third interest was pe:rfonn that work? 3 Q. Okay. Did Piper Ranch get its one-third 
4 A. Co11ect. 4 interest in Circle Z prior to the work being 
5 Q. Okay. And it-- Piper Ranch had Big 5 performed? 
6 Bite perfom1 the work? 6 A. I guess I don't understand your 
7 A. Con-ect. 7 question. 
8 Q. And was there a contract between Piper 8 Q. Was the work ail done before one-third 
9 Ranch and Big Bite to do that work? 9 of the company was transfen-ed to Piper Ranch, or 
10 A. No. 10 after? 
11 Q. And there wasn't any written agreement 11 A. The work would not have been done prior 
12 with Piper Ranch and Circle Z detailing what 12 to that, so ... 
13 Piper Ranch needed to do to get its one-third 13 Q. So Piper Ranch would have gotten its 
14 interest; con-ect? 14 ownership interest in the company, and then the 
15 A. I'm sure there is, but I don't remember. 15 work would have been performed after that? 
16 Q. Where would it be if there is one? 16 A. Con-ect. 
17 A. It would be in with the Circle Z 17 Q. Okay. Was there a dollar amount that 
18 documents. 18 was placed on the --let me start over. 
19 Q. Okay. Along with the operating 19 Was there a value given to the amount of 
20 agreement, and that sort of thing; con-ect? 20 work that Piper Ranch was going to be performing? 
21 A. Correct. 21 A. In-- if memory serves me correctly, in 
22 Q. Can you get me a copy of Circle Z's 22 the Circle Z operating agreement, there is an 
23 operating agreement, and then any agreements that 23 estimated value -- dollar value for each member 
24 give Piper Ranch, LLC its interest in that 24 for their portion, for their 33 percent interest. 
_25 compal~Jj~,?~----------------------------~~--~~4-~~~Y~~enUbaUbe_ 
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1 A. Yes. 1 operating agreement shows an approximate dollar 
2 Q. Okay. Did Piper Ranch ever tell Circle 2 value for Piper Ranch, that value would be the 
3 Z that it was going to have Big Bite do the work? 3 value that the company put on the work that it 
4 A. I don't know. 4 had perfo1med? 
5 Q. To the best of your knowledge, did the 5 A. Cmrect. 
6 other Circle Z individuals understand that Big 6 Q. Okay. Now, Piper Ranch wasn't an 
7 Bite was going to be performing the excavation 7 original member of Circle Z; right? 
8 and installation work required of Piper Ranch? 8 A. Couect. 
9 A. Yes. 9 Q. So would there be-- I assume there 
10 Q. How would they have gotten that 10 would be some sort of an amendment that puts a 
11 understanding? 11 dollar value on Piper Ranch's contribution? 
12 A. Through the budget numbers that were 12 A. I don't have an amendment on that. 
13 provided to Circle Z. 13 Q. Okay. The documents you are going to 
14 Q. Provided by Piper Ranch? · 14 give me regarding Circle Z. If there is an 
15 A. Yes. 15 amendment, it will be in there? 
16 Q. And what do you mean by "budget 16 A. Couect. 
17 numbers"? 17 Q. Has profits or distributions been made 
18 A. Piper Ranch would have put together a 18 from Circle Z? 
19 budget for the work that needed to be done. 19 A. Can you be a little more specific? 
20 Q. And presented that to Circle Z? 20 Q. Has Circle Z distributed any profits to 
21 A Correct. 21 its members? 
22 Q. And that would have been prior to the 22 A. For Phase III, no. 
23 work being pe1formed, obviously? 23 Q. Was Circle Z involved in other phases? 
24 A. Yes. 24 A. Yes. j 
25 Q. And prior to Piper Ranch receiving its 25 Q. Was Piper Ranch a member of Circle z at · 
(208) 345-9611 M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE (208) 345-8800 (fax) 
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. 1 Ranch would be doing for its interest. completed. And the paving needs to be completed. 
2 Q. And that's what I'm trying to find out, 2 Q. Okay. And you said that Piper Ranch got 
3 is what-- if Piper Ranch had to do something, 3 its ownership interest in Circle Z, probably, 
4 was required to do something to get its interest 4 sometime in 2007? 
5 in Circle Z? Before you testified, that they 5 A. I believe so. 
6 did. They had to do some work, the scope of 6 Q. Okay. And the documents that you are 
7 which we'll figure out later, but they had to do 7 going to produce will show when the actual date 
8 that work in order to get their interest? 8 was? 
9 A. Gosh, I can't answer that correctly, I 9 A. Yes. 
10 don't think. 10 Q. Okay. And there hasn't been any capital 
11 Q. What would have happened if Piper Ranch 11 distributed from Phase III? 
12 didn't do that work? 12 A. Correct. 
13 A. I guess I need to say, that Piper Ranch, 13 Q. Or profits distributed from Phase III? 
14 itself, didn't actually do the work. It would 14 A. Correct. 
15 have hired whomever it needed to to fulfill its 15 Q. Have there been profits or capital 
16 obligations -- 16 distributed from Phase I and II? 
17 Q. Okay. So-- 17 A. Yes. 
18 A. -- to do that work. 18 Q. And you said Phase N hasn't been 
19 Q. Okay. So if Piper Ranch hadn't 19 developed yet. So I assume there is no 
20 fulfilled its obligations, what would have 20 profits --
21 happened? 21 A. No. 
22 A. I don't know. 22 Q. --or distributions from that phase? 
23 Q. Would it have had-- it had already 23 Okay. 
24 received its membership interest in Circle Z? 24 For Phase III, once profits and 
.2.5 A Llhdl.uul. --------------+~~· tributions_,;n:e.Jnade.is...::...would...Big_Bite_mr..e;r..__.__ 
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1 Q. And so what would -- to the best of your receive any of those distributions? 
2 lmowledge, what would Richard and the other 2 A. Yes. 
3 member, LRK, have done if Piper Ranch didn't 3 Q. And is there some process in place for 
4 fulfill its obligations to do all the work? 4 how it receives money? 
5 A. I-- 5 A. I would have to talk to -- well, of 
6 MR. DINIUS: Object to the form. 6 course, it will be based on lot sales. That's 
7 THE WITNESS: I don't lmow what they 7 how all members of the LLC are paid. All members 
8 would have done. 8 are paid when lots are sold. 
9 Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Okay. But Piper 9 Q. Okay. My question, though, was about 
10 Ranch was obligated to do some scope of work? 10 Big Bite. Big Bite is not a member of Circle Z; 
11 A. Cmrect. 11 right? 
12 Q. Okay. And for Phase IV of that project 12 A. No, it is not. 
13 Piper Ranch was also a member at that point? 13 Q. Okay. So is Big Bite expecting to 
14 A. Phase IV has not been developed. 14 receive any money from the Circle Z Development 
15 Q. Okay. Piper Ranch remains a member of 15 ofPhaseill? 
16 Circle Z Development? 16 A. No. 
17 A. At this point in time, yes. 17 Q. Okay. And there is no contract between 
18 Q. Okay. At this point in time, has Piper 18 Piper Ranch and Big Bite to do the work? 
19 Ranch done all of the work that was required of 19 A. No. 
20 it for that development, for the Phase III part 20 Q. But Big Bite is the one who has done 
21 of that development? 21 what work has been done so far; correct? 
22 A. No. 22 A. Correct. 
23 Q. What remains to be done? 23 Q. And Big Bite hasn't been paid by Piper 
24 A. Phase III is on hold currently due to 24 Ranch for that work? 
25 the market. The pressure irrigation needs to be 25 A. No. 






















































1 Q. And doesn't expect to pay 
2 Big Bite at any point for that work; correct? 
3 A. I wouldn't say that. 
4 Q. Is Big Bite expecting to get paid for 
5 the work it did on Pi per Ranch for Phase III? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. When will that payment happen? 
8 A. I can't answer that. 
9 Q. Does Big Bite invoice Piper Ranch for 
1 0 that work? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Is there some agreement between Big Bite 
13 and Piper Ranch as to when Big Bite will be paid? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. But it does expect to be paid at some 
16 point? 
1 7 A. Correct. 
18 Q. Okay. And Piper Ranch expects to pay it 
19 at some point? 
2 0 A. Correct. 
21 Q. What does Piper Ranch plan to pay Big 
22 Bite with? 
23 A. Proceeds from lot sales. 
24 Q. From Phase III? 
2 5 A. Correct. 
Page 50 
1 Q. So at whatever point Phase III starts or 
2 finishes being developed, and lot sales start 
3 happening, and distributions happen to the 
4 members, at that point, once Piper Ranch starts 
5 seeing distributions, it will pay Big Bite for 
6 the work it has done? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. Okay. But there is no projection or 
9 plan right now as to when that will be? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. And there is no formal agreement between 
12 Piper Ranch and Big Bite that that's how it's 
13 going to happen? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Okay. Is Piper Ranch expected to do 
1 6 work on Phase IV? 
17 A. I can't answer that question now. 
18 Q. Why can't you answer that question? 
19 A. Because I don't know whether or not 
2 0 Circle Z will proceed with development of Phase 
21 IV. 
22 Q. Okay. If Circle Z proceeds with the 
2 3 development, is Piper Ranch expected to do the 
24 same type of work that it was expected to do on 


















































A. If Piper Ranch is still a member of 
2 Circle Z, at that point in time, I would say, 
3 yes. 
4 Q. Okay. !fit's not a member it's not 
5 expected to contribute to the company? 
6 A. Correct. 
7 Q. Okay. Other than the Wandering Trails 
8 and Circle Z projects are there any other 
9 development projects that Piper Ranch has been 
10 involved in? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Are there any other development projects 
13 that you individually have been involved in as an 
14 owner on the project? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Just those two? 
1 7 A. Correct. 
18 Q. Have you owned any other entities that 
19 were involved in developing property? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. What is UPE? 
2 2 A. I don't have any idea. 
2 3 (Exhibit 3 marked.) 
2 4 Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Give you Exhibit 
2 5 3. Do you recognize this exhibit? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. What is it? 
3 A. It is our personal2007 tax return. 
4 Q. Okay. If you'll go to, I believe, it's 
5 the 7th page at the bottom. It says, "Schelhorn 
6 128." 
7 A. (Witness complying.) 
8 Q. At the top up here it lists names of 
9 companies or partnerships that you have ownership 
10 in. 
11 A. Uh-huh. 
12 Q. One is Circle Z Development Group, third 
13 is Big Bite Excavation, Inc., and in between that 
14 is this UPE. You don't know what "UPE" is? 
15 A. I do not. 
16 Q. But you are reporting it on your tax 
17 returns? 
18 A. I had --I had asked our accountant what 
19 that was. And I cannot remember what he said 
2 0 exactly it was, but I can find out. It doesn't 
21 have to do with an actual company. I believe it 
2 2 bas to do with depreciation, or something along 
2 3 those lines. But I would have to ask him for 
24 sure. 
2 5 Q. Okay. Who is your accountant? 
(208) 345-9611 
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2 Q. That the asphalt had, in fact, 
3 increased? 
4 A. Con·ect. 
5 Q. And in part, this email could be a 
6 response to his question of, is it tme that 
7 asphalt has increased, and we can't get any more? 
8 A. Con·ect. 
9 Q. Okay. And then T.J.'s response email to 
10 you, asks, again, about getting together for a 
11 company meeting. Again, do you recall if around 
12 this time, there was a company meeting? 
13 A. I can't say for sure. 
14 Q. Okay. 
15 (Exhibit 14 marked.) 
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1 Q. But you had him review the operating 
2 agreement. It looks like there was around $225 
3 billed. So, approximately, an hour or two of 
4 time. But you don't remember why he was 
5 reviewing that at all or --
6 A. A--
7 Q. Go ahead. 
B A. No. 
9 Q. Or what the reason was that it would be 
1 o listed as a dispute with Circle Z Development? 
11 A. Correct. 
12 Q. Okay. And turning the page, is tllis the 
13 check that paid that invoice? 
14 A. That is my signature. 
15 Q. And it's a Big Bite Excavation check? 
16 Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Hand you what's 16 A. Couect. 
17 marked as Exhibit 14. Do you recognize this 
18 document? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. It appears to be on the first page, at 
21 least, an invoice from Angstman, Johnson & 
22 Associates, PLLC, directed to Piper Ranch, LLC, 
23 dated August 31st, 2008. There is a description 
24 on there that reads, "Dispute with Circle Z Dev., 
~amzow, I .RK, I LC,...and.K.ito.rn~ 
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1 K-i-t-a-m-u-r-a. 
2 What was the nature of that dispute? 
3 A. I believe we asked T.J. to review our 
4 operating agreement that pertained to Circle Z. 
5 Q. So you asked T.J. to review the Circle Z 
6 Development operating agreement? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Why? 
9 A. I don't really lrnow. 
10 Q. What was he reviewing it for? 
11 A. I don't really know what issue, or why 
12 he would have had him review it, to be honest 
13 with you. I'm not sure. 
14 Q. What was the nature of the dispute with 
15 Circle Z Development? 
16 A. I don't know. 
17 Q. Was the dispute with Circle Z 
18 Development, or with Mr. Zamzow individually, or 
19 with Mr. Kitamura individually? 
20 A. I don't believe dispute is right. From 
21 what I remember, we had him review the 
22 documentation. I don't remember the exact 
23 reasons why-- I can't answer that. I'm sorry. 
24 Q. Okay. 
25 A. I don't know. 
17 Q. And the next page is the -- it looks 
18 like a stub. Does it go with that check; is that 
19 conect?· 
20 A Correct. 
21 Q. And that stub reads at the bottom, Piper 
22 Ranch Statement No. 7028; correct? 
23 A Uh-huh, correct. 
24 Q. Now, does Big Bite have a dispute with 
.~~~~zw~~nw? ________________ _ 
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A. No. 
2 Q. So why is Big Bite paying Piper Rauch's 
3 bill? 
4 A. Probably, just an oversight on my end. 
5 However, our accountant is always instructed if 
6 there is anything that is not pertaining to Big 
7 Bite. Somethlng that pertains to something else, 
8 or a personal draw that we would take. Those 
9 adjustments are made at the end of the year. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. With respect to the notes receivables 
12 and notes payable to the stockholders. 
13 Q. Okay. So based on that, at some point 
14 then, was there a check from Piper Ranch to Big 
15 Bite to pay this amount? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. What would the adjustment have been when 
18 it--
19 A. The adjustment would have been in the 
20 record keeping that the accountant keeps for us. 
21 Q. Okay. And that would all be attached to 
22 the tax return for 2008? 
23 A. I don't know if it would be or not. 
24 Q. Okay. Has Piper Ranch done a 2008 tax 
25 return? 
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1 A. Yes. for our involvement. 
2 Q. Did it do a 2007 tax return? 2 Q. Okay. What was your understanding of 
3 A. When did we form? I-- I believe so. 3 why Piper Ranch was involved? 
4 Q. Okay. I haven't seen either a 2007 or a 4 A. What was my understanding of why we were 
5 2008 tax return for Piper Ranch. 5 involved? 
6 A. Piper Ranch is put on our personal tax 6 Q. Ul1-huh. 
7 return. 7 A. We were brought in as a partner to do 
8 Q. Okay. So there isn't a separate tax 8 some infrastructure. 
9 return for Piper Ranch? 9 Q. Okay. And the infrastructure that you 
10 A. No, there is not. 10 did was something that the company would then not 
I 1 Q. Okay. And there isn't a separate tax 11 have to pay for; correct? 
12 return in 2008 for Piper Ranch either? 12 A. That-- which company? 
13 A. Correct. 13 Q. That-- that's a good question. I'm 
14 Q. Okay. Piper Ranch is just included on 14 sorry. 
15 your personal tax returns? 15 That Wandeting Trails would not then 
16 A. That's correct. 16 have to pay for? 
17 Q. Okay. And to figure out how the 17 A. Would not have to finance? 
18 adjustments would be made between Big Bite and 18 Q. Correct. 
19 Piper Ranch for Big Bite paying this invoice, who 19 A. Conect. 
20 is the best person to talk to about that? 20 Q. Okay. So Piper Ranch comes in, and it's 
21 A. Our accounting frrm. 21 going to -- it's going to do some infrastructure 
22 Q. The accountant. Okay. Okay. In 22 work, or contract with someone else to do it. 
23 September 2008, did you receive a letter from 23 It's obligated to either do it, or pay for it? 
24 T.J. about the Wandering Trails project? 24 A. Correct. 
25 A Qossiwq~-------------+'"'"'----'-.f-~:u.JJ.;lwt.uhe<:;....¥\WLUOcurk . .that.Eiper:Ranchis, ___ _ 
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(Exhibit 15 marked.) obligated to do is the work that Wandering Trails 
2 Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) I'll give you 2 would then not have to pay someone else to do; 
3 Exhibit 15. Is this a copy of the letter that 3 correct? 
4 you received in September 2008 from 4 A. Correct. 
5 T.J. regarding that project? 5 Q. Okay. So at least with regards to 
6 A. Yes, it is. 6 everything up to the dash in that sentence, that 
7 Q. Okay. And in that letter, the second 7 is a conect statement as to the reasons that 
8 paragraph, T.J. says, "The purpose of bringing in 8 Piper Ranch was brought in? 
9 Piper Ranch, LLC, (Piper), was to free up some 9 A. It would appear so. 
1 o capital by having Piper completes some 10 Q. Okay. And then everything after the 
11 infrastructure improvements so that we would not 11 dash, the savings, by not having to finance those 
12 need to finance them- those savings would have 12 infrastructure improvements, could be used to pay 
13 financed our capital needs for the next year." 13 the capital needs for the next year; conect? 
14 Was that your understanding why Piper 14 A That would be at T.J.'s disclosure. 
15 Ranch was brought into the project? 15 Q. Okay. Now, if those infrastructure 
16 A. I don't recall. 16 improvements weren't actually done in 2008, that 
17 Q. You don't recall whether that was your 17 wouldn't free up the financing to be used for 
18 understanding, or you don't recall whether that 18 other capital needs; conect? 
19 accurately portrays what the understanding WHs? 19 A Say that again. 
20 A. I don't recall if that accurately 20 Q. If the bringing up of that-- if --let 
21 portrays what the understanding-- I don't recall 21 me start over. 
22 it -- let me start over. I don't recall it being 22 The savings from not having to pay for 
23 to -- to finance the capital needs. 23 the work that Piper Ranch was going to do, 
24 Q. You don't recall -- 24 wouldn't be available if Piper Ranch didn't 
25 A. I don't recall that ever being a reason 25 actually do the work that it was obligated to do; 
(208) 345-9611 M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE (208) 345-8800 (fax) 
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1. in place? 
2 A. Oh, excuse me. Not paragraph 2, but I 
3 thought this stated where we would take over 
4 that. Am I missing it? 
5 Q. Maybe paragraph 1 under the Amendments? 
5 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Okay. 
8 A. You know, that was a huge concern for 
9 us. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. As it was not a part of our original 
12 agreement to be responsible for any of the 
13 financial loans associated with the project. 
14 Q. Okay. Well, were there other issues 
15 that Piper Ranch had with the amendment? 
16 A. I believe so, but I'll have to scan it 
17 really quick I thought there was something on 
18 interest, but maybe not. Maybe this--
19 Q. Paragraph 4, it looks like there is 
20 something there about interest. 
21 A. Yeah, there was just a lot of things in 
22 here that we just didn't agree to. 
23 Q. Okay. But the biggest was taking over 
24 the loan payments from Alpha? 
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to you and Tim, or Piper Ranch? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And was that statement based on some 
4 agreement that you had come to with T.J.? 
5 A I lmow that we were kind of taldng it 
6 one step at a time. 
7 Q. Okay. But at any point, I mean, is his 
8 statement false there, that you had said you were 
9 going to make some of the payments? 
1 o A. I don't recall if we stated we would 
11 make several, one, two. I can't tell you. 
12 Q. Okay. In any case, you made one 
13 payment. And just for one payment; right? There 
14 weren't more beyond that--
15 A Conect. 
16 Q. --right? And that payment was 
17 made -- tum the page. There is a page stamp on 
18 this, it looks like, December 11, 2008 --
19 A. Conect. 
20 Q. -- conect? 
21 (Exhibit 18 marked.) 
22 Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) This is Exhibit 
23 18, which I'm handing you now, a copy of the 
24 check that paid that payment? 
...£,2.,._5_-----"'A __ J_wo:uld.ha..v.e . ..to ... sa*-so.-yes~---------t-.._,__--=--'--"">---------------­
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1 Q. Okay. And that was because Q. And that was a Piper Ranch check; 
2 Piper -- that wasn't part of the original 2 conect? 
3 agreement for Piper to pay some of those? 3 A. Conect. 
4 A. Correct. We were under the impression 4 Q. Okay. 
5 that that was solidified. It was something that 5 (Exhibit 19 marked.) 
6 was not going to be a problem. 6 Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Exhibit 19, I'm 
7 Q. Okay. 7 handing to you now. Do you recognize this 
8 A. We never expected this to become an 8 document? 
9 issue. 9 A Yes. 
10 Q. Okay. At some point, you paid at least 10 Q. What is it? 
11 one of the Alpha Lending payments; correct? 11 A. It is our Piper Ranch check register. 
12 A. Correct. 12 Q. Okay. And this is-- is this your 
13 (Exhibit 17 marked.) 13 handw1iting? 
14 Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) This is Exhibit 14 A. It is. 
15 17. Do you recognize this document? 15 Q. Okay. So it's not-- it's not a 
16 A. Yes. 16 computer-generated thing? It's just like a 
17 Q. It appears to be an email chain. In the 17 little checkbook check register; correct? 
18 middle is an email from T.J. to Steve Vaught, 18 A. That's conect. 
19 that is also cc'd to you, dated September lOth, 19 Q. Okay. The first entry on here, it looks 
20 2008. T.J. says, "Julie will be calling you to 20 like opening deposit, it has capital contribution 
21 make the December payment. They are going to 21 in parenthesis above that. And $200 is what is 
22 make the payments for a while while we get some · 22 11sted as the deposit; conect? 
23 lots paved and sold." 23 A Correct. 
24 That statement about, "they are going to 24 Q. The 200, I assume that was 100 from 
25 be making the payments," I assume he's refening 25 yourself, and 100 from Tim? 
















2 Q. Okay. And then continuing throughout 
3 the rest of that year, it looks like some checks 
4 were issued, or ordered, and then there was an $8 
5 service charge that was tacked on monthly? 
6 A. Correct. 
7 Q. And once you get to the end of 2008, 
8 tl1ere is an e11try for Cl1eck 1'-~o. 1001, dated 
9 December 11. It has Alpha Lending listed there 
10 for $2,600; conect? 
11 A. Correct. 
12 Q. And then just below that, it says, "TC," 
13 and I can't read what it says under that? 
14 A. "Maria." 
15 Q. What is "TC Maria"? 
16 A. Telephone call. And Maria is one of the 
17 tellers at the credit union. 
18 Q. Which credit union was that? 
19 A. Valley Community Credit Union. 
20 Q. Okay. And then transfer from 5465. 
21 What is 5465? 
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basically, to cover those $8 a month payments, it 
2 looks like. And that also is listed as capital 
3 call. I assume the same thing from there, the 
4 funds for that came from that personal account, 
5 and not from a Big Bite account? 
6 A. That's conect. 
7 Q. Okay. So at this point, the total 
8 that's been conuibuted to Piper Ranch by you and 
9 Tim is, approximately, 2,950? 
1 0 A. Con-ect. 
11 Q. And that would be the initial200, the 
12 2,600, and the 150 later--
13 A. That's con-ect. 
14 Q. -- conect? And nothing more than that 
15 has been contributed to the company at this 
16 point? 
17 A. That's con-ect. 
18 Q. Okay. Does Piper Ranch have its own 
19 checking account or savings account separate from 
20 you and Tim, individually? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 A. That's our personal account there. 22 Q. And that's at the Valley-- the credit 
23 Q. Okay. And then it's got a capital call 23 union, Valley Community Credit Union? 
24 listed above that? 24 A. That's conect. 
25 A Con:ec,___ ____________ •.k.\L---CExhlbit 20 marked.)'---------
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1 Q. And then the same amount, 2,600; 
2 correct? 
3 A. Conect. 
4 Q. So just so I'm clear. Basically, that 
5 day, you calied the banlc, tallced to Maria. And 
6 bad her transfer from your personal account, the 
7 $2,600 into the Alpha Lending account -- excuse 
8 me, the Piper Ranch account. And then wrote the 
9 check to Alpha Lending the same day; conect? 
10 A. TI1at's cmrect. 
11 Q. Okay. Those funds didn't come from a 
12 Big Bite account, it was your personal account? 
13 A. That's conect. 
14 Q. Okay. And I assume, again, that that 
15 would be 1,300 from yomself, and 1,300 from Tim; 
16 correct, the 2,600? 
17 A. It's a joint account. 
18 Q. Okay. But-- it probably doesn't 
19 matter. But just, it wasn't that you were 
20 contributing 2,600 in capital to the company, and 
21 Tim was contributing nothing? It was equally 
22 contributed? 
23 A. Correct. 
24 Q. Okay. And it looks like later on in May 
25 of '09, there was another deposit of 150, 
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Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Exhibit 20, which 
2 I'm giving you now. Do you recognize this? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. It looks like a bank statement 
5 for -- for the account number is blacked out, so 
6 I can't tell you the account number. But a bank 
7 statement for an account that has got Piper 
B Ranch's name on it; con-ect? 
9 A. Conect. 
10 Q. Now, the name on the account appears to 
11 be Tim Schelhorn, Julie Schelhorn, dba, Piper 
12 Ranch, LLC; correct? 
13 A. Correct. 
14 Q. Is there any banlc account that is not 
15 listing Piper Ranch as a dba, but that is rather, 
16 Piper Ranch, LLC? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Excuse me. 
19 A. And if I can clruify that. That's how 
20 the credit union preferred to set it up. 
2i Q. Okay. Do you know why they do it that 
22 way? 
23 A. I don't believe they do actual business 
24 accounts. 
25 Q. Okay. At that credit union? 
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1 . A. Correct. 
2 Q. And that-- and that-- Big Bite has 
3 accounts, I think, at Banl< of the Cascades; is 
4 that conect? 
5 A That's correct, 
6 Q. So why wouldn't you open the Piper Ranch 
7 account at a banl< that does business accounts? 
8 A. We just like our credit union. 
9 Q. Okay. At some point, did you try and 
1 o find your own investor to get involved in the 
11 Wandering Trails project? 
12 A. Yes, Tim did. 
13 Q. Would Tim be the one to ask questions 
14 about that, too? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Okay. Do you lmow who it was? 
17 A. I could guess, but I would rather not. 
18 Q. Okay. Well, I already put the sticker 
19 on. So we're --
20 A. Okay. 
21 Q. --going to label it Exhibit 21. And I 
22 may come back to it. We'll see. 
23 (Exhibit 21 marked.) 
24 Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Did you 
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A. On a--
2 Q. In a notebook? 
3 A. Yeah, on a -- on a piece of paper on my 
4 desk. I do that quite regularly. 
5 
6 
Q. Okay. And the "no billable months"? 
A. Yeah, that -- yeah, that does not 




(Exhibit 23 marked.) 
10 Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) Give you No. 23. 




Q. It appears to be a -- an email, excuse 
14 me, from Steve Vaught, Alpha Lending, to T.J., 
15 which he forwarded to you. And again, there are 







Q. Are those your notes? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you explain them to me? 
A. Yeah, I'm sure that there is an email. 
22 I took notes from Tim, and I'm sure there is an 
23 email following that is more wrote out that 
24 pertains to those notes . 
..2L.parti.cipatejn..a.Jneetin.g._withJ..Lanclthe.AJpha __ i-"""_-----'-'~'-'-'-'"'"-J---------------­
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Lending folies at any point? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. When was that meeting? 
4 A. I want to say January of '09. 
5 Q. Okay. Do you know the exact date? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. Okay. 
8 (Exhibit 22 marked.) 
9 Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) This is Exhibit 
10 22. Do you recognize this? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. What is it? 
13 A. It is an email from T.J. 
14 Q. Okay. And it looks like he's talking 
15 about the payments with the banl<, and they'll 
16 extend the loan, and this sort of thing. Are 
17 those handwritten notes on there, is that your 
18 handwriting? 
19 A It is. 
20 Q. What does that mean "Don't have any 
21 extra--" it looks like a dollar sign? What is 
22 that? 
23 A. I don't think it pertains to this. I 
24 think I just made a note. 


























A. I know there is one for sure. I dop't 
know where it's at, but... 
Q. Okay. I haven't seen one either. If 
you can look for it, and find it, and get it to 
me. 
A. I will. 
Q. That would be great. 
A. I will. 
Q. What does it mean saying, an investor is 
a no go? 
A. TI1at's when Tim was looking at having an 
investor. That person decided not to become a 
part of the Wande1ing Trails project. Tim's 
questions were whether or not he worked out the 
refi with Bank of the Cascades. I knew he was 
tied up at the time with other development 
issues. 
Q. Who was tied up? 
A. Tim was. 
Q. What other development? 
A. He was on a job, and tied up with things 
that pertain to Willow Glen Subdivision. And 
kind of talked to him, you lmow, about our 
status, the just the -- you know, that, small 
talk. We're making cutbacks of our own, leaning 





so, what it is? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And what is it? 
4 A. It's the defendant, Piper Ranch, LLC, 
s responses to plaintiffs', Wandering Trails, LLC, 
6 second set of discovery requests. 
7 Q. Okay. And the last page of that is 
8 basically a verification page, where you, as the 
9 member of Piper Ranch, are declaring that you've 
1 o read and examined the foregoing document. 
11 Recognizing that what's here in the exhibit isn't 
12 actually signed. But that at some point, you 
13 signed it, and that was provided to our office; 
14 correct? -
15 A. Correct. 
16 Q. Okay. You've read these. You agree 
17 with the statements in these answers? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Okay. I want to look at page 6, 
20 specifically, Interrogatory No. 19. And the 
21 answer to that is right at the bottom of the 
22 page -- the very last sentence on the page says, 
23 "Moreover counter defendant," which in this case 
24 would be Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty. 
_25~.WandP....ring..Irails..arulLiquicLB..ealiy...ack.n.o.wledges 
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that there was no time for pe1formance on the 
2 part of counterclaim." 
3 I'm trying to figure out what the basis 
4 for that statement is. What acknowledgment are 
5 you referring to? 
6 A. In the agreement, there is no reference 
7 to a date as to when the work has to be 
8 perfonned. 
9 Q. Okay. And you're construing that as an 
1 o acknowledgment that there is no time for it to be 
11 pe1formed; is that correct? 
12 A. Yes. 
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tax return filed for Piper Ranch, LLC; correct? 
2 A. Correct. There is no separate tax 
3 return for Piper Ranch, LLC. It is a part of our 
4 personal tax returns. 
5 Q. Okay. And that's true for both '07 and 
6 '08? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. Okay. Have you filed '08 personal 
9 taxes? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q . .Can you get a copy of those to me? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Okay. Turning the page to Request For 
14 Adinission No. 5, "Please adinit that Piper Ranch, 
15 LLC did not have a bank account in its name." 
16 That was denied. Again, I believe we've covered 
17 this. The banlc account is a dba style bank 
18 account. And I believe your testimony was, that 
19 that was at the request of the bank? 
20 A. Correct. 
21 Q. Conect? Okay. 
22 No.7, Request for Admission No.7, 
23 "Please admit that Piper Ranch, LLC, entered into 
24 business contracts and/or transactions without 
.. 2JL.:formaLapprmz:aLb..y....compan:y-r:oluti~clthat._ 
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1 request was also denied. 
2 I haven't seen a company resolution for 
3 the{ assignment agreement that was signed by Piper 
4 Ranch. Is there a company resolution for that 
5 agreement? 
6 MR. DINIUS: And I'm going to object. I 
7 mean, that calls for a legal conclusion -- mainly 
a whether or not an LLC is required to have a 
9 resolution to enter into any agreement. 
10 Q. (BY MR. CHRISTENSEN) But the queslion 
11 is: Is there a resolution? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. So the fact that the agreement doesn't 13 Q. Okay. In fact, there aren't any formal 
14 contain a time is of the essence type clause, 14 company resolutions for Piper Ranch, LLC; 
15 means that time isn't of the essence, and you can 15 correct? 
16 complete the work whenever you want; correct? 16 A. Correct. 
17 A. Correct. 17 Q. Okay. Okay. I'm going to go back a 
18 Q. And if you turn a couple of pages to 18 little bit, almost back to the beginning. We 
19 page 8. This is a Request For Adinission No.2, 19 talked about the projects that Piper Ranch has 
20 regarding Piper Ranch filing tax retums. The 20 been involved in, either as owners, or as 
21 request was, "Please admit that they did not file 21· contractors. Now, I'm wondering about Big Bite. 
22 tax retums for 2007, 2008." That was denied. 22 And what I'll do is try and limit it in scope to 
23 I believe your testimony previously has 23 time. I don't necessarily want every project 
24 been that, in fact, .there was no 2007 tax return 24 that Big Bite has ever been involved in. And 
25 filed for Piper Ranch, LLC. And there is no 2008 25 I'll also Iimit it in type of involvement as 
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Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC 
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Statement as of August 31, 2008 
Statement No .. 7028 
5594-002: Dispute with Circle Z Dev., Rick Zamzow, LRK, LLC and Kitamura 
Total Interest: 
Pre~ous Balance Due: 
Total Payments: 
Amount to Replenish Retainer: 
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The procedural history of these consolidated cases was detailed in this court's 
Order on Motion to Disqualify Counsel filed on May 25, 2010. Relevant to the current 
motion before the court is the following procedural history. 
On August 6, 2009, Big Bite filed a MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
along with supporting memorandum and AFFIDAVIT OF JULIE SCHELHORN. 
Wandering Trails filed a RESPONSE TO BIG BITE'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT on September 23, 2009, along with the AFFIDAVIT OF TJ ANGSTMAN. 
On November 5, 2009, Big Bite filed its REPLY MEMORANDUM, along with 
AFFIDAVIT OF JULIE SCHELHORN and AFFIDAVIT OF TIM SCHELHORN. On 
November 10, 2009, Wandering Trails filed a MOTION TO STRIKE seeking to strike 
the affidavits file on November 5, 2009. On February 25, 2010, Wandering Trails filed a 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO BIG BITE'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT, along with the AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW CHRISTENSEN. 
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The Angstman defendants filed a MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT on December 8, 2009, along with the AFFIDAVIT OF TJ 
ANGSTMAN and the AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW CHRISTENSEN. Plaintiffs filed an 
OBJECTION TO MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT on 
March 4, 2010. The Defendants' REPLY MEMORANDUM was filed on Aprill, 2010. 
Based on the stipulation of the parties, the above referenced motions for 
summary judgment/motion to dismiss were rescheduled so that the parties could attend 
mediation. The court has been informed that the mediation was unsuccessful so in 
accordance with the STIPULATION RE: SCHEDULING filed on April 26, 2010 the 
parties have submitted amended motions and responses. On May 20, 2010 Big Bite filed 
its SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT BIG BITE 
EXCAVATION, INC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT along with the 
AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN DINIUS. Also on May 20, 2010, Angstman filed an 
AMENDED MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, along 
with a supporting memorandum and the SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF TJ 
ANGSTMAN. On May 26, 2010, Big Bite filed an OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
AMENDED MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT. On 
May 28,2010, Wandering Trails filed PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT, along with the SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW 
CHRISTENSEN, the AFFIDAVIT OF DEBRA BERNIER, and the AFFIDAVIT OF 
MICK BERNIER. On June 3, 2010, Angstman filed a REPLY MEMORANDUM IN 
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SUPPORT OF ANGSTMAN AND AJA'S AMENDED MOTION TO 
DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT. Oral argument was held on June 
10, 2010. 
Standard of Review: 
Summary judgment is appropriate where the pleadings, depositions, admissions 
and affidavits on file show that there are no genuine issues of material fact and that the 
moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. I.R.C.P. 56( c); City of Idaho 
Falls v. Home Indemnity Co., 126 Idaho 604, 606 (1995). At all times, the burden of 
proving the absence of a genuine issue o f material fact rests upon the moving party. G & 
M Farms v. Funk Irrigation Co., 119 Idaho 514,517 (1991). 
In consideration of the motion, the court must liberally construe the facts and 
inferences contained in the existing record in favor of the party opposing the motion. 
Bonz v. Sudweeks, 119 Idaho 539, 541 (1991). To withstand a motion for summary 
judgment, the non-moving party's case must be anchored in something more solid than 
speculation. A mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue. 
Edwards v. Conchemco Inc., 111 Idaho 851 (Ct. App. 1986). The party opposing the 
motion for summary judgment may not merely rest on the allegations contained in the 
pleadings; rather, evidence by way of affidavit or deposition must be produced to 
contradict the assertions of the moving party. Ambrose v. Buhl School Dist. #412, 126 
Idaho 581 (Ct. App. 1995). 
The existence of disputed facts will not defeat summary judgment when the 
plaintiff fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element 
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essential to his case, an on which he will bear the burden of proof at trial. Garzee v. 
Barkley, 121 Idaho 771 (Ct. App. 1992). Facts in dispute cease to be "material" facts 
when the plaintiff fails to establish a prima facie case. In such cases, there can be "no 
genuine issue of material fact," since a complete failure of proof concerning an essential 
element of the nonmoving party's case necessarily renders all other facts immaterial. !d. 
citing Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322-323 (1986). This rule facilitates the 
dismissal of factually unsupported claims prior to trial. Jd. Summary judgment 
dismissing a claim is appropriate when the plaintiff fails to submit evidence to establish 
an essential element of the claim. Nelson v. City of Rupert, 128 Idaho 199, 202 (1996). 
Facts and Analysis 
In Big Bite's motion for summary judgment, it seeks dismissal from this action 
because it was not a party to the Assignment of Limited Liability Company Interest 
Agreement (Agreement or Assignment Agreement). Big Bite argues that because it was 
not a party to that Agreement, and because it did not perform any work pursuant to that 
agreement, that Wandering Trails/Liquid Realty's claims against Big Bite must be 
dismissed. 
In response to the motion, Wandering Trails argues that the Plaintiffs, 
collectively, are third-party beneficiaries to an agreement between Piper Ranch and Big 
Bite in which Big Bite agreed to perform the work for Piper Ranch in satisfaction of 
Piper Ranch's obligations under the Agreement. Wandering Trails thus argues that the 
motion should be denied and Big Bite should be liable to the Plaintiffs for failing to 
perform the work. 
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The only written contract before the court is the Assignment of Limited Liability 
Company Interest Agreement. See Affidavit of TJ Angstman filed September 23, 2009. 
The parties to that Agreement are Wandering Trails, LLC as Assignor, and Piper Ranch, 
LLC as Assignee. In the Agreement, Wandering Trails agrees to assign a 25% interest in 
Wandering Trails to Piper Ranch in exchange for Piper Ranch's obligation to perform 
work or cause work to be performed in furtherance of Wandering Trials development 
plan including "pit run, aggregate and paving." The Agreement is signed by T.J. 
Angstman on behalf of Liquid Realty Inc., and on behalf of Wandering Trials, LLC, Tim 
and Julie Schelhorn as members of Piper Ranch, LLC and Mickey Bernier as a 
consenting party. 
At the oral argument on the motion, it was conceded that Piper Ranch and Big 
Bite never entered into a written agreement that would require Big Bite to perform the 
work that Piper Ranch agreed to perform pursuant to the Agreement. However, 
Wandering Trails argues that the court should consider that there is an oral or implied 
agreement that imposes such a duty on Big Bite. Wandering Trails argues that because 
Tim and Julie Schelhom are the sole owners, members, officers or stockholders of both 
Piper Ranch and Big Bite, that when Piper Ranch agreed to perform the work pursuant to 
the Agreement, it was implicit that Big Bite would be the party that would actually 
perform the work. Wandering Trails urges the court to consider the Affidavit of Debra 
Bernier and the Affidavit of Mick Bernier. The Berniers state that they attended the 
meeting that produced the Agreement and at the meeting the Schelhorn's agreed that they 
would perform the excavation, grading and paving work through their Big Bite entity. 
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Wandering Trails asserts that because the Schelhom's ownership and operation of Piper 
Ranch and Big Bite is so intermingled and overlapping, that Big Bite is imputed with the 
knowledge of the Agreement and is burdened with performing Piper Ranch's obligations 
under the Agreement. 
In order for a party to succeed on a breach of contract claim, there must first be a 
valid and enforceable contract. In order for a contract to be enforceable it "must be 
complete, definite and certain in all of its material terms, or contain provisions which are 
capable in themselves of being reduced to certainty." P. 0. Ventures, Inc. v. Loucks 
Family Irrevocable Trust, 144 Idaho 233, 238, 159 P.3d 870, 875 (2007) citing Giacobbi 
Square v. PEK Corp., 105 Idaho 346, 348, 670 P.2d 51, 53 (1983). In this case, it is 
undisputed that Big Bite is not a party to the written Assignment Agreement and there is 
nothing in the agreement that could be implied or interpreted in such a manner. It is also 
undisputed that Piper Ranch and Big Bite never entered into a separate written contract 
by which Big Bite agreed to perform Piper Ranch's obligations under the Assignment 
Agreement. However, court must also consider whether there exists sufficient evidence 
(to survive the summary judgment motion) that Piper Ranch and Big Bite entered into a 
separate oral agreement whereby Big Bite would perform Piper's obligations under the 
Agreement, or whether parol evidence should be considered by the court to show that 
there is some implied agreement that imposes liability on Big Bite. 
Wandering Trails asks the court to consider evidence of the parties' intent that 
falls outside the four comers of the Agreement and supplies such evidence through the 
Affidavit of TJ Angstman filed on September 23, 2009 and the affidavits of Mick and 
Debra Brenier filed on May 28, 2010. However, when a written contract is found to be 
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complete and unambiguous on its face, extrinsic evidence of prior or contemporaneous 
negotiations or conversations are not admissible to contradict, vary, alter, add to, or 
detract from the terms of the contract. Howard v. Perry, 141 Idaho 139, 141-42, 106 
P.3d 465, 467-68 (2005). It is only when the provisions of a contract are found to be 
ambiguous that the court must focus on the intent of the parties in interpreting those 
provisions. JR. Simplot Co. v. Bosen, 144 Idaho 611, 167 P.3d 748 (2006). 
The determination of the parties' intent is to be ascertained by looking at the 
contract as a whole, the language used in the document, the circumstances under which it 
was made, the objective and purpose of the particular provision, and any construction 
placed upon it by the contracting parties as shown by their conduct or dealings. !d. A 
party's subjective, undisclosed intent is immaterial to the interpretation of a contract. As 
explained in 17 Am.Jur.2d, Contracts,§ 347 (2004): 
A party's subjective, undisclosed intent is immaterial to the interpretation 
of a contract, as under the objective law of contract interpretation, the 
court will give force and effect to the words of the contract without regard 
to what the parties to the contract thought it meant or what they actually 
intended for it to mean. The court will not attempt to ascertain the actual 
mental processes of the parties in entering into the particular contract; 
rather the law presumes that the parties understood the import of their 
contract and that they had the intention which its terms manifest. 
!d. 
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In the Angstman affidavit at paragraph 6, he states "In connection with finalizing 
the Assignment Agreement and prior to signing it, I had a meeting where both Tim and 
Julie were present. At the time of the meeting, I knew that Tim and Julie were the sole 
shareholders and officers of Big Bite," and at paragraph 7 he states, " At that meeting 
Tim indicated that Big Bite would perform the excavation and paving work required by 
and contemplated in the Assignment Agreement. Tim and Julie both stated that the 
purpose of Big Bite performing the work was to satisfy the obligations to WT and LRI, 
pursuant to the Assignment Agreement." While Angstman's statements indicate that 
additional conversations may have taken place contemporaneous with the execution of 
the Agreement, it is unclear as to why these alleged alternative terms were not included in 
the Assignment Agreement. As shown by Bosen, supra, a party is presumed to know 
their intent and their written agreement is presumed to contain the full extent of that 
intent. There is nothing in the Assignment Agreement in this case that indicates that 
Piper Ranch had the intent to contract with Big Bite or that Big Bite contracted with 
Wandering Trails or Liquid Realty to perform Piper Ranch's obligation under the 
Agreement. The plain language of the Agreement states that Piper Ranch agrees to "pay 
for or otherwise arrange for work to be done." The court presumes that had either 
Wandering Trails or Piper Ranch intended Big Bite to be bound to the contract it would 
be so indicated in that portion of the Agreement and that such a term would have been 
included or referenced when the Agreement was executed by Wandering Trails and Piper 
Ranch. The Agreement could have been executed by Shelhorns specifically on behalf of 
Big Bite. Angstman could have requested and the Shelhorns could have confirmed on 
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behalf of Big Bite a provision specifically binding Big Bite to perform Piper Ranch's 
obligations under the Assignment Agreement. This did not occur. 
In addition, the Affidavit of Mick Brenier at paragraph 9 states " While I do not 
remember a specific date, I was present for a meeting in which the Schelhoms said they 
would perform the excavation and paving work themselves, through their own excavation 
company - rather than hire a different company to do that work. I understand that their 
excavating company is Big Bite Excavation, Inc." In the Affidavit of Debra Brenier, she 
states at paragraph 2 "I was present for a meeting in which Tim and Julie Schelhorn 
stated that they would perform excavation and paving work for the Wandering Trails 
project themselves, through their own excavating company - rather than hire a different 
company to do that work. I understand that their excavating company is Big Bite 
Excavation, Inc." These statements provide little helpful information to the court because 
the affiants are not even clear as to when the alleged meeting occurred. As noted above, 
the parties are presumed to have included their intent within the four comers of the 
document. The Assignment Agreement is clear and unambiguous. Thus, this court will 
not consider the propounded parol statements to suggest the existence of an ambiguity or 
of an alternative term to the agreement. There is no evidence that the Shelhoms made any 
of these purported statements on behalf of or as officers or shareholders in Big Bite. At 
most, the evidence suggests the Shelhoms made comments as individuals or as members 
of Piper Ranch. 
The court does not find that there is sufficient evidence (to survive summary 
judgment) of an implied or oral contract between Piper Ranch and Big Bite or between 
Wandering Trails or Liquid Realty and Big Bite to perform Piper Ranch's obligations 
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under the Assignment Agreement. In order for an oral contract to exist the court must 
look to the parties' intent to determine whether there was an oral agreement, and whether 
or not that agreement was destined to be reduced to a written agreement. Intermountain 
Forest Management v. Louisiana Pacific Corp., 136 Idaho 233, 31 P.3d 921 (2001). 
Such intent is shown by the following factors and the burden of proof is on the party 
asserting that the oral contract is binding: (1) whether the contract is one usually put in 
writing, (2) whether there are few or many details, (3) whether the amount involved is 
large or small, ( 4) whether it requires a formal writing for a full expression of the 
covenants and promises, and (5) whether the negotiations indicate that a written draft is 
contemplated as the final conclusion of negotiations. Id, citing Thompson v. Pike, 122 
Idaho 690, 838 P.2d 293 (1992). Here, the record shows that neither Big Bite, nor Piper 
Ranch, assert that there was an agreement between Big Bite and Piper Ranch regarding 
the Agreement between Piper Ranch and Wandering Trails. Wandering Trails has not 
provided evidence of such an agreement. 
Thus, there is complete lack of evidence in the record that any of the parties 
intended to form a contract, oral or written, that would bind Big Bite to perform the 
obligations of Piper under the Assignment Agreement. 
The court also notes the deposition testimony of Julie Schelhom attached to the 
Affidavit of Kevin Dinius filed on May 20, 2010. In that deposition excerpt, Julie states 
that Big Bite did not have the equipment to perform all the tasks required of Piper Ranch 
under the Agreement. Specifically, she states that while Big Bite does perform 
excavation work, and often does grading work as well, that Big Bite does not have the 
equipment nor the ability to perform the paving work contemplated by the Agreement. 
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This is further evidence to the court that there was not an agreement for Big Bite to 
perform. 
Even though the court has concluded that no contract exists between Big Bite and 
Piper Ranch to perform Piper Ranch's obligations under the Assignment Agreement, the 
court will also address Wandering Trails assertion that it is a third party beneficiary of an 
alleged contract between Piper Ranch and Big Bite. In order to be considered a third 
party beneficiary, the party asserting the claim must demonstrate that a contract was 
made expressly for his benefit. If so, he may enforce that contract, at any time prior to 
rescission, as the third party beneficiary. Partout v. Harper, 145 Idaho 683, 183 P .3d 771 
(2008). See also Baldwin v. Leach, 115 Idaho 713, 769 P.2d 590 (Ct. App. 1989) and I.C. 
§ 29-102. The test for determining a party's status as a third party beneficiary, capable of 
properly invoking the protection of I.C. § 29-102, is whether the transaction reflects an 
intent to directly benefit the party and that he is not merely an incidental beneficiary. Id 
As indicated above, the court does not find that Big Bite was a party to the 
Assignment Agreement. The court also does not find that there is sufficient evidence to 
survive this summary judgment motion that Piper or the Shelhorns ever intended to bind 
Big Bite to perform Piper's obligations under the assignment agreement or that Big Bite 
was otherwise bound by implication or by separate agreement to perform Piper's 
obligations under the agreement. In addition, the court does not find that there is any 
indication in the record that Big Bite intended to act on behalf of Piper Ranch in fulfilling 
its obligations under the assignment agreement and without such evidence this court will 
not find that Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty are intended beneficiaries of an 
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agreement between Piper Ranch and Big Bite and are entitled to requested relief alleged 
against Big Bite. 
Finally the court also concludes that in light of the conclusions described above, 
Wandering Trails claim against Big Bite under the count alleging promissory estoppel 
does not survive summary judgment. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has held: "Similarly, we do not address the Chapins' 
claim that the contract should be enforced under a theory of promissory estoppel. 
Promissory Estoppel as the district court correctly observed, is 'a substitute for 
consideration, not a substitute for agreement between the parties.' Lettunich, 141 Idaho at 
367, 109 P.3d at 1109. It is not for lack of consideration that the Chapins' claim fails, but 
rather for lack of an agreement itself." Chapin v. Linden, 144 Idaho 393, 162 P.3d 772, 
(2007). In this case, there is insufficient evidence of any agreement binding Big Bite to 
perform Piper Ranch's obligations under the Assignment Agreement to survive Big 
Bite's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
CONCLUSION AND ORDER 
For the reasons set forth above the pleadings, deposition, admissions, and 
affidavits on file show there is no genuine issue of material fact and that Big Bite 
Excavation, Inc. is entitled to judgment as a matter of law on its August 6, 2009 Motion 
for Summary Judgment. The Motion for Summary Judgment is granted. The claims 
asserted by Wandering Trails, LLC and Liquid Realty, Inc. against Big Bite Excavation, 
Inc. as set forth in the May 26, 2009 COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
are dismissed on the basis set forth in this order. Big Bite's attorney is directed to submit 
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the appropriate judgment consistent with this order within fourteen days of the filing of 
this order. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on __15_ day of ~20 10, s/he served a true and correct 
copy of the original of the foregoing ORDER on the following individuals in the manner 
described: 
• upon counsel for BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., PIPER RANCH, LLC, and 
Schelhom's 
Kevin E Dinius 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
• upon counsel for WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, LIQUID REALTY, INC., 
Thomas Angstman, and Angstman, Johnson and Associates, PLLC 
Mathew T. Christiansen 
3649 North Lakeharbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83713 
and/or when s/he deposited each a copy of the foregoing ORDER in the U.S. Mail with 
sufficient postage to individuals at the addresses listed above. 
WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk ofthe Court 
By:~ 
Deputy Clerk of the Court 
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The Wandering Trails v. Big Bite action, CV-2009-5395-C, was initiated by 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL filed May 26, 2009. The plaintiffs, 
Wandering Trails, LLC and Liquid Realty, Inc. (Wandering Trails collectively) assert 
Breach of Contract, Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing, Unjust 
Enrichment, and Promissory Estoppel claims. On June 25, 2009, the defendants Big Bite 
and Piper Ranch (Big Bite collectively) each filed an ANSWER. On September 29, 2009, 
Defendant Piper Ranch filed an AMENDED ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL. Wandering Trails filed an ANSWER TO 
COUNTERCLAIM on October 14,2009. 
On March 3, 2010, WT/LR filed a MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT which 
seeks leave from the court to add additional claims against Tim and Julie Schelhorn. The 
motion is supported by a memorandum and the AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW 
CHRISTENSEN. On April 1, 2010, Big Bite filed a MOTION TO STRIKE and 
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OBJECTION TO MOTION TO AMEND. On May 28,2010, Wandering Trails filed an 
AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT, a memorandum in support and the 
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW CHRJSTENSEN which includes the proposed Amended 
Complaint, discovery responses from Piper Ranch, and deposition testimony from Julie 
Schelhorn. Oral argument was held on June 10, 2010. Matthew Christensen appeared on 
behalf of Wandering Trails and Kevin Dinius appeared on behalf of Big Bite. 
Legal Standards and Analysis for Motion to Amend 
Wandering Trails' Motion to Amend is made pursuant to IRCP 15(a) and 15(d) 
and seeks to add a claim of veil piercing against the Schelhorns as principals in Big Bite 
and Piper Ranch. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a) provides that a party seeking to amend a 
pleading after responsive pleadings have been filed must seek leave of the court or 
consent from the adverse party. Wandering Trails has filed the Motion to Amend and the 
Amended Motion to Amend seeking leave of the court in compliance with IRCP 15(a). 
I.R.C.P. 15(a) states that leave to amend a pleading "shall be freely given when 
justice so requires" and the Idaho appellate courts have stated that the purpose of the rule 
is, in part, "to allow the best chance for each claim to be determined on its merits rather 
than on some procedural technicality." Drennon v. Fisher, 141 Idaho 942, 120 P.3d 1146 
(Ct. App. 2005), citing Clark v. Olsen, 110 Idaho 323, 326, 715 P .2d 993, 996 (1986). A 
court's decision to grant or deny a motion to amend is reviewed under the abuse of 
discretion standard. Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho 166, 16 P.3d 263 (2000). In making that 
decision the court may consider "whether the amended pleading sets out a valid claim, 
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whether the opposing party would be prejudiced by any undue delay, or whether the 
opposing party has an available defense to the newly added claim." Spur Products Corp. 
v. Stoel Rives LLP, 142 Idaho 41, 44, 122 P.3d 300, 303 (2005). 
In reviewing the proposed amendments to the Complaint, the court finds that 
Wandering Trails seeks to substitute Tim and Julie Schelhom for the Does 1-5 listed as 
parties in the caption and throughout the body of the Complaint. In the AMENDED 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL the relevant paragraphs are 5, 23, 
24, and 25. In addition, the court notes the following additions to the AMENDED 
COMPLAINT found at paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 26, 27, 28, 32 as well as Claim 5 
(Schelhoms) and what is titled as Claim 5 (Big Bite) which the court assumes is intended 
to be Claim 6. 
In the objection filed in response to the first Motion to Amend, Big Bite and the 
Schelhorns simply state that they incorporate the arguments made in the Motion to 
Disqualify Counsel and ask that Wandering Trails should not be allowed to amend to 
include claims against Tim and Julie Schelhom. Big Bite did not file a written objection 
to the Amended Motion to Amend but provided argument during oral argument. 
Essentially Big Bite argues that Wandering Trails should not be allowed to rely on the 
documents relied on in support of the piercing the corporate veil claims and that 
Wandering Trails should not be allowed to amend to assert those claims against the 
Schelhorns and Big Bite. 
A claim for piercing the corporate veil includes the following elements (1) a unity 
of interest and ownership such that the separate personalities of the corporation and the 
individual no longer exist and (2) an inequitable result if the acts are treated as those of 
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the corporation. Vanderford Co., Inc. v. Knudson, 144 Idaho 547, 165 P.3d 261 (2007). 
Factors to be considered in reviewing such a claim include whether the sole shareholder 
acts as president of the corporation; whether there was a lack of corporate formalities, 
such as directors' meetings; whether the shareholders fail to submit the corporate contract 
and inventory revisions to he board of directors; and whether business transactions were 
completed without approval by any director or officer of the corporation. However, this 
list is not exclusive and will vary according the individual circumstances of the case. VFP 
VC v. Dakota Co., 141 Idaho 326, 109 P.3d 714 (2005). 
Wandering Trails argues that the record will show (1) the Schelhorns are the sole 
members of Piper Ranch; (2) Schelhorns exert 100% control over Piper Ranch; (3) Piper 
Ranch is included in the Schelhorn' s personal tax returns; ( 4) Piper Ranch doesn't have a 
separate bank account; ( 5) Piper Ranch has engaged in business transactions with other 
entities for which no corporate resolutions authorizing the transaction exist; (6) Piper 
Ranch used Big Bite to perform services on a project for which no contract exists and Big 
Bite has not been paid; (7) Piper Ranch invoices have been paid by Big Bite; (8) Big Bite 
is a separate entity owned by the Schelhorns; (9) Piper Ranch is an under capitalized 
company and thus, if the acts at issue here are solely attributed to Piper Ranch an 
inequitable result will occur. In addition to the documents subject to the Motion to Strike, 
Wandering Trails has provided the court with discovery responses from Piper Ranch and 
excerpts of Julie Schelhorn's IRCP 30(b)(6) deposition. 
The court concludes that Wandering Trails has demonstrated that there exists 
sufficient evidence in this case even outside the evidence at issue in the Pending Motion 
to Disqualify to allow the proposed amendment of the complaint with regard to the Piper 
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Ranch, LLC entity only. The court has on this date entered a separate order granting Big 
Bites Motion for Summary Judgment that will result in the dismissal of Wandering 
Trails' claims against Big Bite and therefore rendering moot any claims regarding 
piercing the Big Bite, Inc. corporate veil as contained in the proposed amended 
complaint. 
The trial in this matter is not scheduled until September 27, 2011 and there is 
sufficient time for the parties to conduct discovery and prepare for trial on the additional 
claims set forth in the amended complaint. The court does not find that the requested 
amendment would prejudice Piper Ranch or the Shelhoms by any undue delay. The 
requested amendment is appropriate pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure, Rule 
15(a) and Idaho case authority. 
CONCLUSION AND ORDER 
Wandering Trails pending motion to amend is granted with regard to claims 
asserted for piercing the veil of PIPER RANCH, LLC only. Wandering Trails is to file 
the appropriate modified amended complaint within fourteen days of the filing of this 
order. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
ru j~ 
The undersigned certifies that on~ day of M-ay 2010, s/he served a true and correct 
copy of the original of the foregoing ORDER on the following individuals in the manner 
described: 
• upon counsel for BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., PIPER RANCH, LLC, and 
Schelhorn' s 
Kevin E Dinius 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
• upon counsel for WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, LIQUID REALTY, INC., 
Thomas Angstman, and Angstman, Johnson and Associates, PLLC 
Mathew T. Christiansen 
3649 North Lakeharbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83713 
and/or when slhe deposited each a copy of the foregoing ORDER in the U.S. Mail with 
sufficient postage to individuals at the addresses listed above. 
WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the Court 
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lU~-t$::0.::S-U 11/ Angstman,J 
2 
3 
4 Matthew T. Christensen 
5 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON 
3649 Lakeharbor Lane 
6 Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 
7 Facsimile: (208) 853-0117 
Christensen ISB: 7213 
8 
9 Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
10 
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COME NOW the Plaintiffs, Wandering Trails, LLC ("WT") and Liquid Realty, 
Inc. ("LRI"), by and through their counsel of record, Angstman Johnson, and hereby 
submit this Motion for Clarification/Motion in Limine as follows: 
BACKGROUND 
WT and LRI filed an initial complaint against Piper Ranch, LLC, ("Piper Ranch") 
and Big Bite Excavaiion, Inc. ("Big Bite") on May 26, 2009. In the initial Complaint, 
WT and LRI asserted numerous claims against both Defendants. After discovery in this 
matter had commenced, and depositions been taken of the Defendants and their owners, 
Tim and Julie Schelhorn (collectively "Schelhorn"), WT and LRI moved the court for 
permission to amend their Complaint to add alter ego claims against both the Schelhoms 
and Big Bite. WT and LRl claimed that Piper Ranch was just an alter ego of both the 
Schelhorns and Big Bite, and that any liability of Piper Ranch should be equated to the 
Schelhorns and Big Bite. See Amended Motion to Amend Complaint; Amended 
Complaint, Claims five and six. 


































Angstman,Johnson 02:27 07-28-2010 
At the same time that the Amended Motion to Amend was pending, Big Bite's 
Motion for Summary Judgment was also pending before the court. On July 14, 2010, the 
court issued a decision on Big Bite's Motion for Summary Judgment, essentially granting 
Big Bite's motion and dismissing the breach of contract claim against Big Bite. Based, at 
ieast in part, on this decision , the court allowed an aiter ego claim against the 
Schelhorns, but did not allow WT and LRI's additional alter ego claim against Big Bite. 
WT and LRI now seek clarification of the court's order on the Amended 
Complaint regarding the alter ego claim against Big Bite. In the alternative, WT and LRI 
move the court, in limine, to allow certain evidence to be presented at trial on the alter 
ego claim against the Schelhorns. 
ARGUMENT 
1. WT and LRI seek clarification of the court's Order on Motion to Amend 
Complaint. 
In its order regarding amending the Complaint, the court states as follows: 
The court concludes that Wandering Trails has demonstrated that there 
exists sufficient evidence in this case even outside the evidence at issue in 
the Pending Motion to Disqualify to allow the proposed amendment of the 
complaint with regard to the Piper Ranch, LLC entity only. The court has 
on this date entered a separate order granting Big Bite's Motion for 
Summary Judgment that will result in the dismissal of Wandering Trails' 
claims against Big Bite and therefore rendering moot any claims regarding 
piercing the Big Bite, Inc. [sic] corporate veil as contained in the proposed 
amended complaint. 
Order on Motion to Amend, p. 5-6. 
From this conclusion, it appears the court found the evidence sufficient to support 
alter ego claims. However, with regard to the alter ego claim against Big Bite, WT and 
LRI seek clarification of the basis for the court's order disallowing the proposed amended 
complaint as to Big Bite. 























Wf and LRI are not pursuing a claim to pierce Big Bite's veil. Rather, WT and 
LRI's sought permission to pursue an additional alter ego claim against Big Bite. This 
would be an additional claim - separate and apart from the breach of contract claim for 
which the court previously granted summary judgment. Conceptually, the evidence 




• No business bank 
account 






• No contracts 
• No payment for work 
performed 
• Big Bite paying Piper 
Ranch obligations 













• Sole members with 
I 00% control Piper Ranch, LLC 
What WT and LRI are attempting to do is pierce Piper Ranch's veil, to assert alter 
ego claims against both the Schelhoms and Big Bite. In other words, both the Schelhoms 
and Big Bite were using Piper Ranch as an alter ego of themselves. At this time, WT and 
LRI are not attempting to pierce Big Bite's corporate veil. 
Big Bite's Motion for Summary Judgment did not address this second claim 
against Big Bite. (Indeed, at the time the Motion for Summary Judgment was originally 
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filed, WT and LRI had not asserted the alter ego claim.) Accordingly, the separate alter 
ego claim against Big Bite was not before the court on Big Bite's Motion for Summary 
Judgment. Tills Motion was filed to allow the court to fully appreciate the separate 
nature of the alter ego claim against Big Bite (as opposed to an attempt to pierce Big 
Bite's corporate veil), WT and LRI seek clarification whether they are allowed to assert 
the alter ego claim against both the Schelhoms and Big Bite, as requested in the 
Amended Motion to Amend. See Clark v. Olsen, 110 Idaho 323, 715 P .2d 993 (1986); 
Spur Products Corp. v. Stoel Rives LLP, 142 Idaho 41, 122 P.3d 300 (2005) (citing 
\ 
standards for motions to amend). 
2. In the alternative, WT and LRI seek permission to use all evidence of alter 
egos at trial. 
Without waiving the arguments made above, and the evidence shown in the 
Amended Motion to Amend, should the court deny WT and LRI permission to amend the 
complaint to assert an additional alter ego claim against Big Bite, Wf and LRI move the 
court in limine, to allow all evidence of Big Bite's conduct at trial to proveas evidence 
that Tim and Julie Schelhom used Piper Ranch as an alter ego. As shown in the chart 
above, significant evidence on WT and LRI's alter ego claims is more properly directed 
at an alter ego claim against Big Bite, not the Schelhorns individually (i.e., failing to have 
written contracts for work performed; failing to compensate Big Bite for work performed; 
Big Bite paying Piper Ranch's obligations). However, in the event the court does not 
allow an alter ego claim against Big Bite, WT and LRI should be allowed to use all of the 
alter ego evidence (including the lack of contracts or payment and payment of each 
others' obligations) in proving their claim against the Schelhoms. Accordingly, WT and 
LRI move the court, in limine, for permission to use all evidence of alter egos at trial, 


































including all evidence listed above (as more fully explained in the Amended Motion to 
Amend). 
CONCLUSION 
WT and LRI seek clarification of the court's order regarding their Motion to 
Amend, as to whether they may pursue a separate alter ego claim against Big Bite. In the 
event the court denies this request, WT and LRI request that they be allowed to present 
Big Bite's conduct at trial to establish Shelhom's use of Piper Ranch as an alter ego. 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this 1 ~f July, 2010. 
T. CHRISTENSEN 
A ~· rti~y for the Plaintiffs 
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II 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 r 3 I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this1!_ day of July, 2010, I caused to be served a 
4 true copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION/MOTION IN LIMINE by 





























Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael Hanby 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 1 ~0 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0101 
}v1eans of Service 
0 U.S. Mail, Postage Paid. 
0 Hand Deliv red to Office or 
Court Ho e Drop Box. 
ew T. Christensen 




Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos. 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw. com 
mhanby@diniuslaw. com 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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JUL 2 e 2010 
CANYON COUNTY QbiRK 
T. CRAWFORD, O!l!~UTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, and LIQUID ) 






BIG BITE EXCA VATION,INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho ) 




CASE NO. CV09-5395C 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
AND COSTS 
COME NOW, BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., by and through its attorneys of record, 
the law firm of Dinius & Associates, PLLC, and hereby moves this Court for an order allowing 
recovery of Defendant Big Bite Excavation, Inc.'s attorney fees and costs expended in the above-
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ORIGINAL 
captioned lawsuit from Plaintiff. This motion is made based on the fact that Defendant is the 
prevailing party in this matter and, accordingly, the Defendant seeks fees as the prevailing party. 
This motion is made pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 54( d) and 54( e), Idaho Code § 
12-120, specifically 12-120(3), and§ 12-121, and is based on the Memorandum of Attorney Fees 
and Costs and Affidavit of Attorney filed herewith. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant respectfully requests this Court enter an order granting 
Defendant Big Bite Excavation, Inc.'s attorney fees in the amount of$38,945.25, based upon the 
reasonable hourly attorney fees in this matter, along with costs in the amount of $2,426.36, for a 
total attorney fee and cost award of$41,371.61. 




Kevi . Dinius 
Mic ael J. Hanby II 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
"-I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the .;2 7 day of July, 2010, a true and correct 
copy ofthe above and foregoing document was served upon the following by: 
Matthew T. Christensen 
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC 
3649 Lakeshore Lane 








Facsimile- No. 853-0117 
cm/T:\Clients\S\Schelhorn, Tim and Julie 24334\Non-Discovery\Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs.docx 
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Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos. 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw. com 
mhanby@diniuslaw. com 
Attorneys for Defendants 
F I L E D 
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JUL. 2 a 2010 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, and LIQUID ) 






BIG BITE EXCA V ATION,INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho ) 
limited liability company, DOES 1-5, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) _______________________________ ) 
CASE NO. CV09-5395C 
MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY 
FEES AND COSTS AND 
AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY 
COMES NOW, BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., by and through its attorneys of record, the 
law firm of Dinius & Associates, PLLC, and hereby submits its Memorandum of Attorney Fees 
and Costs and Attorney Fee Affidavit. 
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A. Costs as a Matter of Right- I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C) 
1. Filing Fees $58.00 
Total Costs as a Matter of Right $58.00 
B. Discretionary Costs- I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D) 
1. Copy Charges $545.80 
2. Postage Charges $17.35 
3. Deposition transcription fees $1,805.21 
Total Discretionary Costs $2,368.36 
TOTAL COSTS $2,426.36 
C. Hourly Fees 
The Defendant engaged counsel on an hourly fee plus cost basis for representation in this 
matter. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(e)(3) allows the Court to consider "whether the fee is 
fixed or contingent" as a factor in determining the amount of attorney fees to be awarded. 
I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(E). Defendant provides as Exhibit "A," a true and correct copy of the attorney 
fees incurred by Defendant through July 27, 2010. The attorney fees charged, and the non-
taxable costs incurred, were necessarily incurred in the handling of the present action. 
Additionally, the attorney and paralegal fees are correct and reflect actual work performed by 
members of Dinius Law. 
The legal practitioners who spent time working on this matter and their corresponding 






Kevin E. Dinius -Attorney, Partner 
Michael J. Hanby II Attorney 
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TOTAL FEES: $38,945.25 
TOTAL COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES: $41,371.61 
D. Prevailing Party Analysis: 
The term "prevailing party" is defined by Rule 54(d)(1)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. This Rule provides the following: 
[i]n determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to 
costs, the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final judgment or 
result of the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties, 
whether there were multiple claims, multiple issues, counterclaims, third party 
claims, cross-claims, or other multiple or cross issues between the parties, and the 
extent to which each party prevailed upon each of such issues or claims. 
In light of this language, the Idaho Court of Appeals has instructed trial courts to "examine (1) 
the result obtained in relation to the relief sought; (2) whether there were multiple claims or 
issues; and (3) the extent to which either party prevailed on each issue or claim." Freeman & 
Co. v. Bolt, 132 Idaho 152, 162, 968 P.2d 247 (Ct. App. 1998) (quotations omitted). It is clear 
that Defendant is the prevailing party in this action. Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
was granted by this Court on July14, 2010, dismissing all Plaintiffs' claims against Defendant 
Big Bite Excavation, Inc. Consequently, Defendant prevailed on all claims brought against it in 
the course of this matter and, therefore, it must be considered the prevailing party. 
The reasonableness of attorney fee requests are to be based upon the twelve factors set 
forth in Rule 54(e)(3). Empire Fire & Marine Ins. v. N Pacific, 127 Idaho 716, 720, 905 P.2d 
1025 (1995) (internal citations omitted). The twelve factors of Rule 54(e)(3) are: 
(A) The time and labor required. 
(B) The novelty and difficulty of the questions. 
(C) The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience 
and ability of the attorney in the particular field of law. 
(D) The prevailing charges for like work. 
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(E) Whether the fee is fixed or contingent. 
(F) The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case. 
(G) The amount involved and the results obtained. 
(H) The undesirability of the case. 
(I) The nature and length ofthe professional relationship with the client. 
(J) Awards in similar cases. 
(K) The reasonable cost of automated legal research (Computer Assisted Legal 
Research), if the court finds it was reasonably necessary in preparing a party's 
case. 
(L) Any other factor which the court deems appropriate in the particular case. 
The application of these factors to the attorney fees requested by Defendant favors granting 
Defendant's request for an award of attorney fees. In particular, the attorney fees requested by 
the Defendant are reasonable based upon the time and labor required, the novelty and difficulty 
of the questions presented to this Court, the prevailing charges for like work, the time limitations 
imposed by the circumstances of the case, the undesirability of the case, and the equitable 
considerations to Defendant (an "other factor" which this Court can consider in the exercise of 
its discretion). 
ft--'-




Kevin . Dinius 
Mic el J. Hanby II 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Canyon ) 
Kevin E. Dinius, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1) That I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the state of Idaho and am a 
member of the law firm of Dinius Law in Nampa, Idaho. 
2) I am one of the attorneys representing the Defendant in the above entitled matter. 
3) As one of the attorneys for the Defendant, I am familiar with the records and 
method of timekeeping utilized by the firm of Dinius Law. 
4) That to the best of my knowledge and belief, the items of cost set forth above are 
correct, were necessarily and reasonably incurred, and are in compliance with Rule 54( d) of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. The discretionary costs identified above were necessary and 
exceptional costs reasonably incurred and should, in the interest of justice, be assessed against 
the adverse party as contemplated in Rule 54( d)(l )(D) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
5) That the attorney fees herein claimed to be awarded are itemized and set forth in 
Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference. To the best of my 
knowledge and belief the attorneys fees set out in Exhibit "A" are correct and are in compliance 
with Rules 54( d) and Rule 54( e) ofthe Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
6) That the attorney fees are reasonable and were necessarily and justifiably incurred 
and are consistent with comparable service and rates for someone of my and attorney Michael J. 
Hanby's experience in the Third and Fourth Judicial District Courts of the State ofidaho. 
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7) That the paralegal fees are reasonable and were necessarily and justifiably 
incurred and are consistent with comparable service and rates for someone of Cindy Mackey's 
experience in the Third and Fourth Judicial District Courts of the State ofidaho. 
'f\,/ 
DATED this )t day of July, 2010. 
N~ 
My Commission Expires: ?/t 7 / ;iiO{l 
I 
'il-
l, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the~ day of July, 2010, a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by: 
Matthew T. Christensen 
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC 
3649 Lakeshore Lane 
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MJH $180.00 2.40 
CM I $115.001 o.5ol 
CM I $115.001 1.501 
08/06/091 MJH I $18o.ool 6.5ol 
08/14/091 MJH I $180.00 6.70 
CM I $115.00 0.25 
08/18/091 CM I $115.ool 2.751 
Exhibit A 
Attorney Fees 
Draft Motion for Summary Judgment and Memo in Support to dismiss 
$432.00!Bite Bite from suit 
Draft Motion for Summary Judgment; prepare memorandum and 
ffidavit; telephone message for client; email Judge Ford's clerk re: 
Telephone conference with Judge Ford's clerk; draft Notice of Hearing 
$57.50ire: MSJ; revisions to affidavit 
Begin drafting discovery responses; draft letter to Christensen re: 
$172.50iextension 
Draft Motion to Enlarge Time to Respond to Discovery, Affidavit of 
KED and proposed Order; draft letter to J. Ford's clerk; copies and 
mailing; fax file motion and affidavit and fax to counsel; telephone 
$143.75lconference with client 
$ 
Draft Motion and Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend 
$1,17o.oo!Answer (3.6); Draft Counterclaim (2. 
Draft 3rd Party Complaint against Angstman; Work on and revise 
$1,206.00 Counterclaim; Work on and Revise Memo in Support 
$28.75 Telephone conference and emails to/from client re: discove1 
Prepare Motion to Amend, Memorandum and Amended Answer; 
draft Notice of Hearing; fax to counsel; prepare for filing with Court; 






CM $115.00 3.00 
08/31/09 CM $115.00 3.50 
1.80 
MJH $180.00 1.40 
KED $225.00 0.70 
10/22/09 KED $225.00 0.30 
Exhibit A 
Attorney Fees 
Edit and revise third party complaint; speak with Tim re: case status; 
$382.50imail to/from T.J. re: extension to respond to discove 
Draft Big Bite's discovery responses; review client documents, 
organize; discuss with MJH and KED; draft Stipulation for Entry of 
$345.oo!Protective Order and Stipulated Protective Order 
Work on discovery responses for Big Bite/Piper Ranch; telephone call 
$126.oolto client 
Redact client documents; copy, scan and Bates Number; finalize Piper 
Ranch's and Big Bite's responses; draft Notice of Service; fax to 
$402.50icounsel; email documents to counsel; email responses to client 
Meet with Tim and Julie re: discovery issues; edit and revise discovery 
$405.00 I res 
$28.751Revisions to Amended Answer and Counterclaim 






10/23/09 MJH 180.00 
11/13/091 MJH I $180.001 
12/11/091 CM I $115.001 
01/06/101 KED I $225.001 
CM $115.00 
01/11/101 KED $225.00 
01/11/101 MJH I $180.001 
01/12/10 KED $225.00 













Review Opposition to Summary Judgment; legal research re: 
requirements of Idaho Rule of Professional Conduct 1.8; begin draft of 
$504.ooiReolv too 
· fax to counsel 
Y..J..I'-'"""TI•VVt'-''1""''\,4 ,,.._ .......... , 
elephone conference with Christensen re: depositions; draft Notice 
of Taking Audio-Visual Deposition ofTJ Angstman; discuss with MJH; 
$57.501calendar 
Review conflict issues; review summary judgment pleadings; speak 
$337.501with Julie re: case status and Grid Iron 
Telephone conference with Julie; draft Amended Notice of Taking 
Audio-Visual Deposition of TJ Angstman; fax to counsel and 
$57.50 Associated Reporting; fax file; 
Review Grid Iron file and TJ's 1 
Conversation with Matt Christenson re depo of Angstmand; discuss 
$72.001documents and strategy with KED 
Complete review of documents from Angstman; speak with Julie re: 
same and costs of development; speak with Dean Powers re: 
$720.oolvaluation of lots from 2007 through oresent 





01/19/10 KED 225.00 7.50 
01/19/10 MJH $180.00 0.80 
0.30 
KED I $225.001 8.301 
KED $225.00 1.10 
MJH $200.00 4.20 
KED $250.00 0.50 
03/04/101 KED I $250.ool 1.301 
Exhibit A 
Attorney Fees 
Meet with Julie re: document review; prepare deposition outline for 
TJ; identify exhibits for deposition; speak with Tim re: road work 
687.50lissues in development: review exhibits ford it ion 
$144.001Work on deposition prep; telephone call to bar counsel re: conflict 
Review exhibits for deposition; travel to Boise and attend deposition 
ofTJ Angstman; return to office; speak with MJH re: bar counsel 
I 
$2,317.50 
Meet with Tim and Julie re: deposition; attend deposition of Tim and 
$1,867.501Julie 
ak with Dean Powers re: land value decline during 2007 and 2008; 
$247.50 review market analysis re: same 
$840.00 Draft objection to Motion to Dismiss/Motion for Summary Judgment 
$125.00 Review Angstman's motion 
Edit and revise opposition to motion to dismiss; work on motion to 





03/23/10 MJH $200.00 2.60 
03/29/10 KED $250.00 0.30 






Prepare Motion to Disqualify Counsel; draft Notice Hearing, Motion to 
Shorten Time, letter to Judge Ford's clerk and proposed Order to 
Shorten Time; fax file; fax to counsel; copies and mailing order to 
Research legal issues of confidentiality, attorney client privilege and 
work product; research Idaho State Bar Ethical Opinions; draft 
$520.ooiMemorandum 
Review research re: ethics rules and conflicts to counter Angstman's 
$300.oolopposition to our motion to DQ 
Draft Defendant Big Bite's Responses to Plaintiff's Second Set of 
Discovery and Notice of Service; fax to counsel; fax file notice; draft 
$62.SOI1etter to counsel; copies and mailing; email to client 
$75.00!Edit and revise responses to discovery re: confidential information 
Prepare for hearing on motion to DQ Angstman; review and analyze 
case law re: conflicts; travel to Caldwell and attend hearing; return to 
$1,0SO.OO!office 
Review various pleadings in preparation for hearings on 4/8/10; 










EKEEPER I RATE I TIME I AMOUNT CHARGED 
Prepare for hearings on summary judgment and motion to amend 
KED I $250.001 1.201 $300.oolcomolaint 
KED $250.00 1.60 
0.30 
MJH $200.00 4.20 
CM 125.00 0.50 
KED 250.00 1.30 
$ 
Travel to Caldwell; review pleadings in preparation for hearings; meet 
with Judge Ford and Christensen re: pending motions; speak with Julie 
$400.oolre: same 
Review proposed stipulation from Christensen; email to Christensen 
$75.oolre: same 
Research legal issues of contract formation; third-party beneficiary; 
begin draft of Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
$840.ooiBig Bite's Summary Judgment 
Draft Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Defendant Big Bite 
$62.50!Excavation, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment 
ent 







TIMEKEEPER I RATE 




07/14/101 KED I $250.001 
07/15/101 CM I $125.001 
07/19/101 KED I $250.001 











Review Angstman's opposition to our motion to reconsider 
$200.ooldisqualification 
Draft Judgment dismissing Big Bite; calendar reminders re: opposition 
$62.50 to motion to dismiss TJ 
Review pleadings; prepare for hearing on motion for reconsideration; 
travel to Caldwell and attend hearing with court; meet with Julie re: 
same; return to office; speak with Tim re: court's decision on 
$775.00!summary judgment and case status 
Draft proposed Order Denying Motion for Reconsideration; draft 
$93.7511etter to judge's clerk; copies and mailing; fax to counsel 
Review answer filed by Hilty; review our complaint against TJ and AJA; 
e-mail to Tim and Julie re: meeting to discuss claims against TJ and 
$125.00,AJA before deadline imposed by court 
Meet with Tim re: motion to dismiss claims against TJ and AJA in light 
$20o.oolof summary judgment in favor of Big Bite 
Call and e-mail to Matt Christensen re: case status; edit and revise 











Matthew T. Christensen 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON 
3649 Lakeharbor Lane 
6 Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 
7 Facsimile: (208) 853-0117 
Christensen ISB: 7213 
8 
9 Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
10 
F I L ,_ 0 
---A.M. 2 ~6 PM. 
JUL 2 9 2010 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
~ , DEPUTY 
11 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 



















WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, DOES 1-5, 
Defendants. 




WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Counterdefendants. 
Case Nos.:~ CV 09-11396 
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND 
FOR JURY TRIAL 
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- PAGE 1 






























BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation, and TIM AND JULIE 
SCHELHORN, Husband and Wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and 
ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 
PLLC, an Idaho Professional limited liability 
company, 
Defendants. 
COME NOW the Plaintiffs, by and through their counsel of record, Angstman 
Johnson, and hereby complain against the Defendants as follows: 
PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 
1. Plaintiff Wandering Trails, LLC ("WTLLC"), is an Idaho limited liability 
company, with its principal place of business located in Boise, Ada County, 
Idaho. 
2. Plaintiff Liquid Rea~ty, Inc ("LRI") is an Idaho corporation, with its principal 
place of business located in Boise, Ada County, Idaho. 
3. Defendant Big Bite Excavation, Inc. ("Big Bite"), is an Idaho corporation, with 
its principal place ofbusiness located in Nampa, Canyon County, Idaho. 
4. Defendant Piper Ranch, LLC ("Piper Ranch"), is an Idaho limited liability 
company, with its principal place ofbusiness located in Nampa, Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
5. Defendants Tim and Julie Schelhom are the principal owners or members of Big 
Bite and/or Piper Ranch, and, upon information and belief, are liable for all 
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claims set forth herein under the alter ego/instrumentality theories set forth 
herein. 
6. Jurisdiction and venue in this court is proper pursuant to I.C. § 5-404 and 5-401 
as the Defendants are residents of Canyon County, Idaho, and the property in 
question is located in Canyon County, Idaho. 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
7. On or around February 26, 2008, LRI was a member of WTLLC with a 75% 
ownership interest in WTLLC. 
8. On or about February 26, 2008, LRI agreed to assign 25% of the membership of 
WTLLC to Piper Ranch. 
9. An "Assignment of Limited Liability Company Interest" agreement was signed 
by LRI, WTLLC and Piper Ranch on or about February 28, 2008. 
10. By signing the "Assignment of Limited Liability Company Interest" agreement, 
Piper Ranch consented to be bound by the terms of the WTLLC Operating 
Agreement. 
11. In return for the assignment, Piper Ranch was to pay or complete approximately 
$160,000.00 of construction and/or development work on the property owned by 
WTLLC. 
12. Piper Ranch represented that the required work would be performed by Big Bite, 
which is wholly owned by the principal owners of Piper Ranch. 
13. Big Bite and Piper Ranch agreed that Big Bite would perform or arrange for all 
of the work required ofPiper Ranch. 
































14. No written contract existed between Big Bite and Piper Ranch for Big Bite to 
perform the work. 
15. Big Bite did not expect to be paid for the work performed on the Wandering 
Trails project. 
16. Piper Ranch did not execute a corporate resolution authorizing emplo:ywent of 
Big Bite. 
17. As payment for the work performed by Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite, Piper Ranch 
was to receive a $100,000.00 capital account in WTLLC, and approximately 
$60,000.00 would be transferred from WTLLC to LRI as payment for the LLC 
interest acquired by Piper Ranch. 
18. LRI is a third-party beneficiary of the assignment agreement whereby Piper 
Ranch and/or Big Bite agreed to perform work on the Wandering Trails property. 
19. WTLLC and LRI are third-party beneficiaries of the agreement between Piper 
Ranch and Big Bite to perform the work on the Wandering Trails project. 
20. Based on the assignment agreement, and the promises made by Piper Ranch and 
Big Bite to complete and/or pay for the work to be performed, LRI transferred 
25% of its ownership in WTLLC to Piper Ranch. 
21. To date, neither Piper Ranch nor Big Bite have completed any work on the 
Wandering Trails property. 
22. To date, Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite have refused to pay for the work to be 
completed, or otherwise pay for Piper Ranch's membership interest in WTLLC. 
23. Tim and Julie Schelhom are the sole shareholders of Big Bite and the sole 
members of Piper Ranch. 
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24. Tim and Julie Schelhom have disregarded the corporate distinctions and 
formalities of Piper Ranch and Big Bite. 
25. Tim and Julie Schelhom have used Piper Ranch and Big Bite merely as conduits 
to carry out their own individual business dealings. 
26. Big Bite and Piper Ranch have not maintained proper corporate boundaries, with 
Big Bite essentially treating Piper Ranch as an alter ego of itself. 
27. Big Bite has performed work for Piper Ranch for which is has never been paid, 
and for which it has never invoiced Piper Ranch. 
28. Big Bite has paid certain obligations of Piper Ranch. 
CLAIM ONE- BREACH OF CONTRACT 
29. WTLLC and LRI restate and incorporate all of the foregoing paragraphs as if 
fully set forth herein. 
30. Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite had a valid agreement with LRI whereby Piper 
Ranch and/or Big Bite would perform services, or pay for services in return for a 
membership interest in WTLLC. 
31. WTLLC was a third-party beneficiary of the agreement between Piper Ranch 
and/or Big Bite, and LRI. 
32. WTLLC and LRI were third-party beneficiaries of the agreement between Piper 
Ranch and Big Bite to perform the work required from Piper Ranch. 
33. LRI fully performed all requirements under the agreement by transferring the 
25% company interest to Piper Ranch. 































34. Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite have failed to fully pay the agreed upon amount, or 
complete the agreed upon work, for the 25% ownership interest. 
35. As a result of Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite's breach, WTLLC has been damaged 
in the amount of $100,745.20, plus interest accruing daily and consequential 
damages. 
36. As a result of Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite's breach, LRI has been damaged in 
the amount of $60,000.00, plus interest accruing daily and consequential 
damages. 
CLAIM TWO- BREACH OF THE COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH 
AND FAIR DEALING 
37. WTLLC and LRI restate and incorporate all of the foregoing paragraphs as if 
fully set forth herein. 
38. Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite, under the implied covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing, had a duty not to violate, qualify or significantly impair any benefit or 
right of WTLLC or LRI under the agreement. 
39. By refusing to honor their agreement, Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite breached the 
implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 
40. As a direct and proximate result of Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite's breach of the 
implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, WTLLC and LRI have been 
injured in an amount exceeding the jurisdictional limit of this court. 
CLAIM THREE- UNJUST ENRICHMENT 
41. WTLLC and LRI restate and incorporate all of the foregoing paragraphs as if 
fully set forth herein. 
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unjustly enriched at the expense of WTLLC and LRI. Specifically, Piper 
Ranch's unfair and illegal actions as described above have enable it to get the 
benefit of a 25% ownership interest in WTLLC without full payment for such, 
unjustly efu-iching Piper Ranch in the amount of $160,000.00, plus accruing 
interest. 
43. Piper Ranch should be required to disgorge this unjust enrichment. 
CLAIM FOUR- PROMISSORY ESTOPPEL 
44. WTLLC and LRI restate and incorporate all of the foregoing paragraphs as if 
fully set forth herein. 
45. WTLLC and LRI relied on the promise of Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite that it 
would pay for, or perform, services on the Wandering Trails property. 
46. WTLLC and LRI sustained economic loss as a result of such reliance because of 
Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite's refusal to honor their previous agreement. 
47. This loss to WTLLC and/or LRI was or should have been foreseeable to Piper 
Ranch and/or Big Bite. 
48. WTLLC's and LRI's reliance on Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite's promise to pay 
for or perform services on the Wandering Trails property was reasonable. 
49. As a direct and proximate result of Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite's conduct, 
WTLLC has been damaged in the amount of $100,745.20, plus accruing interest 
and consequential damages. 
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50. As a direct and proximate result of Piper Ranch and/or Big Bite's conduct, LRI 





CLAIM FIVE- ALTER EGO/PIERCING THE VEIL (Schelhorns) 
























fully set forth herein. 
52. Tim Schelhom and Julie Schelhom, the sole members/officers of Piper Ranch 
and sole shareholders/officers of Big Bite, were and remain in complete control 
of Piper Ranch and Big Bite. 
53. Tim and Julie Schelhom did not recognize or follow correct corporate 
distinctions in operating Piper Ranch, such as failing to separate Piper Ranch's 
bank accounts, paying Piper Ranch bills with Big Bite funds and failing to obtain 
formal company approval for contracts entered into by Piper Ranch. 
54. Tim and Julie Schelhom have treated Piper Ranch merely as a conduit to carry 
out their own personal business ventures. 
55. Piper Ranch is drastically undercapitalized, and any attempts to col1ect any 
amount due from Piper Ranch would be futile. 
56. An inequitable result would follow if only Piper Ranch were held liable to 
WTLLC and LRI. 
CLAIM FIVE-ALTER EGO/PIERCING THE VEIL (Big Bite) 
57. WTLLC and LRI restate and incorporate all of the foregoing paragraphs as if 
fully set forth herein. 
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58. Big Bite did not follow correct corporate distinctions in dealing with Piper 
Ranch, such as failing to invoice Piper Ranch for work performed, failing to seek 
payment from Piper Ranch for work performed, failing to obtain formal company 
approval from Piper Ranch prior to entering into contracts with it, and paying 
Piper Ranch bills with Big Bite funds. 
59. Big Bite has treated Piper Ranch merely as a conduit to carry out its own 
business ventures. 
60. Piper Ranch is drastically undercapitalized, and any attempts to collect any 
amount due from Piper Ranch would be futile. 
61. An inequitable result would follow if only Piper Ranch were held liable to 
WTLLC and LRI. 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
62. As a consequence of the Defendants' conduct, as alleged above, WTLLC and 
LRI have been forced to retain the services of Angstman Johnson to prosecute 
their claims. As a result, WTLLC and LRI are entitled to recovery of attorney 
fees pursuant to the WTLLC Operating Agreement, and law, including, but not 
limited to, Idaho Code § 12-120, §12-121, Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure, and such other laws as may apply. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
WTLLC and LRI hereby demand a trial by jury. 































PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, AND LIQUID REALTY, INC. 
PRAY for judgment against Piper Ranch, Big Bite and the Schelhoms as follows: 
1. For an award of damages to Wandering Trails, LLC, in the amount of 
$100,745.20, plus interest; 
2. For an award of damages to Liquid Realty, Inc., in the amount of $60,000.00, 
plus interest; 
3. For an award of incidental and consequential damages suffered by Wandering 
Trails, LLC, and Liquid Realty, Inc., as a result of Piper Ranch, Big Bite and the 
Schelhoms' conduct, as described above, in an amount to be proven at trial; 
4. For an order and award from the court that Piper Ranch, Tim and Julie Schelhorn 
and Big Bite are jointly and severally liable for the damages awarded to 
Wandering Trails, LLC and Liquid Realty, Inc. 
5. For reasonable attorney's fees pursuant to the Wandering Trails Operating 
Agreement, Idaho Code§ 12-120(3), §12-121, and Idaho RuleofCivil Procedure 
54; 
6. For costs incurred in bringing this suit; 
7. In the event of entry of default judgment, the amount of $25,000.00 for attorney's 
fees; and 
8. For such other andcf)rthe_:relief as this Court deems just and equitable. 
DATEDthis21~July,2010. ~ -- ~-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
7b 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1 day of July, 2010, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY 





Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael Hanby 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0101 
Means of Service 
0 U.S. Mail, Postage Paid. 
0 Hand Delivered to Office or 
Court House Drop Box. 
~Transmittal 
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Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 




Attorneys for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, and LIQUID ) 






BIG BITE EXCA VATION,INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho ) 
limited liability company, DOES 1-5, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) _______________________________ ) 
CASE NO. CV09-5395C 
JUDGMENT DISMISSING 
DEFENDANT BIG BITE 
EXCAVATION, INC. 
JUL 2 g 21Ji0 
THIS MATTER HAVING COME before this Court on June 10, 2010, and the Court 
having entered its findings and conclusions in its Order on Big Bite Excavation, Inc.'s August 6, 
2009 Motion for Summary Judgment entered July 14, 2010: 
JUDGMENT DISMISSING DEFENDANT BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC. - 1 
321 ORIGINAL 
IT IS HEREBY ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Judgment is entered in favor of 
Defendant Big Bite Excavation, Inc. and against Plaintiffs in accordance with Rule 56 of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and according to the Court's Order on Big Bite Excavation, 
\ 
Inc.'s August 6, 2009 Motion for Summary Judgment entered July 14, 2010. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs' claims against Defendant Big Bite Excavation, Inc. are hereby 
dismissed with prejudice. The caption in this ~11 be changed to omit Defendant Big Bite 
Excavation, Inc. ~1!){ 
MADE AND ENTERED this~ day o7J c , 20 
1 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the~ day of July, 2010, a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by: 
Matthew T. Christensen 
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC 
3649 Lakeshore Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 














Facsimile- No. 475-0101 
cm/T:\Ciients\S\Schelhorn, Tim and Julie 24334\Non-Discovery\Judgment dismissing Big Bite.docx 
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Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos. 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw. com 
mhanby@diniuslaw. com 
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimant 
A!!l1 0 5 2010 , ~A.,. 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
-vs-
PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho limited 
liability company, DOES 1-5, 
Defendants. 























) ______________________________ ) 
CASE NO. CV09-539SC 
ANSWER TO AMENDED 
COMPLAINT, COUNTERCLAIM 
AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
ORIGINAL 
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) 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, and LIQUID ) 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, ) 
) 
Counterdefendants. ) 
Defendants PIPER RANCH, LLC, (hereinafter "Piper Ranch") and Tim and Julie 
Schelhorn (hereinafter "Schelhorns"), through their undersigned counsel of record, in answer to 
the Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial previously filed and served in this action by 
the Plaintiffs admit, deny and alleges as follows: 
1. Defendants deny each and every allegation of the Amended Complaint and 
Demand for Jury Trial (hereinafter "Complaint") that is not specifically admitted herein. 
2. Defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 14, 21, and 23 
of the Complaint. 
3. Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 
18, 1~20,24,25,26,27,28,31,32,33,35,36,38,39,40,42,43,45,46,47,48,49,50, 53,5~ 
55, 56, 58, 59, 60, 61 and 62 ofthe Complaint. 
4. Paragraphs 29, 37, 41, 44, 51 and 57 of the Complaint simply reincorporate and 
reallege allegations set forth in other sections of the Complaint. In answering these paragraphs, 
Defendants simply reincorporate and reallege their admissions, denials and assertions. To the 
extent a response is required, the allegations are denied. 
5. In answer to paragraph 5 of the Complaint, these answering Defendants admit 
only that Tim and Julie Schelhorn are members of Piper Ranch and principal owners of Big Bite. 
These answering Defendants deny the rest of the allegations contained in paragraph 5 of the 
Complaint. 
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6. In answering paragraph 6 of the Complaint, these answering Defendants admit 
only that jurisdiction and venue are proper. These answering Defendants deny the rest of the 
allegations contained in paragraph 6 of the Complaint. 
7. In answering paragraph 7 of the Complaint, these answenng Defendants are 
without sufficient information or knowledge to form a belief as to the truth of allegations set 
forth therein. 
8. In answering paragraph 9 of the Complaint, these answering Defendants admit 
only that it executed a document entitled "Assignment of Limited Liability Company Interest" 
on or about February 28, 2008. These answering Defendants deny the rest of the allegations 
contained in paragraph 9 including, without limitation, the allegation that the executed document 
effectively transferred any interest in Wandering Trails or otherwise obligated these answering 
Defendants to Plaintiffs in any way, by any legal theory. 
9. In answering paragraph 15 of the Complaint, these answering Defendants admit 
only that Big Bite did not contract for and was under no obligation to perform work on the 
Wandering Trails project. These answering Defendants deny the rest of the allegations contained 
in paragraph 15 including innuendos and assumptions that Big Bite had "expectations" for 
payment on a project it was not involved with. 
1 0. In answering paragraph 16 of the Complaint, these answering Defendants admit 
only that Big Bite did not contract for and was under no obligation to perform work on the 
Wandering Trails project. These answering Defendant deny the rest of the allegations contained 
in paragraph 16 including innuendos and assumptions that a corporate resolution was required. 
11. In answering paragraph 22 of the Complaint, these answering Defendants admit 
only that it has not paid Plaintiffs for work to be completed or any membership interest in 
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Wandering Trails. These answering Defendants deny the rest of the allegations contained in 
paragraph 30. 
12. In answering paragraph 30 of the Complaint, these answering Defendants admit 
only that it executed a document entitled "Assignment of Limited Liability Company Interest" 
on or about February 28, 2008. These answering Defendants deny the rest of the allegations 
contained in paragraph 9 including, without limitation, the allegation that the executed document 
effectively transferred any interest in Wandering Trails or otherwise obligated these answering 
Defendants to Plaintiffs in any way, by any legal theory. 
13. In answering paragraph 34 of the Complaint, these answering Defendants admit 
only that it has not paid Plaintiffs for work to be completed or any membership interest in 
Wandering Trails. These answering Defendants deny the rest of the allegations contained in 
paragraph 34. 
14. In answering paragraph 52 of the Complaint, these answering Defendants admit 
only that Tim and Julie Schelhorn are the sole member of Piper Ranch and the sole shareholders 
of Big Bite. These answering Defendants deny the rest of the allegations contained in paragraph 
52. 
CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES IN DEFENSE 
Defendants have been required to retain the law offices of DINIUS LAW, duly licensed 
and practicing attorneys in the state of Idaho, to defend this action and have obligated them to 
pay a reasonable attorneys fee for such representation. Defendants are entitled to recover 
reasonable attorney's fees and costs from Plaintiffs. The court should set a reasonable attorney 
fee in excess of $2,000 to be awarded to Defendants pursuant to Idaho Code §§12-120, 12-121, 
12-123 and/or other provision of Idaho law. 
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FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Failure To State A Claim) 
Plaintiffs have failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Ultra Vires) 
The conduct of Plaintiffs in this matter is ultra vires and the assignment contract with 
Defendant alleged is beyond the legal authority of Plaintiffs to enter into. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Estoppel, Laches and Waiver) 
Plaintiffs' actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred, in whole or in part, by 
the doctrines of promissory estoppel, equitable estoppels, quasi-estoppel, laches and waiver. 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Breach of Fiduciary Duty) 
Plaintiffs breached a fiduciary duty owed to Defendants by failing to advise and/or failing 
to return check to Defendants. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Breach of Contract) 
Plaintiffs breached the contract which forms the basis of their cause of action. 
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing) 
That the plaintiffs breached an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing implicit in 
the alleged contract. 
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SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Failure of Consideration) 
That Plaintiffs' action is barred herein by reason of failure of consideration. 
ADDITIONAL DEFENSES 
These answering Defendants reserve the right to amend this answer to assert affirmative 
defenses as the same might become known at a later date through discovery. 
WHEREFORE, Defendants prays for entry of judgment as follows: 
1. That Plaintiffs' Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and that the Plaintiffs take 
nothing thereby; 
2. That Defendants be awarded reasonable attorney fees and costs incurred in this 
action; and 
3. For such other and further relief as the court deems just. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
COMES NOW, PIPER RANCH, LLC (hereinafter, "Piper Ranch") Defendant herein, 
and for causes of action against Wandering Trails, LLC and Liquid Realty, Inc., COMPLAINS 
and ALLEGES as follows: 
JURISDICTION, VENUE AND PARTIES 
1. Defendant/Counterclaimant Piper Ranch (hereinafter "Counterclaimant") 1s an 
Idaho limited liability company, with its principal place of business located in Nampa, Canyon 
County, Idaho. 
2. Counterdefendant/Plaintiff, Wandering Trails, LLC is an Idaho limited liability 
company with its principal place of business located in Boise, Ada County, Idaho. 
3. Counterdefendant/Plaintiff, Liquid Realty, Inc. is an Idaho Corporation, with its 
principal place of business located in Boise, Ada County, Idaho. 
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4. Jurisdiction and venue in this court is proper pursuant to I.C. §§ 5-404 and 5-401 
as the property in question is located in Canyon County, Idaho. 
FIRST COUNTERCLAIM 
Indemnification and Contribution 
5. Counterclaimant realleges and incorporates the allegations m the preceding 
Paragraphs as if set out in full. 
6. To the extent that Counterclaimant is required to pay any amount due and owing 
to Plaintiffs pursuant to claims set forth in Plaintiffs' Complaint, then Counterclaimant shall be 
and is hereby entitled to recover from Counterdefendants all such amounts found due and owing 
pursuant to indemnification and contribution principals. 
7. It has been necessary for Counterclaimant to institute this Counterclaim against 
the Counterdefendants and as a result thereof, Counterclaimant is entitled to an award of 
reasonable costs and attorney fees. 
SECOND COUNTERCLAIM 
Gross Negligence 
8. Counterclaimant realleges and incorporates the allegations m the preceding 
Paragraphs as if set out in full. 
9. Counterdefendants owed a duty of care to Counterclaimant to properly manage, 
advise, counsel, design, implement, and administer the real estate development projects of the 
venture in order that such projects would be profitable in accordance with the representations and 
warranties of Counterdefendants. 
10. Counterdefendants were grossly negligent in that they failed to advise, counsel, 
design, and implement the real estate projects of the venture thereby breaching their duty of care 
causing the real estate investment projects to fail and to damage Counterclaimant in an amount in 
excess of $10,000.00 plus accruing interest thereon from the date of such damages. Such acts 
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and omissions of the Counterdefendants proximately causing financial damages and harm to 
Counterclaimant, include, but are not limited to: (1) Representing and warranting to 
Counterclaimant that Counterdefendants had the skill, expertise and knowledge to purchase, 
finance, entitle and sell out the venture's real estate development when in fact the 
Counterdefendants had none of the represented skills; (2) Counterdefendants purchased 
development real property for the venture at inflated prices without adequate investigation and 
market comparables resulting in their real estate project being a financial failure; (3) 
Counterdefendants failed to diligently obtain the proper entitlements for the projects which 
resulted in umeasonable delays and excessive expenses thereby destroying the venture's ability 
to successfully complete the projects on time as promised by Counterdefendants; ( 4) 
Counterdefendants purchased the real property without adequate investigation or proper due 
diligence resulting in financial loss and damages to Counterclaimant in an amount in excess of 
$1 0,000.00; (5) Counterdefendants managed the affairs of the parties' venture to benefit 
themselves to the disadvantage of Counterclaimant, including specifically, the agreements for the 
venture purporting to shift all financial liability for the venture to Counterclaimant rather than 
having liability shared among members as agreed; (6) Counterdefendants negotiated unfavorable 
terms and conditions with the venture's lenders further damaging the financial prospects of the 
project; (7) Counterdefendants failed to inform Counterclaimant that the venture's project was 
not viable and would financially fail; (8) Counterdefendants failed to list the project's properties 
for sale in a timely manner to sell out in order to avoid the real estate market collapse; (9) 
Counterdefendants retained legal counsel at the expense of the venture who prepared agreements 
in favor of Counterdefendants to the detriment of Counterclaimant, in violation of their duty to 
Counterclaimant; (1 0) Counterdefendants continued to operate the venture when 
Counterdefendants knew or reasonably should have known that the project was insolvent and 
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failing financially; (11) Counterdefendants' financial projections were materially wrong and 
misleading. 
11. Counterdefendants' acts and omissions were grossly negligent as distinguished 
from being ordinarily negligent in that the negligence of Counterdefendants involved 
carelessness that was so great that there was not just an absence of the ordinary care that should 
have been exercised by them, but their conduct exhibited a degree of negligence and lack of care 
substantially greater than that which constitutes ordinary negligence. 
12. By virtue of the acts and omissions of the Counterdefendants, Counterclaimant is 
entitled to an award ofreasonable costs and attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120, 12-
121, and other provisions ofldaho law. 
THIRD COUNTERCLAIM 
Negligence 
13. Counterclaimant realleges and incorporates the allegations m the preceding 
Paragraphs as if set out in full. 
14. Counterdefendants owed a duty of care to Counterclaimant to properly advise, 
develop, counsel, design, implement and administer the real estate projects of the parties in order 
that such projects would be profitable and successful. 
15. Counterdefendants negligently failed to advise, counsel, design, implement, and 
administer the parties' real estate projects as previously described in this Complaint thereby 
breaching their duty of care causing damages to Counterclaimant in an amount in excess of 
$10,000.00 plus accruing interest thereon from the date such damages were sustained. 
16. By virtue of the acts and omissions of the Counterdefendants, Counterclaimant is 
entitled to an award of reasonable costs and attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120, 12-
121, and other provisions ofldaho law. 
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FOURTH COUNTERCLAIM 
Breach of Contract 
17. Counterclaimant realleges and incorporates the allegations m the preceding 
Paragraphs as if set out in full. 
18. Counterdefendants and Counterclaimant entered into an agreement whereby 
Counterdefendants agreed that they would use their skill, expertise, contacts, and knowledge to 
profitably develop real estate in Canyon County, Idaho and because of their unique skill and 
knowledge, they would be able to generate substantial profits for the benefit of Counterclaimant. 
19. Counterclaimant entered into the parties' agreement in reliance upon the 
foregoing promises, warranties, and representations of Counterdefendants. 
20. Counterdefendants breached the parties' agreement by not providing the level of 
service and financial results of business operations promised and warranted as previously set 
forth, and as a result, the real estate venture managed by Counterdefendants was a complete 
financial failure. 
21. As a direct and proximate result of the breaches of the foregoing parties' 
agreement, representations, and warranties, Counterclaimant has been damaged in an amount in 
excess of$10,000.00 plus accruing interest thereon from the date such damages were sustained. 
22. The foregoing actions of Counterdefendants as previously alleged also constitute 
a breach of the implied obligations of good faith and fair dealing implied in all contracts in the 
state of Idaho. 
23. By virtue of the acts and omissions of the Counterdefendants, Counterclaimant is 
entitled to an award of reasonable costs and attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 12-120, 12-
121, and other provisions ofldaho law. 
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FIFTH COUNTERCLAIM 
Breach of Fiduciary Duty 
24. Counterclaimant realleges and incorporates the allegations m the preceding 
Paragraphs as if set out in full. 
25. As a result of the acts and omissiOns of Counterdefendants as previously 
described, Counterdefendants have breached their fiduciary duty owed to Counterclaimant as a 
result of the confidential relationship that existed between Counterclaimant and 
Counterdefendants and the trust and confidence reposed in Counterdefendants by 
Counterclaimant thereby causing damage to -Counterclaimant in an amount in excess of 
$10,000.00 plus pre-judgment interest thereon allowed by law. 
26. By virtue of the acts and omissions of the Counterdefendants, Counterclaimant is 
entitled to an award ofreasonable costs and attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 12-120, 12-
121, and other provisions ofldaho law. 
SIXTH COUNTERCLAIM 
Idaho Consumer Protection Act Violation 
27. Counterclaimant realleges and incorporates the allegations m the preceding 
Paragraphs as if set out in full. 
28. The foregoing acts and omissions of Counterdefendants constitute a violation of 
Idaho Code § 48-603 because such actions were unfair and deceptive in that they were 
performed in the conduct of a trade when Counterdefendants knew, or in the exercise of due 
care, should have known that the real estate projects could not have been profitable and that 
Counterdefendants did not have the knowledge, skill, contacts, or expertise to develop the 
projects as represented and that such acts and practices were misleading, false, and deceptive 
thereby entitling Counterclaimant to the entry of judgment against Counterdefendants, jointly 
and severally, for damages in an amount in excess of $10,000.00 plus accruing interest thereon 
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from the date such damages were sustained as well as the entry of a decree of rescission of the 
parties' venture. 
29. By virtue of the acts and omissions of the Counterdefendants, Counterclaimant is 
entitled to an award of reasonable costs and attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code § § 12-120, 12-
121, and other provisions ofldaho law. 
SEVENTH COUNTERCLAIM 
Accounting 
30. Counterclaimant realleges and incorporates the allegations m the preceding 
Paragraphs as if set out in full. 
31. As result of the acts and omissions of the Counterdefendants as previously 
enumerated, Counterclaimant is entitled to a full and complete accounting of all expenses and 
amounts disbursed by Counterdefendants during the period of the parties' venture and that upon 
such an accounting being conducted, judgment be entered against Counterdefendants, jointly and 
severally, for all sums due and owing to Counterclaimant plus pre-judgment interest thereon as 
allowed by law. 
32. By virtue of the acts and omissions of the Counterdefendants, Counterclaimant is 
entitled to an award of reasonable costs and attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code § § 12-120, 12-
121, and other provisions ofldaho law. 
EIGHTH COUNTERCLAIM 
Failure of Consideration 
33. Counterclaimant realleges and incorporates the allegations m the preceding 
Paragraphs as if set out in full. 
34. Counterdefendants claimed they had knowledge, expertise, contacts and ability to 
timely and profitably develop in compliance with the terms of the parties' agreement and based 
thereon Counterclaimant invested in Counterdefendants' real estate venture. 
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35. As a result of the complete and catastrophic failure of the real estate 
developments managed and operated by Counterdefendants, there was a complete and total 
failure of consideration for the agreement and arrangement entered into between 
Counterclaimant and Counterdefendants which was a basic assumption or vital facts and 
circumstances upon which the bargain of the parties was based, all of which occurred at the time 
of the parties entering into their arrangement and therefore the consideration for the parties' 
arrangement failed, justifying this Court entering a decree rescinding and voiding the parties' 
agreements, including all operating agreements of the parties and awarding damages to 
Counterclaimant in an amount of at least $10,000.00 plus accruing interest thereon from the date 
such damages were sustained. 
36. By virtue of the acts and omissions of the Counterdefendants, Counterclaimant is 
entitled to an award of reasonable costs and attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120, 12-
121, and other provisions ofldaho law. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Counterclaimant demands a trial by jury pursuant to Rule 38 of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
PRAYER 
WHEREFORE, Counterclaimant prays for the following relief: 
1. That Plaintiffs' Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and that the Plaintiffs take 
nothing thereby; 
2. For a money judgment m favor of Counterclaimants and against 
Counterdefendants in a sum in excess of$10,000 to be proven with specificity at trial; 
3. For an award of reasonable attorney fees necessitated in bringing this action; 
4. For costs of suit herein; and 
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5. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem proper. 
DATED this ~~ay of August, 2010. 
DINIUS LAW 
~ ~;:.~ 
.tS y: 1/l "' c...---
Kevin£. Dinius 
Michlel J. Hanby II 
Attorneys for Defendants and 
Counterclaimant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
12---
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the L day of August, 2010, a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by: 
Matthew T. Christensen 
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC 
3649 Lakeshore Lane 
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4 Matthew T. Christensen 
5 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON 
3649 Lakeharbor Lane 
6 Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 
7 Facsimile: (208) 853-0117 
Christensen ISB: 7213 
8 
9 Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
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4 BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
14 
15 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
16 Matthew T. Christensen, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and 
17 says as follows: 
18 
1. I am of sufficient age and competency to testifY before this court, and 
19 











2. I reviewed the fee entries attached as Exhibit A to the "Affidavit of 
Attorney" filed on or around July 28, 2010, in support of Big Bite's request for fees and 
costs in this matter. I have refonnatted and categorized the fee entries into three separate 
categories, as described below. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a chart of those fee entries which relate 
specifically to the claims against Big Bite in this matter, subject to Big Bite's Motion for 
Summary Judgment. 
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
DISALLOW BIG BITE'S REQUESTED FEES AND COSTS -PAGE 2 
Matter: 5407-0 14 
338 
217 
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ll 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a chart of those fee entries which, upon a 
2 proper showing by Big Bite, may or should be shared equally between Big Bite, Piper 
3 
Ranch, LLC, and Tim & Julie Schelhom. This category constitutes items which, based 
4 
5 
on the fee entry, appear to be related to the case generally, or which cannot be accurately 
6 attributed to any one of the above entities or individuals. 
7 
5. All other fee entries on the chart of fees submitted by Big Bite either do 
8 
9 





















by Big Bite. These entries constitute, for the most part, entries which are attributable 
specifically to Piper Ranch or the Schelhoms; entries which were for work on motions 
which Big Bite lost; or entries for work related to claims by Big Bite (which remain to be 
decided by the court). 
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2 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
3 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this lQ_ day of August, 2010, I caused to be 
4 served a true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISALLOW BIG BITE'S REQUESTED FEES AND 




























Kevin E. Dinius 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0101 
Means of Service 
0 U.S. Mail, Postage Paid. 
0 Hand Delivered to Office or 
Court House Drop Box. 
~x Transmittal 
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AMOUNT CHARGED DESCRIPTION 
Draft Motion for Summary Judgment and Memo In Support to dismiss Big Bite from 
$432.00 suit 
Draft Motion for Summary Judgment; prepare memorandum and affidavit; telephone 
$57.50 message for client; email Judge Ford's clerk re: scheduling conference availability 
$112.50 Edit and revise motion for summary judgment re: Big Bite 
$144.00 Work on Summary Judgment Memorandum 
Telephone conference with Judge Ford's clerk; draft Notice of Hearing re: MSJ; 
$57.50 revisions to affidavit 
Review opposition to Summary Judgment; research legal Issue of third party 
$252.00 beneficiary 
Review TJ's response to summary judgment; review case law re: third-party beneficiary 
$157.50 to contract 
$67.50 Work on reply in support of summary judgment 
Review Opposition to Summary Judgment; legal research re: requirements of Idaho 
Rule of Professional Conduct 1.8; begin draft of Reply to Opposition to Summary 
$504.00 Judgment 
$198.00 Work on Reply to Plaintiff's Opposition to Summary Judgment; draft client affidavits 
$28.75 Draft Amended Notice of Hearing 
$112.50 Review rules of ethics re: conflicts 
Draft Defendant Big Bite's Responses to Plaintiff's Second Set of Discovery and Notice 
of Service; fax to counsel; fax file notice; draft letter to counsel; copies and mailing; 
$62.50 email to client 
Research legal issues of contract formation; third-party beneficiary; begin draft of 
$840.00 Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Motion for Big Bite's Summary Judgment 
$480.00 Revise and work on Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment 
$440.00 Work on and finish Summary Judgment Memo 
Draft Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Defendant Big Bite Excavation, Inc's 
$62.50 Motion for Summary Judgment 
Edit and revise supplemental memorandum in support of summary judgment; review 
$325.00 Angstman's supplemental briefing 
Draft Judgment dismissing Big Bite; calendar reminders re: opposition to motion to 













































































































Meet with Julie re: claims/lawsuit by Angstman 
Meet with Tim and Julie re: pending litigation 
Speak with Aaron Seable at Hilty's office re: substitution of counsel and fiLe 
transfer 
Review file from Hilty and client documentation 
Speak with Matt Christensen re: discovery deadline 
Begin drafting discovery responses; draft letter to Christensen re: extension 
Draft Motion to Enlarge Time to Respond to Discovery, Affidavit of KED and 
proposed Order; draft letter to J. Ford's clerk; copies and mailing; fax file motion 
and affidavit and fax to counsel telephone conference with client 
Draft Notice of Hearing; fax file; fax to counsel 
Telephone conference and emails to/from client re: discovery 
Discuss discovery issues with KED and MJH 
Work on discovery responses 
Draft Big Bite's discovery responses; review client documents, organize; discuss 
with MJH and KED; draft Stipulation for Entry of Protective Order and Stipulated 
Protective Order 
Work on discovery responses for Big Bite/Piper Ranch; telephone call to client 
Telephone call from client regarding document production 
Redact client documents; copy, scan and Bates Number; finalize Piper Ranch's 
and Big Bite's responses; draft Notice of Service; fax to counsel: email 
documents to counsel; email documents to counsel; email resp,onses to client 
Meet with Tim and Julie re: discovery issues; edit and revise discovery response 
Work on discovery; meet with Tim and Julie re: same 
Attend scheduling conference 
Complete review of documents from Angstman; speak with Julie re: same and 
costs of development; speak with Dean Powers re: valuation of lots from 2007 
through present 
Meet with Tim and Julie re: case status and document production 














































































Research plats for Wandering Trails 
Meet with Tim and Julie for depo preparation 
Copy and Bates number client documents for depositions 
Meet with Tim and Julie re: deposition; attend deposition of Tim and Julie 
Travel to Caldwell; review pleadings in preparation for hearings; meet with 
Judge Ford and Christensen re: pending motions; speak with Julje re: same 
Review proposed stipulation from Christensen; email Christensen re: same 
Meet with Julie to prepare for mediation 
Draft mediation statement 
Edit and revise mediation statement to Merlyn Clark 
Travel to Boise and attend mediation with Merlyn Clark; return to office 
Prepare for hearing on summary judgment and Angstman's motion to amend; 
travel to Caldwell; attend hearing; return to office 
Draft Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs and Memorandum 
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Case Nos.: CV 09-5395C & CV 09-11396 
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REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
2 Counterdefendants. 
3 
4 BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation, and TIM AND JULIE 
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COME NOW the Plaintiffs, Wandering Trails, LLC ("WT") and Liquid Realty, 
14 
Inc. ("LRf'), and the Defendants Thomas J. Angstman ("Angstman") and Angstman, 
15 
16 Johnson & Associates, PLLC ("AJA") by and through their counsel of record, 
17 ANGSTMAN JOHNSON, and hereby object to Big Bite Excavation, Inc.'s ("Big Bite") 
18 
claimed attorney fees and costs on the grounds and for the reasons that the requested 
19 
amount is premature, excessive and unreasonable. 
20 
21 BACKGROUND 
22 WT and LRI filed a Complaint against Piper Ranch, LLC ("Piper Ranch") and 
23 Big Bite on May 26, 2009. On August 6, 2009, Big Bite filed a Motion for Summary 
24 
Judgment on WT and LRI's claims against it ("Big Bite's Motion"). On June 10,2010, a 
25 
26 
hearing was held on Big Bite's Motion. On July 14, 2010, the court entered an order 
21 granting Big Bite's Motion. On July 28, 2010, WR and LRI filed a Motion for 
28 
29 
Clarification of the court's order regarding Big Bite's Motion. The Motion for 
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Clarification asked the court to clarify whether all claims against Big Bite were 
dismissed, including the alter ego claim which was not the subject of Big Bite's Motion. 
A hearing on WT and LRI's Motion for Clarification is currently set for October 4, 2010. 
No response has yet been filed by Big Bite. 
Additionally, on October 28, 2009, Big Bite and the Schelhoms filed a separate 
complaint against Angstman and AJA. On November 19, 2009, that case was 
consolidated with the original case against Big Bite. On December 8, 2009, Angstman 
and AJA filed a Motion to Dismiss/Motion for Summary Judgment ("Angstman/AJA's 
Motion"), seeking to dismiss the complaint filed by Big Bite and the Schelhoms. A 
hearing on Angstman/AJA's Motion was also held on June 10, 2010. No decision has yet 
been entered on Angstman/AJA's Motion. However, Big Bite and the Schelhoms have 
now filed their own Motion to Dismiss their Complaint against Angstman and AJA, 
based on the court's decision on Big Bite's Motion. A hearing on this last motion is 
currently set for August 12,2010. 
Consequently, at this point the claims against Piper Ranch and the Schelhorns 
remain active; the original case against Big Bite is subject to the Motion for Clarification; 
and the claims by Big Bite against Angstman and AJA have yet to be decided. 
ARGUMENT 
1. The Court already indicated it was not awarding costs or fees related to the 
motion for summary judgment. 
At the last hearing on this matter, the court indicated that, based on its ruling on 
Big Bite's Motion, and the pending Angstman/AJA Motion, that it was not interested in 
hearing or awarding fee applications. The court indicated that both Motions had merit, 
and on that basis it was not inclined to award fees or costs. Big Bite now appears to 
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request fees and costs despite the court's prior indication that it would not award the 
same. For this reason alone, the court should refrain from awarding Big Bite it's 
requested fees and costs. 
2. Big Bite's request for fees and costs is premature as the court cannot yet 
determine the prevailing party. 
The Order and Judgment entered by the court on Big Bite's Motion do not resolve 
all of the disputes in this matter. In fact, the claims against Big Bite itself remain 
disputed, subject to the Motion for Clarification. In addition, Big Bite's own claims 
against Angstman and AJA remain active, as do all claims against Piper Ranch and the 
Schelhorns. A judgment which does not resolve all issues in a case is not a final 

















become a final judgment, the Court must certify the judgment in accordance with I.R. C.P. 
54(b ). I d. No certification has been made in this case. Consequently, the judgment 
obtained by Big Bite is not a final judgment as described in I.R.C.P. 54( a). 
It is well-settled in Idaho that costs and attorney fees can only be detennined once 
a final judgment has been entered. See Bear Island Water Ass 'n v. Brown, 125 Idaho 
717, 725, 874 P.2d 528, 536 (1994); Joyce Livestock Company v. Hulet, 102 Idaho 129, 
130, 627 P.2d 308, 309 (1981). Moreover, even if the judgment is deemed to be final 
with respect to some, but not all, claims raised by the parties, a ruling on the issue of 
costs and attorney fees would still be premature, because the court can only detennine 
who is a prevailing party after final judgment has been entered on all of the claims in the 
action. See Id. Further, when both parties to an action are partially successful, it is well 
within the Court's discretion to decline an award of attorney fees to either side. Israel v. 
Leachman 139 Idaho 24, 27, 72 P.3d 864, 867 (2003). 
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Here, even the claims against Big Bite have yet to be fully resolved. The claims 
made by Big Bite also have not yet been resolved. Lastly, there remain claims against 
Piper Ranch and the Schelhoms. Accordingly, at this point in the litigation, the court 
cannot consider the final judgment or result of the action in relation to the various claims 
and issues raised by all parties to determine the extent to which each party prevailed on 
each of the issues or claims. Ultimately, it may be true that all parties to this action 
prevailed on some part of some claim - in which case the court may decline to award fees 
to any party. However, until the court can consider the final result of the action, a 
prevailing party determination is premature, and no award of fees or costs should be 
made. 
3. Big Bite's request for fees and costs is premature as the claims against Big 
Bite have not been fully decided. 
As stated above, WT and LRI sought clarification of the court's order on Big 
Bite's Motion, together with WT and LRI's Amended Motion to Amend Complaint. WT 
and LRI sought to include an alter ego claim against Big Bite, in addition to the original 
breach of contract claims, arguing that Piper Ranch was simply an alter ego of Big Bite. 
A ruling on the Motion for Clarification has not yet been made (nor has a hearing been 
held, or Big Bite filed a response to the Motion). Until this Motion is heard, with a 
decision or clarification by the court regarding the alter ego claim against Big Bite, Big 
Bite has not been fully dismissed as a Defendant in this action. Accordingly, Big Bite's 
request for fees and costs is premature and should not be granted for this reason. 
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4. Big Bite's request for fees and costs is premature as the claims made by Big 
Bite have not been decided. 
As stated above, Big Bite asserted its own claims against Angstman and AJA. 
Those claims are currently the subject of two pending motions- one by Angstman/AJA, 
and a separate motion to dismiss by Big Bite itself Even if Big Bite is determined to be 
the prevailing party on WT and LRrs claims against Big Bite, in the consolidated action 
Big Bite has not prevailed on its claims. Rather, no party has yet achieved a decision on 
those claims by Big Bite. It would be premature to determine at this point, prior to Big 
Bite's own claims being decided, that Big Bite is the prevailing party entitled to fees and 
costs. See, e.g., CIT Financial Services v. Herb's Indoor RV Center, 108 Idaho 820, 821, 
702 P.2d 858, 859 (Ct. App., 1985) (finding that a 54(b) certificate on a partial summary 
















affect the final judgment calculation). 
5. In the alternative, Big Bite's costs request is unreasonable and excessive. 
Big Bite seeks in its Motion for Fees and Costs, an award of discretionary costs 
for copying, postage and depositions in the amount of $2,368.36. Rule 54(d)(l)(D) 
requires a showing that the discretionary costs were necessary and exceptional costs 
reasonably incurred, and should in the interests of justice be assessed. See I.R.C.P. 
54(d)(l)(D). Failure to make such a showing shall be a waiver of the right to costs. See 
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5). Other than a simple self~serving statement in the Affidavit of Counsel 
accompanying the memorandum, Big Bite's ignores these requirements and acts as if it 
were entitled to the discretionary costs without a showing of necessity or the costs were 
exceptional. Due to this omission, Big Bite's discretionary costs should be disallowed. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISALLOW BIG BITE'S 
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II 
Additionally, Big Bite requests, as discretionary costs, items which do not relate 
2 
to the Claims made against it - the only subject of its Motion for Summary Judgment. 
3 
For instance, Big Bite requests payment for deposition costs. However, there is no 
4 
5 
showing that the depositions were necessary for Big Bite's Motion. In fact, the 
6 depositions were taken over 4 months after Big Bite filed its motion - so cannot be 
7 argued to be necessary or exceptional costs for that motion. Therefore, Big Bite should 
8 
not be awarded discretionary costs due to the lack of any showing of necessity or that 
9 
10 
justice would be served by assessing those costs on WT or LRI. 




















What constitutes a "reasonable" fee is a discretionary determination for the trial 
court, to be guided by the criteria of I.R.C.P. 54( e)(3). Kelly v. Hodges, 119 Idaho 872, 
876, 811 P.2d 48, 52 (Ct. App., 1991). The criteria include the time and labor required 
and any other factor which the court deems appropriate in the particular case. The court 
need not "blindly accept the figure advanced by [an] attorney." See Craft Wall of Idaho, 
inc. v. Stonebraker, 108 Idaho 704, 706, 701 P.2d 324, 326 (Ct. App., 1985). Thus, an 
attorney cannot spend his or her time extravagantly and expect to be compensated by the 
party who has sanctions imposed. Id. Additionally, one important factor in determining 
an award of fees is the results obtained by the party. As outlined above, while Big Bite 
may have achieved summary judgment on one claim against it, other claims remain. 
Additionally, Big Bite's own claims remain at issue in this case. 
In its fee request, Big Bite does not delineate between the various parties or 
claims in this action. Rather, Big Bite seeks an award of all fees its counsel has incurred, 
whether related to claims against Big Bite or not. Such a fee request is, by its very 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISALLOW BIG BITE'S 
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II 
nature, excessive and unreasonable. If anything, the only prevailing party so far is Big 
Bite and no fees related to Piper Ranch or the Schelhoms individually should be awarded. 
Big Bite's fee request can be subdivided into three distinct categories of fees 
requested: (a) fees which relate directly to claims against Big Bite; (b) fees which could 
or should be shared equally by Big Bite, Piper Ranch and the Schelhoms; and (c) fees to 
which Big Bite is not entitled. This last category includes items such as fees attributable 
to Piper Ranch or the Schelhoms; fees for work performed on motions which Big Bite 
lost; and fees for work performed in Big Bite's own claims, which have yet to be 
dismissed. The Affidavit of Matthew T. Christensen in Support of Motion to Disallow 
Big Bite's Requested Fees and Costs (filed contemporaneously herewith) outlines and 
separates the fee request into these three categories. 
The only fees to which Big Bite may potentially be entitled based on its Motion 
for Summary Judgment (assuming, arguendo, that its fee request is not premature or pre-
determined as argued above), are those which fall in category A, in the amount of 
$4,396.25. A portion of those fees in category B (i.e., fees which could or should be 
shared equally by Big Bite, Piper Ranch and the Schelhoms) may be awarded to Big Bite, 
if a sufficient showing can be made that they apply to Big Bite. Big Bite bears the 
burden of making such a showing. See IR.C.P. 54(e)(5) and 54(d)(5). 
Lastly, among other statutes, Big Bite requests fees be awarded pursuant to Idaho 
Code §12-121. An award of fees under Section 12-121 can only be made if the court 
finds that the entire action was brought or defended frivolously, unreasonably, and 
without foundation. See Gulf Chern. Employees Fed. Credit Union v. Williams, 107 
Idaho 890, 693 P.2d 1092 (Ct. App., 1984). Attorney fees should be awarded under §12-
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISALLOW BIG BITE'S 



































121 only if the position advocated by the non-prevailing party is plainly fallacious and, 
therefore, not fairly debatable. Id. at 894-95. Here, Big Bite has not argued that the 
claim against it was frivolous, unreasonable or without foundation. Further, Big Bite has 
made no showing of any such fact. Accordingly, the court should decline to award any 
fees under I. C. §12-121. 
CONCLUSION 
Big Bite's fee request is improper- the court already stated that it would not hear 
any fee or cost requests related to Big Bite's Motion. Additionally, Big Bite's fee request 
is premature - no final judgment has been entered in this case, allowing the court to 
correctly detennine a prevailing party. Additionally, the claims against and by Big Bite 
have yet to be detennined by the court. Accordingly, any fee or cost award at this point 
would be premature. In the alternative, the fees and costs requested by Big Bite are 
excessive and unreasonable. 
DATED this \0 day of August, 2010. 
Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
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5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130 
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BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
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28 WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID 
29 REALTY, INC., an Idaho Co oration, 
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BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho 
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8 THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and 
9 
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COME NOW the Plaintiffs, Wandering Trails, LLC ("WT") and Liquid Realty, 
14 Inc. ("LRI"), and the Defendants Thomas J. Angstman ("Angstman") and Angstman, 
15 . 
Jolmson & Associates, PLLC ("AJA") by and through their counsel of record, 
16 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON, and hereby submit this objection and motion to disallow 
17 
18 
attorney fees and costs pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(6) and I.R.C.P. 54(e)(6). The grounds 
19 for the objection are set forth in the accompanying Memorandum in Support of Motion to 







WT, LRI, Angstman and AJA request oral argument. 
DATED this \0 day of August, 2010. 
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Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Counterdefendants. 
08-24-2010 
BIG BITE EXCi\.V.ATION, INC., a..'l Idaho 
5 
Corporation, and T.IM AND WLIE 




THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and 
10 ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON &ASSOCIATES, 





14 COME NOW the Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants, Wandering Trails, LLC ("WT") 
15 
and Liquid Realty, Inc. ("LRI"), by and through their counsel of record, Angstman 
16 
Johnson, and hereby Answer the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Piper Ranch, LLC's 
17 
18 ("Piper Ranch") Counterclaim as follows: 
19 1. WT and LRI deny each and every allegation of the Counterclaim unless 
20 
specifically admitted herein. 
21 




24 3. With regard to the allegations contained in paragraph 5 of the Counterclaim, WT 
25 and LRI reassert and reallege as if set forth in full the Answers to the paragraphs 
26 
incorporated by reference. 
27 
28 
29 PLAINTIFFS'/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PIPER RANCH, LLC'S COUNTERCLAIM 
AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- 2 
358 
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5. With regard to the allegations contained in paragraph 8 of the Counterclaim, WT 
4 
5 
and LRI reassert an.d reallege as if set forth in fJll the PLL~S\Vers to the paragraphs 
6 incorporated by reference. 





7. With regard to the allegations contained in paragraph 13 of the Counterclaim, WT 
11 and LRI reassert and reallege as if set forth in full the Answers to the paragraphs 
12 incorporated by reference. 
13 




16 9. With regard to the allegations contained in paragraph 17 ofthe Counterclaim, WT 
17 and LRI reassert and reallege as if set forth in full the Answers to the paragraphs 
18 
incorporated by reference. 
19 
10. WT and LRI deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, and 
20 
21 23 of the Counterclaim. 
22 11. With regard to the allegations contained in paragraph 24 of the Counterclaim, WT 
23 and LRI reassert and reallege as if set forth in full the Answers to the paragraphs 
24 
incorporated by reference. 
25 
26 
12. WT and LRI deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 25 and 26 of the 
27 Counterclaim. 
28 
29 PLAINTIFFS'/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PIPER RANCH, LLC'S COUNTERCLAIM 
AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- 3 
359 
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13. With regard to the allegations contained in paragraph 27 of the Counterclaim, WT 
2 and LRI reassert and reallege as if set forth in full the Answers to the paragraphs 
3 
incorporated by reference. 
4 
5 
14. WT and LRI deny the allegations coniained in paragraphs 28 and 29 of the 
6 Counterclaim. 
7 15. With regard to the allegations contained in paragraph 30 of the Counterclaim, WT 
8 
and LRI reassert and reallege as if set forth in full the Answers to the paragraphs 
9 
10 
incorporated by reference. 
11 16. WT and LRI deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 31 and 32 of the 
12 Counterclaim. 
13 
17. With regard to the allegations contained in paragraph 33 of the Counterclaim, WT 
14 
15 
and LRI reassert and reallege as if set forth in full the Answers to the paragraphs 
16 incorporated by reference. 




19. The Counterclaim contains what is commonly referred to as a "Prayer for Relief." 
20 
21 
To the extent that any response is required to the allegations or statements 
22 contained therein, WT and LRI denies all such allegations and specifically denies 
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AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
2 FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
3 
The Counterclaim fails to state a cause of action against WT or LRI upon which 
4 
5 
relief may be grlli,.ted and should be dismissed pursuar.1.t to Rule 12(b )( 6) of t1.e Idaho 
6 Rules of Civil Procedure. 
7 SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
8 
WT and LRI deny negligence and affirmatively state that Piper Ranch's own 
9 
10 
negligence was the proximate cause of Piper Ranch's injuries, if any. 
11 THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 




FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
15 
16 That Piper Ranch itself breached the contract which forms the basis of its cause of 
17 action for breach of contract. 
18 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
19 
20 
That WT and LRI are excused from performance under the alleged contract due to 
21 Piper Ranch's own material breach of the contract. 
22 SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
23 
That Piper Ranch failed to take reasonable steps to mitigate its alleged damages. 
24 
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
25 
26 That Piper Ranch's claims are barred by the doctrines of estoppel or laches. 
27 
28 
29 PLAINTIFFS'/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PIPER RANCH, LLC'S COUNTERCLAIM 
































Angstman,Jo 09:46 08-24-2010 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE WT and LRI prays as follows: 
I. Based on the foregoing, WT and LRI request the Court enter judgment 
dismissing all causes of action against WT and LRI; 
2. That the Court enter an award of reasonable attorney's fees and costs in favor 
of WT and LRI pursuant to I.R.C.P. 11 and 54, Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) and 
12-121, and any other applicable rule; and 
3. For any other relief as may be just and proper. 
DATED this 11_ day of August, 2010. 
Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
29 PLAINTIFFS'/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PIPER RANCH, LLC'S COUNTERCLAIM 
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served a true copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFFS'/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' 
4 ANSWER TO DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PIPER RANCH, LLC' S 
COUNTERCLAIM AND DEM.AND FOR JURY TRIAL by the method indicated below, 
5 
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MOTION TO DISMISS AND 
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BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an 
Idaho Corporation, and TIM AND 














THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual,) 
and ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ) 
ASSOCIATES, PLLC, an Idaho ) 





On July 14,2010, this court issued an ORDER ON MOTION TO AMEND and 
ORDER ON BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC'S AUGUST 6, 2009 MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT. During a July 14,2010 hearing regarding other unresolved 
issues, this court indicated on the record that its ORDER ON BIG BITE EXCAVATION, 
INC'S AUGUST 6, 2009 MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT should render BIG 
BITES' COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL filed October 28,2009 in 
case CV -09-11396 moot. The court allowed the Schelhoms and Big Bite until July 21, 
201 0 to determine if any valid claims remained in CV -09-113 96 in light of the court's 
ORDER ON BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC'S AUGUST 6, 2009 MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT. If it was determined by Schelhoms and Big Bite that the 
Court's ORDER ON BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC'S AUGUST 6, 2009 MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT rendered their complaint in CV-09-11396 moot, they 
should move to dismiss the complaint. The court also determined that dismissal of the 
ORDER GRANTING BIG BITE'S MOTION TO DISMISS AND DENYING 
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( 
CV-09-11396 complaint as a result of this court's ORDER ON BIG BITE 
EXCAVATION, INC'S AUGUST 6, 2009 MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
should render Angstman's and Angstman, Johnson & Associates PLLC's (herein also 
collectively referred to as Angstman) December 8, 2009 MOTION TO 
DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT moot. As a result, on July 21, 2010 
Big Bite and the Schelhoms filed a MOTION TO DISMISS BIG BITE EXCAVATION, 
INC.'S AND TIM AND JULIE SCHELHORN'S COMPLAINT filed in CV-2009-
11396-C. On July 28,2010, Angstman filed a MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO 
MOTION TO DISMISS. A JUDGMENT DISMISSING DEFENDANT BIG BITE 
EXCAVATION INC. pursuant to the July 14,2010 summary judgment order was entered 
by the court on July 29, 2010. Oral argument on Big Bite's Motion to Dismiss and 
Angstmans' opposition to the Motion to Dismiss was held August 12, 2010. Angstmans' 
objection to the Motion to Dismiss is predicated on its perceived need to have the court 
rule on the merits of the December 8, 2009 MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT. This issue may also relate to the parties respective 
conflicting requests for an award costs and attorney fees. 
I. BIG BITE AND SCHELHORN'S JULY 21, 2010 MOTION TO DISMISS 
COMPLAINT 
In response to this court's July 14,2010 ORDER ON BIG BITE EXCAVATION, 
INC'S AUGUST 6, 2009 MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, Big Bite and the 
Schelhom's have moved pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a)(2) for dismissal 
of the complaint filed in CV-2009-11396-C. In its summary judgment order, the court 
ORDER GRANTING BIG BITE'S MOTION TO DISMISS AND DENYING 
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found that no contract existed between Piper Ranch and Big Bite committing Big Bite to 
perform the excavation, paving, or construction work at issue in the CV -2009-5395 case; 
that there was no contract between Big Bite, Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty 
obligating Big Bite to perform the excavation, paving or construction work at issue in the 
CV-2009-5395 case; and that Wandering Trials and Liquid Realty were not third party 
beneficiaries entitled to assert a claim against Big Bite for its failure to perform the 
excavation, paving or construction work at issue in the CV-2009-5395 case. 
Angstman argues that the court should deny Big Bite's MOTION TO DISMISS 
and grant his/its MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT on 
the basis that the determination that no agreement existed between Big Bite, Wandering 
Trails, Liquid Realty or between Big Bite and the Schelhoms or Piper Ranch requiring 
Big Bite to perform the excavation, paving or construction work at issue in CV-2009-
5395 also supported Angstmans' argument that Big Bite's and Schelhom's CV-2009-
11396 complaint failed to state a claim upon which relief could be granted since it 
contradicted any argument that Angstman breached any professional ethical obligation 
owed to Big Bite or the Schelhoms related to the business relationship established by the 
February 2008 assignment agreement that is the focus ofthe CV-2009-5395 case. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41 ( a)(2) allows a court to dismiss a plaintiffs 
action upon "such terms and conditions as the court deems proper." IRCP 41(a)(2). A 
trial court's dismissal of an action under this rule is governed by the abuse of discretion 
standard. Jones v. Berezay, 120 Idaho 332, 335 815 P.2d 1072, 1075 (1991). In addition, 
the Idaho Supreme Court in Berezay found that "the proper focus should be on the trial 
court's exercise of discretion in determining the terms and conditions of dismissal under 
ORDER GRANTING BIG BITE'S MOTION TO DISMISS AND DENYING 
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I.R.C.P. 4l(a)(2), rather than on the determination of a prevailing party." !d. In 
exercising its discretion in making a determination on such a motion to dismiss the court 
should "pays due regard to the interests of both the plaintiff and defendant; dismissal of 
the plaintiffs action must not unfairly jeopardize the defendant's interests." Parkside 
Schools, Inc. v. Bronco Elite Arts & Athletics, LLC, 145 Idaho 176, 177 P.3d 390 (2008), 
citing Rohr v. Rohr, 118 Idaho 698, 702, 800 P.2d 94, 98 (Ct.App.1989). 
This court recognizes that its decision on this motion is a matter of discretion, and 
exercises its discretion in granting Big Bite and Schelhom's motion to voluntarily dismiss 
the CV-2009-11396 complaint. 
The parties' arguments are circuitous, but the answer to this dispute is simple and 
clear. Wandering Trails, LLC and Liquid Realty, Inc.'s claims against Big Bite as set 
forth in the May 26, 2009 complaint filed in case CV-2009-5395 were the basis for 
Schelhom's and Big Bite's claims made against Angstman and his law firm in the CV-
2009-11396 case. Wandering Trials, LLC and Liquid Realty, Inc.'s claims against Big 
Bite were filed first. It was only logical for Big Bite and Schelhoms to timely assert the 
claims in CV-2009-11396 in response. Once Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty's 
claims against Big Bite were dismissed per this court's summary judgment order, the 
basis for Schelhorn's and Big Bite's claims against Angstman in CV-2009-11396 no 
longer existed. Big Bite and Schelhoms claims against Angstman were derived from 
Wandering Trail and Liquid Reality's claims against Big Bite. 
More specifically, Big Bite and Schelhom's CV-2009-11396 complaint alleged 
claims against Angstman based upon a professional relationship conflict of 
interest/breach of fiduciary duty theory arising out of Angstmans' alleged 
ORDER GRANTING BIG BITE'S MOTION TO DISMISS AND DENYING 
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contemporaneous representation of Big Bite during the period that negotiations occurred 
and a construction development agreement was reached between the Wandering Trails, 
Liquid Realty and Piper Ranch entities. If Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty had been 
successful in asserting that a contract existed between Big Bite and Wandering 
Trails/Liquid Realty or that Wandering Trails/Liquid Realty were third party 
beneficiaries of an agreement between Big Bite and Piper Ranch, requiring Big Bite to 
perform the construction services at issue, Big Bite and Schelhoms claims in the CV-
2009-11396 would have survived. Once the Wandering Trails/Liquid Realty claims 
against Big Bite were dismissed, Big Bite should have been allowed to reassess the 
validity of its claims against Angstman. This court indicated on the record at the time it 
granted Big Bite's motion for summary judgment, that it would allow Big Bite and the 
Schelhoms decide ifthey wanted to proceed with the claims in CV-2009-11396 before 
any further decision would be made on Angstmans' motion to dismiss/motion for 
summary judgment. Had Big Bite and the Schelhoms decided to proceed with their 
claims against Angstman, it would then have been necessary for the court to rule on the 
merits of Angstmans' motion to dismiss/motion for summary judgment. 
The court grants Big Bite/Schelhoms' Motion to Dismiss pursuant to Idaho Rule 
of Civil Procedure 41(a)(2). The court finds that there is no prejudice to Angstman or his 
firm as they receive the benefit of not having to further defend against Big Bite's claims 
in CV-2009-11396 which claims existed by reason of the claims asserted by Wandering 
Trails and Liquid Realty against Big Bite in the CV -2009-5395 case. This dismissal is 
without prejudice. This discretionary decision is made in the interest of judicial economy, 
efficiency and common sense based upon the interrelated nature of the claims as 
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described above. It was meaningless to go through the analysis of Angstmans' MOTION 
TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT after the basis of the claim in 
the CV-2009-11396 case had been eliminated by reason of the order entered on Big 
Bite's motion for summary judgment. In essence, a different state of facts existed after 
Big Bite's motion for summary judgment was granted than existed at the time 
Angstmans' MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT was 
initially filed. 
Finally, the court finds the determination of prevailing party will not be addressed 
at this time as the parties have argued a motion for an award of costs and fees on October 
4, 2010. The prevailing party issue will be addressed in the separate cost and attorney fee 
decision made by the court. 
II. ANGSTMAN AND ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON AND ASSOCIATES PLLC 
DECEMBER gTH 2009 MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Because of Angsmans' concern that the court make a ruling on its December 8, 
2009 MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, the court 
enters the following additional findings of fact, conclusions of law and order. 
Standard of Review: 
Motion for Summary Judgment pursuant to IRCP, Rule 56( c) 
Summary judgment is appropriate where the pleadings, depositions, admissions 
and affidavits on file show that there are no genuine issues of material fact and that the 
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moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. I.R.C.P. 56( c); City of Idaho 
Falls v. Home Indemnity Co., 126 Idaho 604, 606 (1995). At all times, the burden of 
proving the absence of a genuine issue o fmaterial fact rests upon the moving party. G & 
M Farms v. Funk Irrigation Co., 119 Idaho 514, 517 (1991 ). 
In consideration of the motion, the court must liberally construe the facts and 
inferences contained in the existing record in favor of the party opposing the motion. 
Bonz v. Sudweeks, 119 Idaho 539, 541 (1991). To withstand a motion for summary 
judgment, the non-moving party's case must be anchored in something more solid than 
speculation. A mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue. 
Edwards v. Conchemco Inc., 111 Idaho 851 (Ct. App. 1986). The party opposing the 
motion for summary judgment may not merely rest on the allegations contained in the 
pleadings; rather, evidence by way of affidavit or deposition must be produced to 
contradict the assertions of the moving party. Ambrose v. Buhl School Dist. #412, 126 
Idaho 581 (Ct. App. 1995). 
The existence of disputed facts will not defeat summary judgment when the 
plaintiff fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element 
essential to his case, an on which he will bear the burden of proof at trial. Garzee v. 
Barkley, 121 Idaho 771 (Ct. App. 1992). Facts in dispute cease to be "material" facts 
when the plaintiff fails to establish a prima facie case. In such cases, there can be "no 
genuine issue of material fact," since a complete failure of proof concerning an essential 
element of the nonmoving party's case necessarily renders all other facts immaterial. !d. 
citing Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322-323 (1986). This rule facilitates the 
dismissal of factually unsupported claims prior to trial. Id. Summary judgment 
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dismissing a claim is appropriate when the plaintiff fails to submit evidence to establish 
an essential element of the claim. Nelson v. City of Rupert, 128 Idaho 199, 202 (1996). 
Motion to Dismiss pursuant to IRCP, Rule 12(b)(6) 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b )(6) allows a party to seek dismissal of a claim 
or an action for the opposing party's failure to state a claim upon which relief can be 
granted. IRCP 12(b)(6). A motion to dismiss under this rule must be considered in 
conjunction with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 8( a) which sets forth the requirements for 
pleading a claim and calls for "a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the 
pleader is entitled to relief' and a demand for relief. Harper v. Harper, 122 Idaho 535, 
835 P.2d 1346 (Ct. App. 1992); IRCP 8(a). A court may grant a motion to dismiss 
pursuant to IRCP 12(b)(6) only "when it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can 
prove no set offacts in support of[the] claim which would entitle [the plaintiff] to 
relief." Id. If the Complaint, evaluated under the liberal pleading standards of IRCP 8, 
shows that the plaintiff may be entitled to some relief, the court should not dismiss the 
action or the claim. It is the policy ofthis state that every litigant shall have a day in court 
and as long as the defendant has been informed of the material facts upon which the 
action is based and basis for the demand for relief, the court should allow the action to 
proceed. See Clark v. Olsen, 110 Idaho 323, 715 P .2d 993 (1986). In determining the 
merits of a motion to dismiss, the court may only consider those facts that appear in the 
complaint, and any facts that the court may properly judicially notice pursuant to Idaho 
Rule ofEvidence 201. Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273,276, 796 P.2d 150, 153 
(Ct.App.1990). All inferences are viewed in favor of the non-moving party. Owsley v. 
Idaho Industrial Com'n, 141 Idaho 129, 106 P.3d 455 (2005). 
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The Idaho Supreme Court has held: "When this Court reviews an order dismissing 
an action pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b )(6), we apply the same standard ofreview*673 **761 
we apply to a motion for summary judgment. Gallagher v. State, 141 Idaho 665, 667, 115 
PJd 756, 758 (2005). "After viewing all facts and inferences from the record in favor of 
the non-moving party, the Court will ask whether a claim for relief has been stated." Id 
(citing Coghlan v. Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388,398,987 P.2d 300,310 
(1999)). "The issue is not whether the plaintiff will ultimately prevail, but whether the 
party is 'entitled to offer evidence to support the claims.' "Sumpter v. Holland Realty, 
Inc., 140 Idaho 349, 351, 93 P.3d 680, 682 (2004) (quoting BHA Inv., Inc. v. State, 138 
Idaho 348, 350, 63 P.3d 474,476 (2003)). Lasser v. Bradstreet 
145 Idaho 670, 183 P.3d 758, (2008). 
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The court denies Angstman's December 8, 2009 MOTION TO 
DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT. The court recognizes that 
Angstmans' MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT was 
filed prior to the time Big Bite filed the motion to dismiss its CV-2009-11396 complaint, 
but this was a judicially practical and efficient approach to these issues in light of the 
court's ruling on Big Bite's motion for summary judgment. For the reasons set forth in 
the court's order granting Big Bite's motion for summary judgment, as well as for the 
reasons expressed above in granting Big Bite's voluntary motion to dismiss, the court 
concludes that Angstman's Motion to Dismiss/Motion for Summary Judgment should be 
denied. "But for" the dismissal of Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty's claims against 
Big Bite, this court would not grant Angstmans' December 8, 2009 MOTION TO 
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DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT. The court would have concluded 
that there existed a genuine issue of material fact regarding Big Bite and Schelhom's 
claims against Angstrnan had Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty's claims against Big 
Bite survived summary judgment. Part of Liquid Realty and Wandering Trail's claims 
asserted against Big Bite was that these entities were the beneficiaries of a specific 
agreement with Big Bite requiring Big Bite to perform the excavation, paving and 
construction services contemplated by the February 2008 Assignment of Limited 
Liability Company Interest. Angstman acknowledges that he ptovided services as an 
attorney to the Schelhoms and Big Bite during the time that he acting as president of 
Liquid Realty entered into the February 2008 assignment agreement. In an attempt to 
comply with the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, Angstman made certain 
professional responsibility disclosures in the February 2008 assignment agreement. In 
the assignment agreement Piper Ranch acknowledged, agreed and consented to 
Angstman's pruticipation in this assignment transaction in light ofhis disclosed 
professional relationship with the Schelhorns and Big Bite. However, there is a genuine 
issue of material fact as to whether Angstrnan compromised his professional 
responsibilities to the Schelhoms and Big Bite in entering into this agreement in light of 
his later assertion that he believed the agreement was also binding on Big Bite. Neither 
Big Bite or the Schelhorns as individuals executed the acknowledgment and consent to 
this disclosed potential conflict of interest. Therefore, "but for" the granting of summary 
judgment by the court in favor of Big Bite in the CV 2009-5395 case, the claims asserted 
by Big Bite and the Schelhorns against Angstman in the CV -2009-113 96 case would 
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have survived Angstmans' December 8, 2009 MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT/MOTION TO DISMISS. 
ORDER 
Therefore it is hereby ordered that: 
1. Big Bite/Schelhorns' Motion to Dismiss pursuant to Idaho Rule of 
Civil Procedure 41(a)(2) is granted without prejudice for the reasons set forth above. 
2. To the extent it has any relevance, Angstmans' December 8, 2009 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT/MOTION TO DISMISS is denied for the 
reasons set forth above. 
3. The prevailing party/attorney fee and cost issue will be dealt with by 
separate order based upon the parties October 4, 2010 arguments. 
of October, 2010 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on _QQ day of October 2010, s/he served a true and 
correct copy of the original of the foregoing ORDER on the following individuals in the 
manner described: 
• upon counsel for BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., PIPER RANCH, LLC, and 
Schelhom's 
Kevin E Dinius 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
• upon counsel for WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, LIQUID REALTY, INC., 
Thomas Angstman, and Angstman, Johnson and Associates, PLLC 
Mathew T. Christiansen 
3649 North Lakeharbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83713 
and/or when s/he deposited each a copy of the foregoing ORDER in the U.S. Mail with 
sufficient postage to individuals at the addresses listed above. 
WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the Court 
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Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos. 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw. com 
mhanby@diniuslaw. com 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, and LIQUID 
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
-vs-
PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho limited 
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CASE NO. CV09.$%C 
JUDGMENT DISMISSING BIG 
BITE EXCAVATION, INC. AND 
TIM AND JULIE SCHELHORN'S 
COMPLAINT AND 
DENYING THOMAS J. 
ANGSTMAN AND ANGSTMAN 
JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 
PLLC'S MOTION TO 
DISMISS/MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
THIS MATTER HAVING COME before this Court on August 12, 2010, and the Court 
having entered its findings and conclusions in its Order Granting Big Bite's Motion to Dismiss 
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and Denying Angstman's Motion to Dismiss/Motion for Summary Judgment entered October 20, 
2010: 
IT IS HEREBY ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Judgment be entered granting Big 
Bite Excavation, Inc.'s and Tim and Julie Schelhorn' s Motion to Dismiss their Complaint 
without prejudice pursuant to Rule 41(a)(2) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and denying 
Angstrnan's Motion to Dismiss/Motion for Summary Judgment according to the Court's Order 
Granting Big Bite's Motion to Dismiss and Denying Angstrnan's Motion to Dismiss/Motion for 
Summary Judgment entered October 20, 2010. 
WHEREFORE, Big Bite Excavation, Inc.'s and Tim and Julie Schelhorn's claims against 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Nn\1 0 2 2010 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that onth'e __ day of October, 2010, a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by: 
Matthew T. Ch-.ristensen 111 
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC D 
3649 Lakeshore Lane D 
Boise, Idaho 83703 D 
Kevin E. Dinius KJ 
Michael J. Hanby II D 
DINIUSLAW D 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 D 
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